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Abstract 
The fruit trees and shrubs present practical (fructification) and significant ornamental values (beautiful 
and plentiful bloom). Following the example of other European countries, the fruit trees have been 
extensively planted since the end of 19th century in Poland, among other along roads as part of a 
country-wide roadside tree planting campaign. However ageing fruit tree alleys without renovation 
begin to vanish from the rural landscape in Poland. Currently, they may be seen mainly along low-
traffic side roads, while the oldest, relic alleys in older parks. In Poland in recent years the number of 
roadside trees declines among others due to the modernization of local roads. 
Since 2012 authors of this publication have been observing and documenting existing fruit tree alleys 
scattered in the rural landscape in Poland. For comparative purposes, in 2018 observations were 
carried out in Moravia, a region where the tradition of using fruit alleys is exemplary continued - in the 
landscape, there are numerous old (historical) and contemporary plantings. As an example is “The 
Longest fruit tree alley in Europe” - an international Polish – Czech - Austrian natural and cultural 
heritage thematic route „Kraków - Moravia - Wien Greenways”. In selected locations, the following 
have been examined: features of their spatial form (original tree spacing; row spacing; row distance 
from the road); tree measurements (breast height circumference; tree height, crown width). Analysis of 
individual sites allows establishing a level of preservation of the original layout and the estimated age 
of trees and the entire tree stand. 
 
Key words: fruit trees, roadside alleys, historical rural landscapes, Polish and Moravian fruit tree 
alleys 
 
Introduction 
Fruit trees and shrubs perform significant utility (fruiting) and decorative functions (beautiful, abundant 
flowering). Due to these specific utilitarian-decorative qualities, fruit trees have already found wider 
application in the past, among others as a material for planting along roads, e.g. in Poland in the late 
19th century, as part of the widespread campaign of establishing roadside shelterbelts, continued in 
the 1920s and 1930s (Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, Łukaszkiewicz 2012, 2017), and then in the post-war 
period (1960s). Fruit alleys for long decades have existed as a traditional element of the agricultural 
landscape. Similarly to typical roadside plantings, they were of great importance due to specific 
technical functions: protection against the excessive sun in the summer, protection of the road from 
wind or blowing snow, marking the course of the road during snowy winter nights. However, ageing, 
non-renewed fruit alleys are gradually disappearing from the Polish rural landscape. Nowadays, they 
are found mainly at the side, less frequented roads and the oldest of them, as relic forms in old parks. 
In recent years fruit roadside shelterbelts have been disappearing, among others as a result of 
modernization of local roads. 
 
Material and methods 
Since 2012 authors of this publication have been observing and documenting existing fruit tree alleys 
scattered in the rural landscape in Poland. (Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, Łukaszkiewicz 2017). For 
comparative purposes, in 2018 observations were carried out in Moravia, a region where the tradition 
of maintaining fruit alleys is exemplary continued - in the local landscape there are numerous old 
(historical) and contemporary such plantings. In selected locations, research was carried out including: 
 features of their spatial form (original tree spacing; row spacing; row distance from the road);  
 tree measurements (breast height circumference; tree height, crown width). 

Analysis of individual sites allowed establishing a level of preservation of the original layout and the 
estimated age of trees and the entire tree stand. 
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Results 
Currently, in Poland, old fruit alleys in rural areas are not commonly renewed and new ones are not 
implemented (Fig. 1-2, tab. 1.). In contrast, the fashion for fruit trees occurred in cities - newly planted 
fruit trees are more often found along city streets than on rural roads (Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, 
Łukaszkiewicz 2013). An example is Warsaw - in many places, one can find new plantings made of 
ornamental varieties of fruit trees, mainly from the genus Malus sp., Prunus sp., Pyrus sp. (Fig. 3-4). 
 

 
Fig. 1: Old apple tree alley, Mory near Warsaw, 

Poland (photo: B. Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, 
2015)  

Fig. 2: Old apple tree alley, local road Kopydłowo - 
Kopydłówek - Wilczogóra, Poland (photo: J. 

Łukaszkiewicz, 2016) 

 
Fig. 3: One-row planting (Prunus serrulata 

‘Kanzan’) - Warsaw, Ursynów district (photo: P. 
Wiśniewski, 2013) 

Fig. 4: Fragment of a 2-row planting on the street 
(Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’), Warsaw, Ursynów 

district  
(photo: P. Wiśniewski, 2013) 

 
Old and valuable, and currently disappearing varieties of fruit trees are collected in specialist 
pomological collections in arboretums (Fig. 5-6); the remains of old orchards or nurseries, where fruit 
plants were grown, were preserved in historic parks  (eg Sękowski 1990, Dolatowski, Prokopiv 2011, 
Kucharska 2011, Chmielewska 2018, Żygała 2018). In the past, these kinds of cultivars were 
recommended for growing in orchards, but they were also used for planting along roads. 
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Fig. 5: The old fruit alley, the arboretum in 

Glinna, Poland (photo: B. Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, 
2012) 

Fig. 6: Collections of old, endangered varieties of 
apple trees, the arboretum in Bolestraszyce, 

Poland (photo:  
B. Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, 2016) 

 
Tab. 1: Roadside shelters - fruit alleys in Poland (selected examples). By B. Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, J. 
Łukaszkiewicz, P. Wiśniewski 

 
Characteristics 

of spatial 
layout 

 
Tree 

species 

The 
spacing of 
trees in a 
row [m] 

Trunk’s 
circumfe
rence at 

1.3 m 
[cm] 

 
A Height 
of trees 

[m] 

The crown of trees 
Width [m] Condition 

Mory by Warsaw, Mazovia - 2-row roadside alley / year of field data collection: 2016 
few losses in 
planting 

(fig. 1) 

apple 
trees 
(Malus 
sp.) 

ca. 10,0  122 / 131 
/ 132 / 
156 

max. 6,0 7,0-9,0 
 

regular crowns 
with deformations 
/ small and 
medium 
deadwood 

Radonice by Błonie, Mazovia Voivodeship – 1-row roadside shelter / year of field data collection: 2016 
losses in 
planting 

apple 
trees 
Malus sp 

ca. 13,0 149 / 151 
/ 153 

6,0-8,0 6,0-8,0 crown thinning / 
small and 
medium 
deadwood 

Stara Iwiczna by Piaseczno, Warsaw, Mazovia Voivodeship – 1-row mid-field shelter/ year of field data 
collection: 2013 
few losses in 
planting 

walnut 
trees 
(Juglans 
regia) 

8,0-10,0 120 - 140 ca. 6,0 5,0-7,0 regular crowns / 
small and 
medium 
deadwood 

Kopydłowo - Kopydłówek – Wilczogóra, on the north, north-west by Konin,Greater Poland Voivodeship - 
2-row roadside alley / year of field data collection: 2016 
losses in 
planting 

(fig. 2) 

apple 
trees 
(Malus 
sp.) 

ca 8,0 120 / 131 
/ 125 

6,5-7,0-
8,0 

7,0-8,0 crowns with 
deformations / 
small and 
medium 
deadwood 

Nieborzyn-Budzisław Kościelny / NW. by Konin, Greater Poland Voivodeship - 2-row roadside alley / 
year of field data collection: 2016 
incomplete 
layout - 1 row 
is partially 
preserved 

cherry 
trees 
(Prunus 
sp.) 

8,0-10,0 150 / 156 6,5-8,0 6,0-7,0 regular crowns, 
with deformations 
/ small and 
medium 
deadwood 

 
Numerous roadside shelterbelts composed of fruit trees are observed in Moravia. Generally, along 
with local roads in rural areas, the presence of such tree plantings is the prevailing rule (np. Hrušková 
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et all. 2012; Veličková, Velička 2013). These are predominantly regular, linear plantings of fruit trees, 
e.g. along roads leading to the towns and villages (fig. 7-8, tab. 2.). Along roads of higher traffic 
density are deployed dense belt coverings, located on both sides of the road (protection against 
pollution). Besides species of fruit trees are present, like: Prunus avium L., Prunus cerasus L., Prunus 
domestica L., Juglans regia L., one can spot others, e.g. trees: Tilia cordata Mill., Acer 
pseudoplatanus L., Acer tataricum L., Prunus avium L., Pinus sylvestris L., Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold, 
Populus nigra 'Italica'; and shrubs: Lonicera sp., Syringa sp., Spiraea xvanhouttei (Briot) Zabel, 
Crataegus monogyna Jacq., Amorpha fruticosa L., Tamarix sp., Hippophaë rhamnoides L., Elaeagnus 
angustifolia L., Rhus typhina L. 
 
Tab. 2: Roadside shelters and fruit alleys in Moravia (selected examples). By B. Fortuna-
Antoszkiewicz, J. Łukaszkiewicz, P. Wiśniewski (measurement: 04.05.2018) 

 
Characteristics 
of spatial layout 

 
Tree species 

The 
spacing of 
trees in a 
row [m] 

Trunk’s 
circumfe
rence at 

1.3 m 
[cm] 

 
A Height 
of trees 

[m] 

The crown of trees 
Width [m] Width [m] 

The exit road from Krtiny (in the direction of Poland) / locality: Bukovina - Bukovinka / local road No. 37 365 - 
a two-sided alley on the roadside shaft (height 2.0 m) - length approx. 700 m (Fig. 9-10) 
an almost 
complete 
southern row; 
few losses in 
planting 

Prunus 
domestica L. 

8,0-10,0  93 / 121 / 
121 / 93 / 
97 / 115 

6,0-7,0  crown base: 
1,5-2,0 m / 
crown 
width: 6,0-
7,0 m 

full crown 
symmetry with 
thinning / fine 
and medium 
deadwood 

northern row - 
single plantings 
younger, 
complemented 
by cherries 

Prunus 
cerasus L. + 
Prunus 
avium L. 

8,0-9,0  151 / 95 / 
128 / 99 / 
116 / 125 

6,0-7,0  1,5-2,0 m / 
crown 
width:  8,0 
m 

full crown 
symmetry / 
small and 
medium 
deadwood 

Town of Luleč - single-row avenue, single-aged, without any complementary plantings, incomplete / length 
ca. 1 km 
1-stronna płd.  
 

Juglans 
regia L. 

10,0-11,0  150 / 130 
/ 180 / 
137 / 162 
/ 142 

ca. 8,0 2,5-3,0 m / 
crown 
width: 8,0-
10,0 m 

full crown 
symmetry / 
small and 
medium 
deadwood 

 

  
Fig. 7: The beautiful, many kilometers in length, fruit 

roadside shelter in Moravian landscape (photo:  
B. Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, 2018) 

Fig. 8: The single-row planting of Prunus sp., 
around Křtiny, Moravia 

(photo: B. Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, 2018) 
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Fig. 9-10: The area of Bukovina - Bukovinka / local road No. 37 365 

– the bilateral alley (photo: B. Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, 2018) 
 
Discussion 
In some regions of Poland, there is renewed interest in planting fruit trees along local roads in the rural 
landscape and in cities (Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz, Łukaszkiewicz, 2013). Some of the initiatives 
undertaken in recent years highlight the need to preserve and recreate fruit tree stands in Poland, eg. 
Stories written in trees] of Wzgórza Dalkowskie area [Józefczuk, Krukowska-Szopa 2010]; Biodiversity 
analysis focusing on old cheery variants in the area of St. Anna Region’s Association, as well as 
necessary activities for their preservation [Jańczak, Pikuła 2011]; Longest fruit tree alley in Europe - 
an international Polish-Czech-Austrian natural and cultural heritage thematic route „Kraków – Morawy 
- Wiedeń Greenways” [http://greenways.pl/pl/s/krakow-morawy-wieden-greenways]). 
In Moravia, fruit alleys are clearly present in the landscape of open areas as a permanent, inseparable 
element. Existing spatial layouts are systematically replenished and maintained – alleys of fruit trees 
of all ages are commonly found (old plantings, recently established or exchanged, and also with mixed 
composition - old trees mixed with young copies). 
 
Conclusion 
In rural areas, fruit trees along the roads still fulfil important technical functions (windshield, sun 
shield), the usefulness value (fruiting) is not exposed today. Currently, other tasks are at the forefront - 
a biocenotic function (eg. food for animals), and above all - decorative (flowering) and landscape 
values (an element of the traditional landscape of open areas). 
In Poland prevailing fruit alleys founded in the 1960s, which are currently in the phase of gradual 
decline of trees and blurring of spatial layouts. 
In the area of Moravia, roadside fruit trees are constantly present in the landscape as constantly 
renewed and maintained spatial forms. This can be seen as a model continuation of tradition and 
protection of cultural heritage in the landscape. 
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Souhrn 
Ovocné stromy a keře představují praktickou (fruktační) a významnou ornamentální hodnotu (krásný a 
bohatý květ). Po vzoru jiných evropských zemí byly ovocné stromy rozsáhle vysazeny od konce 19. 
století v Polsku, mimo jiné podél silnic jako součást celostátní kampaně na výsadbu stromů. Z 
venkovské krajiny v Polsku však začínají zmizet stárnoucí ovocné aleje bez renovace. V současné 
době je lze spatřit převážně na vedlejších silnicích s nízkým provozem, zatímco nejstarší, reliktní 
uličky ve starších parcích. V Polsku v posledních letech klesá počet silničních stromů mimo jiné díky 
modernizaci místních komunikací. 
Od roku 2012 autoři tohoto příspěvku sledují a dokumentují existující aleje ovocných stromů 
roztroušené ve venkovské krajině v Polsku. Pro srovnávací účely byly v roce 2018 provedeny 
pozorování na Moravě, v oblasti, kde je tradice využívání ovocných uliček příkladem pokračování - v 
krajině jsou četné staré (historické) i současné výsadby. Příkladem je „Nejdelší ulička ovocných 
stromů v Evropě“ - mezinárodní polsko-česko-rakouská přírodní a kulturní památka „Kraków - Moravia 
- Wien Greenways“. Ve vybraných lokalitách byly zkoumány následující: prostorové formy (původní 
rozteč stromů, rozteč řádků, vzdálenost řádků od silnice); měření stromů (obvod prsou, výška stromu, 
šířka korunky). Analýza jednotlivých lokalit umožňuje stanovit úroveň zachování původního půdorysu 
a odhadovaného stáří stromů a celého porostu stromů. 
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Abstract  
The current hydrological situation of landscape in the Czech Republic (CR) is not good. In recent 
years, more than half of its area has been reporting subnormal water-level of groundwater. Data from 
two shallow groundwater boreholes were used for a comparison. One was located in Jaroměřice nad 
Rokytnou, CR (disturbed landscape) and the other one in Öbritz, Austria (functional landscape). The 
results in Jaroměřice indicated a low resistance to inter-annual climate variability as well as a mean 
annual decrease in the water table equal to 2.93 cm per year. This was argued to be mainly caused by 
inappropriate agriculture/landscape management, mainly by the large size of the arable units. For the 
area of the South Moravian Region, the cost of lost water from this inappropriate management was 
estimated to up to 16 971 million CZK every year.  
 
Key words: water-level, borehole, landscape stability, hydrological regime 
 
Introduction 
The current hydrological situation of landscape in the Czech Republic (CR) is not good. In recent 
years, more than half of its area has been reporting subnormal water-level of groundwater in almost 
every month, mostly during spring and summer (CHMI, 2019). In the CR, groundwater is the main 
source of freshwater. Given that groundwater is recognized to be more stable and less vulnerable to 
climate variations and anthropocentric interventions as compared to surface waters (Garamhegyi et 
al., 2017), this situation is even more alarming. It can be argued that this is the result of many years of 
inappropriate landscape management combined with the effects of global climate change. The basic 
idea is that a proper landscape management can help on multiple fronts. In other words, specific 
measures targeting the improvement of the hydrological regime, such as dividing the arable units by 
strips of woody vegetation or walking paths covered by grassland can help increase the recreational 
potential of the locality as well as offer other ecosystem benefits. In densely populated areas (such as 
Central Europe), recreation in the landscape is recognized as one of the biggest driving forces in 
landscape change as it can heavily influence the social and economic demands (Kopp et al., 2015).  
The aim of this paper is to showcase a comparison of two similar agricultural landscapes from Central 
Europe with different landscape management and highlight the differences it can yield to shallow 
groundwater stability and conclude the most profound sources of the negative effects.  
 
Material and methods 
Data from two shallow groundwater boreholes were used for comparison (Figure 1). One was located 
in Jaroměřice nad Rokytnou, CR (1) and the other one in Öbritz, Austria (2). Both boreholes are 
located less than 50 km away from each other and both can be found in the catchment of the river 
Dyje (1 is in its sub-catchment of the tributary river Rokytná). They are both situated in an agricultural 
important region in a flat terrain. However the key differences come from the type of agriculture. As 
seen from an aerial photo (Figure 1), the size of the fields (arable units) is very different. Therefore the 
two sites very deemed as reference functional landscape (Öbritz, Austria (2)) and disturbed landscape 
(Jaroměřice nad Rokytnou, CR (1)). Observed differences in the trends in the dynamic of shallow 
groundwater level would be interpreted as the result of inappropriate landscape (agricultural) 
management. 
Shallow groundwater water-level data for (1) were purchased from the Czech Hydrometeorological 
institute (CHMI) for the actual period 1999 - 2018, while data for (2) were freely available for the years 
2007 - 2015 from the Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik (ZAMG) a similar institute in 
Austria. Therefore, data from the shallow boreholes for the period of 2007 – 2015 were used for the 
comparison, while data from the extended period 1999 -2018 for (1) were used as a reference for the 
analysis of the global problems of Czech agricultural landscape.  
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Fig. 1: Location of the shallow groundwater boreholes – left - Jaroměřice nad Rokytnou, Czech 

Republic (1) and right - Öbritz, Austria (2). The photographs show the different landscape 
management: (1) disturbed and (2) functional landscape. 

 
Results 
During the last 20 years, the water-level in the measured borehole has been decreasing annually for 
2.93 cm per year on average. Such a rapid decrease is very alarming as it corresponds to a loss of 
293 000 liters from a hectare of landscape every year. Such a trend is more or less the same for the 
whole southern part of the CR.  On the area of the South Moravian region (719 500 ha) or the whole 
Czech Republic (7 886 500 ha), the loss of 2.93 cm a year corresponds to an annual loss of 210 814 
or 2 310 745 thousand cubic meters of water respectively. Given the mean cost of water in the CR 
(80.5 CZK/1m3 for 2017, Czech statistical office), this corresponds to the loss of 16 971 and 186 015 
million CZK respectively. The latter amount actually corresponds to 12.7 % of the state budget of the 
CR for 2019 (Czech statistical office).  
 

Fig. 2: Mean inter-annual water-level fluctuations in the shallow groundwater borehole Jaroměřice nad 
Rokytnou, 1999 – 2018 
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Fig. 3: Mean inter-annual water-level fluctuations in the shallow groundwater boreholes standardized 

to their initial values in 2007. Full line Jaroměřice nad Rokytnou, CR (1), dotted line Öbritz, Austria (2). 
 
The comparison of the two different landscapes indicate some key differences: 1. shallow groundwater 
level (2) is more balanced  
2. shallow groundwater level (1) is slowly decreasing while exhibiting great inter-annual differences  
These results can be interpreted that landscape (1) is prone to both flooding and more importantly 
(given the trends in current climate) to droughts as it has limited resistance to inter-annual climate 
variability. Such a landscape has a disturbed hydrological regime. At the same time, the landscape (2) 
has a balanced hydrological regime and as such exhibits greater resistance to inter-annual climate 
variability. 
 
Conclusion 
The comparison of the two sites indicated that the landscape (1) has a disturbed hydrological regime 
with lesser resistance to inter-annual climate variability as opposed to the landscape (2). It can be 
argued that these differences are a result of inappropriate agriculture/landscape management, mainly 
by the large size of fields with limited options for infiltration and retention as shown in Figure 1. For the 
area of the South Moravian Region, the cost of this inappropriate landscape management can be 
estimated (with a great deal of simplification) to up to 16 971 million CZK every year. At the same 
time, it can be argued that the disturbed landscape (1) also offers very limited options for recreation. 
Again, mainly caused by the same agent, which in this case, is the large size of arable units that 
render the landscape inaccessible and impermeable for people.  

The reduction in size of arable units in the region would support more heterogeneous 
landscape cover and greatly increase the ecotone infiltration zones by its edges resulting not only in 
the improvement of the hydrological regime but also in an increased recreation potential (as well as 
offer other ecosystem benefits). The income from increased recreation in the region could be a way to 
offset the losses from a more demanding agricultural management. This way, water management and 
recreation in landscape in the region could be helped based on the same foundations. 
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Sourhn 
The current hydrological situation of landscape in the Czech Republic (CR) is not good. In recent 
years, more than half of its area has been reporting subnormal water-level of groundwater. Data from 
two shallow groundwater boreholes were used for comparison. One was located in Jaroměřice nad 
Rokytnou, CR (disturbed landscape) and the other one in Öbritz, Austria (functional landscape). The 
idea was to connect the observed differences in the stability of the hydrological regime to the status of 
the current landscape. The observed dynamics in shallow groundwater level during the study period 
(2007-2015) in Jaroměřice indicated a low resistance to inter-annual climate variability as compared to 
Öbritz. This was argued to be mainly caused by the inappropriate agriculture/landscape management, 
mainly by the large size of the arable units around Jaroměřice as compared to the mosaic harmonic 
cultural landscape around Öbritz. A mean annual decrease in the water table of 2.93 cm per year was 
observed in Jaroměřice in the last 20 years (1999-2018). For the area of the South Moravian Region, 
the amount of lost water caused by the inappropriate landscape management was estimated to 
210 814 cubic meters each year and its cost up to 16 971 million CZK every year. The reduction in 
size of arable units in the region seems to be the obvious solution. More heterogeneous landscape 
cover would not only help improve the hydrological regime but it would also increase the recreation 
potential (as well as offer other ecosystem benefits). The income from increased recreation in the 
region could be a way to offset the losses from a more demanding agricultural management. This way 
water management and recreation in landscape in the region could be helped based on the same 
foundations. 
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Abstract 
Low Tatra Mts. located in the central part of the Western Carpathians and Slovakia has been, thanks 
to its nature and mountainous landscape, declared as protected area National Park Low Tatras in 
1978. After re-assessment of its borders, the National Park covers an area of 728 km2. National Park 
Low Tatras is one of the most visited tourist destinations in Slovakia. It includes specific conditions 
suitable for both summer and winter recreation and tourism development. Various geological, 
geomorphological and landscape beauties have been exposed by the human activity from the 
beginning of the settlement in this area in the 13th century. Significant impact on the land of the 
national park has begun with the development of intensive mining in the 15th century. Along with 
mining and metallurgy, in the forests of today’s national park other crafts (lumbering and coal trade) 
developed. These activities changed the character of the landscape from the bottom to the upper parts 
of the lateral valleys in Low Tatras. From the 15th century, but mainly in the 16th century, another 
process occurred – Walachian colonization which more intensively changed the landscape and 
contributed to the recent character. Walachian colonization advanced along the main ridge, deforested 
the area and created recent unique scenery of the grassy uplands. 
 
Key words: Low Tatras, national park, Middle Ages, anthropogenic activity, cultural landscape, 
tourism 
 
Introduction  
Low Tatra Mts. together with their valleys were used for economic purposes, especially by lumbers, 
miners and shepherds, ab antique. In the granite zone of the main mountain ridge rich mining activities 
were present. Precious metals (mainly gold) and iron ore were mined here. In the montaneous 
landscape old miners’ trails, shafts and spoil banks have been preserved.  
Shepherds had the largest impact on the landscape. Deforesting of the upper parts of the mountains 
(on its ridge) resulted into development of large grassy uplands – anthropogenic-formed created 
alpine grass fields. Such modified landscape was present in the area of Low Tatra Mts. at the end of 
Middle Ages (16th century). The uniqueness of this landscape, which is, by many visitors, considered 
as natural, has significantly contributed to the attractiveness of the mountains from the tourism 
perspective. Last but not least, unique grass formations also contributed to the definition and 
establishment National Park Low Tatras. 
The aim of this study is, based on historical-archive study and field research, to describe the history of 
landscape transformation in the upper (ridge) part of the Low Tatra Mts, recently protected within the 
national park area. From the time perspective, the research is focused on the period of the Middle 
Ages. The paper highlights preserved relics of medieval landscape within recent land, mainly in terms 
of grassy uplands development.  

 
Materials and methods  
The main methodological principle in the process of Low Tatras’ medieval historical landscape study 
was the use of archive research methods aimed at collecting and analysis oldest texts from the 16th 
century. This method is composed of classical steps of historical research methods (Gerber 1974; 
Hroch et al. 1985; Best and Kahn 1998; Dvořák et al. 2014). Following the archive study, detailed field 
research aimed at relics of historical medieval landscape  in the upper part of the mountains was the 
most important part of the study. This research was performed from 2002 to 2018. Field research was 
performed using classical (verified) methods of landscape study (e.g., Gerber 1974; Hroch et al. 1985; 
Best and Kahn 1998; Dvořák et al. 2014, etc.) 
Using GIS tools (ArcGIS 10.4) and using maps from the Landscape Atlas of the Slovak Republic 
(2002) (Map Nr. 39: Territorial Protection of Nature and Landscape and Map Nr. 87: Potential Natural 
Vegetation) and land-cover layer of Corine Land Cover (Copernicus 2018), extension of grassy 
uplands and anthropogenic deforestation in the area of National Park Low Tatras were visualized into 
maps.  
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Results 
The National Park is located in the central part of Slovakia and the shape of its territory is extended in 
the west-east direction (Fig. 1). Even in the 13th century, the primeval forests in the mountains in the 
northern part of Slovakia, including the Low Tatras, were almost intact by human activity (Musil 2004). 
The ridge of the Low Tatras was covered by extensive forests of European beech (Fagus sylvatica), 
rising to 900 m above sea level (a.s.l.), and rarely higher. The mixed beech-fir forests, but especially 
the white fir-dominated primeval forests (Abies alba), rose up to 1100 m a.s.l. The highest parts of the 
valley were covered by coniferous forests, mostly white fir, with abundant spruce (Picea abies). Pure 
spruce forests were rare. Coniferous forests reached the upper forest boundary at an altitude of 
around 1800 m. a.s.l. The highest parts of the Low Tatras ridge grew in the level of subalpine dwarf-
pine communities and in the highest parts of the massif there was a range of alpine meadows 
(Michalko et al. 1985; Michalko et al. 1986) (Fig. 2) 
The first significant anthropogenic impacts on original forest land of Low Tatras were, from archives, 
noticed after the year 1230, when the area of Liptov as terra Lyptou is mentioned (Marsina 1971). In 
the second part of the 13th century, gradually settled forest area of Liptov on northern slopes of Low 
Tatras is mentioned in several archive documents. The area of southern slopes of Low Tatras, 
Horehronie, is historically mentioned later. In 1265, a settlement “Brezno” is mentioned as terra 
Berezun together with its forest area on southern slopes of Lower Tatras (Beňko 1998). In both cases, 
the term terra refers to the fact that the vast original forest grew in the area of Low Tatras which has 
been partially economically used, but with no permanent settlement. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Location of the National Park Low Tatras within the territory of Slovakia and compared to other 
Slovak national parks. Source: Landscape Atlas of the Slovak Republic, 2002 (Map Nr. 39 Territorial 

Protection of Nature and Landscape, Kramárik) 
 

 

 
Fig. 2: Original extension of alpine grass fields (non-forest formations) in the upper parts of the 

mountains until the 15th century (before the first anthropogenic intervetions) Source: Landscape Atlas 
of the Slovak Republic, 2002 (Map č. 87: Potential Natural Vegetation, Maglocký) 
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The change of the original primeval landscape in the geographical area of the Low Tatras begins in 
connection with the German colonization of the area, which ran from the first half of the 13th to the 
end of the 14th century (Rábik, 2001). The German element significantly contributed to the 
development of mining and accompanying crafts, which were the first to significantly change the 
appearance of the original primeval land. A strong stream of German settlement has been 
documented in the Liptov region since the mid-13th century. In the Horehronie region, in the vicinity of 
Brezno, it was during the 14th century (Lacko 2010). 
The impact of mining and forestry on the change of the original forest land has begun to be 
manifested, at the latest, in the 15th century. Mining as the main cause of forest destruction was 
initially developed as surface gold panning in almost all northern and southern valleys of the mountain 
range, and the subsurface mining of precious metals has been intensively developing since the 16th 
century (Hronček and Budaj 2017). 
The forest was the only source of fuel and an indispensable source of livelihood for the first settlers. It 
provided a variety of plant resources for food, was used to hunt for wildlife, which was inherently 
accompanied with poaching. A lot of forestry crafts were concentrated in the forest area following the 
mining that was the foundation of the economy. With the development of surface mining and gold 
panning, trees were also excavated and valleys deforested, which gradually moved further into the 
mountains along the streams (Hronček 2015). In the second half of the 16th century, extensive 
completely deforester areas and devastated land (Madlen 1962) were present as a result of extensive 
excavation of the original forests. As late asl the 19th century, monocultures of spruce forests were 
planted in the mountains, which currently dominate in the country (Jančík 1954). 
Since the 14th century, but especially in the 16th and 17th centuries, the Walachian colonization 
contributed to the creation of an anthropogenic landscape of the Low Tatras (Tomeček 2014). 
Walachs gradually settling Horehronie became a serious and irreversible transformation factor in the 
Low Tatras (Kvietok 1943). Walachs grazed their flocks of sheep and goats in forests that were 
intensely damaged. They destroyed forests not only "from below" against watercourses, as mining, 
but, above all, they began to create and expand pastures (grassy uplands) in the top parts of the ridge 
running out of the main ridge of the Low Tatras, as well as directly on the main ridge. Shepherding 
caused a reduction of the upper edges of the original forests by about 200 m altitude (Fig. 3). In the 
area of the anthropic upper forest boundary, the negative impact of shepherding was manifested 
directly by the excavation of the forest, which progressed towards water resources and indirectly by 
yearly trimming, barking, biting and peeling the tree bark. Growing vegetation led to shallow soil 
exposure and subsequent erosion (Midriak 1973; 1977). 

 

 
Fig. 3: Extensions of deforested upper parts of Low Tatras - grassy uplands that were created in the 

Low Tatras by anthropogenic activity already at the end of the Middle Ages and currently represent an 
important feature of the Low Tatras National Park as a relic of the medieval country, which significantly 

increases the attractiveness of the mountain range for tourism Source: Corine Land Cover 
(Copernicus 2018) 

 
Conclusion  
All these historical anthropogenic activities led to the fact that alpine landscape in the Low Tatras was 
"one great devastated territory" in the second half of the 16th century (Madlen 1962). The miners 
proceeded from below, against the direction of the mountain streams, and deforested the mountain 
range in the summit. The activity of geldings has led to the creation of characteristic hills. The 
mountain range of the Low Tatras has significantly changed the original, natural character of the 
forested mountain range to anthropogenic deforested landscape. 
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Paradoxically, anthropogenic grassy uplands as the main relic of the medieval lands significantly 
increased the potential of the current mountain landscape for modern tourism. Just in the 
anthropogenic deforested peaks of the mountains, in the second half of the 20th century, the most 
important tourist resorts were established. From the west, they are Donovaly, Chopok, Tale, or 
Certovica. Similarly, anthropogenic deforested valleys, such as Bystrianska, Demänovská or Revúcka 
dolina valley. 
Even the most important (geo)tourist points (geosites) sought by tourists on the ridge of the mountain 
range are located in anthropogenic deforested parts of the country, e.g., from west Prašivá, Ďurková, 
Chopok, Ďumbier, Beňuška, Kráľova hoľa. 
In conclusion, anthropogenically created parts of the country in the Middle Ages significantly increased 
landscape potential and the uniqueness of the country, leading to the declaration of National Park Low 
Tatras in the second half of the 1970s. In order to preserve its unique appearance even after the 
economic exploitation (grazing of sheep and cattle) of deforested peaks, this historic landscape 
requires active and intensive management from its protectors. 
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Souhrn 
Pohoří Nízké Tatry ležící v centrální části Západních Karpat a Slovenska bylo díky své jedinečné 
přírodě a horské krajině vyhlášené v roce 1978 za chráněné pod názvem Národní park Nízké Tatry. 
Po přehodnocení jeho hranic v roce 1997 má v současnosti rozlohu 728 km2. Národní park patří mezi 
nejnavštěvovanější turistické destinace na území Slovenska. Disponuje podmínkami na rozvoj 
rekreačních aktivit letní i zimní turistiky. Jeho geologické, geomorfologické, ale především krajinářské 
jedinečnosti jsou vytvořeny činností člověka od počátku jeho osidlování ve 13. století. Výrazné zásahy 
do krajiny národního parku začaly až s rozvojem intenzivního hornictví na jeho území od 15. století. S 
hornictvím a hutnictvím se v lesích současného národního parku rozvíjely i další doprovodné řemesla 
- dřevorubectvím a uhliarstvo, které výrazně změnily vzhled krajiny směrem z ,, zdola "do vyšších 
částí bočních dolin pohoří. Od 15., ale především v 16. století, nastoupil další proces - Valaská 
kolonizace, který ještě výrazněji změnil krajinu a vytvořil její nynější vzhled. Valaské osídlení 
postupovalo hlavním hřebenem přičemž ho odlesňovalo a vytvořilo současnou jedinečnou scenérii 
lesního pásma. 
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Abstract 
The landscape of the Czech Republic has changed significantly over the last two centuries. The most 
significant change is in the land use. In the past small fields divided by the balks and field roads have 
replaced extensive soil blocks of arable land. The creation of large soil blocks in the second half of the 
20th century caused extensive soil erosion problems. The landscape has become impenetrable due to 
the lack of a network of field roads. In the region of South Moravia, the model area around Hustopeče 
u Brna, an analysis of the density of the road network was developed for the period from the first half 
of the 19th century to the present. The analysis presents a significant decrease in the number of field 
roads. In the present country fulfills production functions, not aesthetic or recreational.  
 
Key words: field roads, land use, historical maps, GIS, landscape  
 
Introduction 
Landscape and its disposition are characterised in their uniqueness based on a remarkable variety of 
natural and cultural conditions (Kupka 2010). Lokoč and Lokočová (2010) quote that landscape is 
formed by cultural and natural processes. Anthropogenic processes act very quickly and over a short 
space of time. Landscape is constantly changing and even the less perceived alterations may be 
crucial (Lipský, 2000, Boltiziar et al. 2008, Fladmark et al. 1991, Klvač and Bielová 2012). By using the 
landscape, man alters its disposition which is an issue covered by several authors (Löw, 1995, Lipský 
and Romport 2007, Bičík 2010), who identify this process as the cultural landscape.  
The cultural landscape of the Czech Republic is a very rich and varied one due to the changeable 
natural conditions of individual landscapes as well as the historical development (Štréblová et al. 
2014, Míchal 2001). In the last few centuries the Czech landscape has undergone massive changes in 
land use and in landscape connectivity – due to the loss of field roads (Stejskalová et al. 2013). In the 
present time, changes in landscape are among other things currently controlled by landscape planning 
(Karásek et al. 2014).  The paper presents an analysis of develompment of density of field roads in the 
Hustopečsko study area.  
 
Materials and methods 
The area of Hustopečsko (Fig. 1) is located in the South Moravian region. Model area contains a total 
of 4 cadastral territories (Popice, Pouzdřany, Starovice, Hustopeče u Brna – part of cadastral territory). 
The total area is 43.9 km2. 
Spatial grid data and vector data were used as a basis for research utilising maps (historical maps and 
current orthophoto maps) provided by the State Administration of Land Surveying and Cadastre and 
also the Military Geography and Hydrometeorological Office in Dobruška (historical aerial snaps). All 
data was processed and assessed using ArcGIS software. 
Three time periods were used to compare the densities of the field roads network. Time periods are: 

- 1825 – historical maps of Stable cadastre 
- 1968 – historical aerial photo 
- 2016 – present orthofoto 

Development of field roads in individual time periods presented Fig. 2.  
 
Tab. 1: Length of field road in study cadastral areas 

Cadastral area 
Length of field roads (km) 

1825  1968  2016 

Popice  31.64  16.24  27.21 

Pouzdřany  35.32  23.42  24.97 

Hustopeče u Brna  31.02  25.65  18.77 

Starovice  19.89  15.91  20.16 

total  117.87  81.22  91.11 
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Results 
According to the analysis (vectorization of field roads) in the first half of the 19th century (year 1825), 
there were 117.9 km of field roads in 4 cadastral areas of interest. The landscape was very well 
permeable. In the period of collectivization of agricultural production, consolidation of soil blocks, 
liquidation of landscape elements, there was a significant decrease in the road network. In 1968, 81.2 
km of field roads were identified. This is a decrease of 31% (compared to 1825). At present, 91 km of 
field roads have been identified. From baseline represents a decrease of 23%. If we compare the total 
length of the road network in the period of 1968 and now (2016), there is an increase in roads (10 km). 
These are mainly newly realized field roads. These are mainly built within the land consolidation 
process. Step by step, we try to make the landscape accessible again, to restore the original paths. 
However, this activity costs us considerable financial and time effort. 
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Fig. 1: Development of length of field roads in three time periods 
 

 
Fig. 2: Development of field roads in study area in selected time periods (1825, 1968, 2016) 
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Souhrn  
Krajina České republiky se za poslední dvě století výrazně změnila. Nejvýznamnější změnou je využití 
půdy. V minulosti malá pole rozdělená hustou sítí drobných polních cest nahradily rozsáhlé půdní 
bloky orné půdy. Vznik velkých půdních bloků ve druhé polovině 20. století způsobil rozsáhlé 
problémy s erozí půdy. Krajina se stala neprostupnou kvůli nedostatku polních silnic. V oblasti jižní 
Moravy, modelového území kolem města Hustopeče u Brna, byla pro období od 1. poloviny 19. století 
do současnosti vypracována analýza hustoty sítě polních cest. Výsledky deklarují výrazný pokles 
počtu polních silnic (o více než 30 %).  
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Abstract 
During the last decades, changes in land use and management led to the degradation of traditional 
rural landscapes, mostly in Mediterranean areas, with relevant consequences for local populations, 
landscape functionality and the maintenance of ecosystem services. The analysis of modifications 
occurred in rural land, as well as in mountain areas of some internal Regions - like the Basilicata 
Region (Southern Italy), in which the continuous abandonment of agriculture is relentlessly reshaping 
the landscape patterns - is crucial to understand their profound transformations, and to reconstruct 
their landscape original structure, so as to avoid negative impacts (e.g., loss of biodiversity, land 
degradation, hydrogeological instability, etc.). One of the observed connected phenomena is the 
continuous increase in the forest surface. In this work, data from the official Italian dataset and “Land 
Copernicus” program have been implemented into a GIS environment, together with some historical 
thematic cartographies (the 1936 Italian Kingdom Forest Map and the National Research Council Map 
of Land Cover 1960) and ancillary data, to evaluate the main dynamics of landscape and forest 
environment transformation in the last century. After this general assessment, the changes that 
affected the forest areas have been then analysed in terms of surfaces and vegetation types.  
 
Key words: forest landscape, historical cartography, Geographic Information System, Basilicata 
region, landscape pattern 
 
Introduction 
GIS techniques implementing historical cartography are increasingly used to reconstruct the multi-
chronological patterns and relevant ecological dynamics of a landscape, thanks to the possibility of 
integrating several types of temporal geodata and enabling multidisciplinary analysis methodologies 
(Statuto et al., 2016). This approach is essential to understand the transformations that are taking 
place in rural settlements (Olišarová et al., 2018) and agroforestry landscapes of the Mediterranean 
area, where the continuous abandonment of agriculture is reshaping the landscape patterns (Statuto 
et al., 2017). In fact, in the last century, a particular land configuration has taken place in the 
Mediterranean Europe region: internal mountain areas were abandoned and then naturally reforesting, 
while settlements were quickly increasing around the city and along the coastline, and the flat areas 
almost totally turned to arable lands (Falcucci et al. 2007). The effects of these land use changes have 
been studied by many authors (Lambin et al., 2001; Malandra et al., 2018; Statuto et al., 2018/b) but it 
is necessary to investigate in detail, at different scales, what positive or negative impacts they could 
determine. This phenomenon has also been detected in the Basilicata region (Southern Italy) where, 
in some areas, an increase in the forest area that is reshaping the forest landscape was registered 
(Statuto et al., 2013; Mancino et al., 2014). However, there are no studies at the level of the entire 
region that retrace the transformations of the forest area occurred in the last century. Furthermore, 
assessing the dynamics of the forest landscape can reveal useful in particular contexts, where there is 
the double need both to environmentally protect and to socio-economically enhance the territory (Cillis 
et al., 2018). The objective of the present study is therefore to implement a methodology finalized to 
reconstruct the dynamics occurred in the forest landscape by using an open-source GIS environment, 
in which some different multi-temporal cartographic data have been implemented. 
 
Material and methods 
The study area, consisting of the entire Basilicata region (Fig. 1), covers a total surface of 10,073 km2, 
90% of the whole territory being mountainous. The territory has a strong agricultural vocation; indeed 
almost 50% of the regional area is cultivated. Forests are an important heritage thanks to their high 
biodiversity. More than 20% of land is covered by different protected areas. 
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Fig. 1: The study area (Basilicata Region – Southern Italy)  

 
The first operation has been to collect some different cartographic datasets. The Italian Kingdom 
Forest Map (1936) has been implemented as proposed by Ferretti el al. (2018), together with the Map 
of Land Cover of the Italian CNR (National Research Council) of the 1960s, which has been digitized 
according to the techniques established in other studies (Pindozzi et al., 2016; Statuto et al., 2018/a). 
Finally, the more recent “Land Copernicus” dataset (2000) and the ISPRA dataset (2017), retrieved 
online as free vector and raster files, have been implemented as well. After the scanning and 
georeferencing process, the land use vector file was created. With a first simple mapping operation 
(Fig. 2) the forest surfaces have been obtained - in terms of hectares and percentages, with respect to 
the entire region - for each one of the four years of analysis. 

 
Fig. 2: Forestry area during the four different analysed time levels 

 
Then, thanks to a geospatial analysis (intersection of polygons) between the different datasets, it has 
been possible to derive the main dynamics that occurred in the different time intervals: 1936-1960; 
1960-2000 and 2000-2017. This allowed to highlight the Conservation areas, in which the persistence 
of forests was conserved, and the Deforestation areas (Fig. 3). The Afforestation areas have not been 
considered, because they need more detailed investigations. All operations were carried out with an 
open-source approach thanks to the use of QGIS 3.4.  

 
Fig. 3: Conservation and deforestation areas for each time interval 
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Finally, the data of the 1936 forest map were compared to the data of the year 2006 – obtained 
through the official forest map of Basilicata Region - by aggregating them on the basis of information 
on the various forest species. In this way, it has been possible to highlight the transformations that 
occurred to the most representative forests of the Basilicata Region, that are the oak-forests 
(considering Quercus cerris L. and Quercus pubescens Willd.) and beech-forests (Fagus sylvatica L.) 
(Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4: Changes in the time interval 1936-2006 of oak-forests (left) and beech-forests (right) 

 
Results and Discussion 
From the analysis which has been here conducted, it emerges in the last few decades a strong 
increase in forest cover, with progressive fewer conversions in other land use categories. The results 
(Tab. 1) show in fact that the Basilicata regional land is currently covered by 33.8% of forested areas, 
which in the year 1960 were representing only 12.6% (about 127000 ha) of the whole territory. The 
economic growth occurred at that time has pushed indeed towards an intensive use for agricultural 
purposes of these territories, with a reduction (-2.4% between 1936 and 1960) of the forested 
surfaces. 
 
Tab. 1: Forest surface (in hectares and percentage compared to Basilicata Region extension) for each 
years of analysis 

 Year 

Forest surface 1936 1960 2000 2017 

ha 150,864 127,032 292,910. 340,742 

% 15.0 12.6 29.1 33.8 
 
In subsequent periods, even characterized by a progressive abandonment of agricultural activities in 
these mountainous marginal areas, there was a considerable increase in forested surfaces, more than 
doubled in 2000 (almost 293000 ha), followed by a further increase of 4.7% over the last 17 years 
(Tab. 2). This table shows the consistency of areas characterized by forest persistence (conservation 
areas) and deforested areas. In the time interval 1936-1960 it emerges that only the half of the forest 
cover present in 1936 has been preserved, while the 47.5% has been deforested, i.e., transformed 
into other types of land use. On the contrary, in the time interval 1960-2000, and even more in 2000-
2017, an increase in the percentage of conservation area has been occurred, until almost reaching 
100% in the last period. 
 
Tab. 2: Variation of forest and conservation/deforestation areas (in ha and percentage compared with 
forest area) for each time interval of the analysis 
 1936-1960 1960-2000 2000-2017 

  ha % ha % ha % 

Forest variation -23831.72 -2.4 165878.10 16.5 47831.91 4.7 

Conservation areas 79175.20 52.5 94828.73 74.6 284571.78 97.2 

Deforestation areas 71689.23 47.5 32203.95 25.4 8339.01 2.8 
 

Instead, from the last analysis on forest types (Tab. 3), it is noticed that the surface represented by 
oak forests has more than doubled from 1936 to 2006. In percentage terms, oak woods are both in 
1936 and in 2006 more than 50% of the whole forest area. Therefore, this forest typology still 
continues to be the most representative. On the other hand, beech forests are only relegated to some 
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mountain areas of Basilicata, showing an increase limited to 570 ha between the values recorded in 
1936 and 2006. 
 
Tab. 3: Surface (in hectares and percentage compared with forest area) of oak-forests and beech-
forests for years1936 and 2006 

 1936 2006 

 ha % ha % 

Oak-forests 89,275.9 59.2 183,704.3 51.8 

Beech-forests 29,229.2 19.4 29,776.3 8.4 
 
All the above-reported trends are currently investigated regarding the impacts they produce on the 
rural landscape, in terms of loss of biodiversity, land degradation, hydrogeological instability, etc. The 
relevant results are giving useful indications for the implementation of suitable policies, able to assess 
and preserve naturalness, bio-diversity and visual quality of rural landscapes. 
 
Conclusion 
The integration of new open data with historical cartography which has been experimented in this 
study allowed to understand the transformation of a forest landscape, which took place in an internal 
area. This method could be used in similar context, where comparable datasets are available. The 
consequences of this process is going to be evaluated in more detailed studies, aimed to assess the 
characterization and spatialization of dynamics of land use transformation. 
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Souhrn  
Historické techniky GIS jsou stále více využívány k rekonstrukci ploch a ekologické dynamiky krajiny, 
protože díky možnosti integrace několika typů časových geodat zaručují zavedení metod 
multidisciplinárních analýz. Analýza modifikací proběhla jak na venkově, tak v horských oblastech 
některých vnitřních regionů, ve kterých je neustálé opouštění zemědělství přetvářením krajinných 
vzorů, je klíčové pro pochopení jejich hlubokých změn a rekonstrukce původní krajinné struktury, 
vyhýbání se následků negativních vlivů. Studie zjistila, že po poklesu v roce 1960 lesy stále více 
rostou, přičemž hodnota (v roce 2017) přesahuje 30% celého regionu. Navíc, zejména v posledním 
období, vzrostla vytrvalost lesů ve stejných oblastech. Nakonec, dubové lesy, kromě toho, že se 
zvětšují z hlediska rozlohy, jsou stále dominantní v typologii lesů. Metodika použitá v této studii 
umožňuje prohloubit problematiku transformace lesní krajiny, která se odehrává ve vnitřních oblastech 
Středozemního moře, a mohla by být využita v podobném kontextu v oblastech, ve kterých jsou 
srovnatelné soubory údajů. 
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Abstract  
The article provides an overview of main theories and research related to the design of outdoor 
environments in healthcare facilities. The positive effects of greenery on human health are well known. 
They are significant especially in therapeutic and healing gardens. Hospital grounds are often large 
areas with high abundance of vegetation situated in densely urbanised areas of cities. Their 
ecosystem services are therefore of crucial importance for patients, visitors, hospital employees and 
residents. This paper presents different approaches to open and green space design for the Faculty 
Hospital in Nitra – a significant open green space in the wider city centre with a high potential to 
become an important area for healing and recreation. Students worked on the assignment in ten 
design groups, within three design studios. The paper presents some of their design solutions.  
 
Keywords: healing gardens, hospital green spaces, garden therapy, health and wellbeing 
 
 Introduction  
Gardens have always been integral parts of medical institutions, be it monasteries, hospitals or 
sanatoria. They are important for mental health and emotional wellbeing of patients, their families and 
healthcare staff (Ulrich, 2002). Health is defined by World Health Organisation as a state of complete 
physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely as the absence of disease or infirmity (WHO, 
2006). This understanding of health and the growing knowledge of restorative effects of nature on 
people´s health have led to establishment of healing gardens at hospitals and other medical facilities 
(Ulrich, 1984). Many authors in this context highlight stress reduction and mental balance recovery 
(Cooper-Marcus and Barnes, 1999, Ulrich, 2002, Barmelgy, 2013), which is strongly influenced by the 
proximity and accessibility of green spaces (Paine & Francis, 1990; Cooper-Marcus & Barnes, 1995). 
The positive effect of therapeutic landscapes and garden therapy on people (Adevi, 2012; Finlay, 
2015) can be further enhanced through the use of right medicinal plants (Arslan, 2018) and their 
integration into hospital garden design for specific groups of patients, from children to elderly people. 
Green care is an umbrella term for a wide range of health-promoting interventions that use both biotic 
and abiotic elements of nature in their treatments (Haubenhofer, 2010). Research on hospital 
greenery shows that well-designed healing gardens in hospitals and healthcare facilities reduce 
stress, improve clinical outcomes, provide opportunities for escape from stressful clinical settings, 
heighten patient/consumer satisfaction with healthcare providers, increase care quality, and 
consequently improve economic outcomes by reducing the costs of care (Ulrich, 2002). In Slovakia, 
the importance of healing effects of hospital environment, including open spaces, is still undervalued 
and not supported by investments. Therefore, when our department was asked by the management of 
the Faculty Hospital in Nitra to work on the design of the hospital green and open spaces, we 
considered it as a great opportunity. Student teams led by three teachers developed ten design 
solutions for the hospital garden, while implementing medicinal planting design principles. This paper 
highlights some of the most important outcomes of the project. 
 
Materials and methods  
The Faculty Hospital in Nitra is located in the wider city centre, surrounded mainly by residential 
spaces and healthcare services. The hospital area is 10.5 ha and has a pavilion-type layout. The 
oldest surgical pavilion built in 1894 is now a national cultural monument. The hospital was extended 
in the 1950s and the newest pavilion was completed in 2011. 
The design assignment included open spaces in front of the three most visited pavilions – the surgical, 
the new medical and the gynaecologic-urological pavilion. The methodology consisted of the inventory 
of the current situation, including woody plants, facilities and site furniture; analyses of the area in 
terms of its operation and use, transport, spatial composition and history; determining the main 
positives, negatives and limits of the area; defining the design aim and goals; and developing different 
design solutions according to hospital garden design principles by Cooper and Barnes (1999) and 
Paraskevopoulou and Kamperi (2018). 
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Results 
There is a conflict between intensive car traffic and pedestrians (patients, employees and visitors), 
especially on the main access road. The current technical condition and capacity of the hospital road 
network is insufficient. There is a lack of parking spaces and the pedestrian trail system is not dense 
enough and does not provide barrier-free access. The main access road is the main compositional 
axis. The original landscape composition from the end of the 19th century consisted of formal 
ornamental plantings. Historical photos show central open spaces in front of the oldest pavilions with 
benches and small deciduous trees. However, this open space design has not been preserved. Green 
spaces currently represent 50 per cent of the overall hospital area. Their design in front of the 
pavilions is regular with hedges and flower beds with roses and annuals. The linden alley along the 
main road has been partly preserved. Other green spaces between the pavilions have a rather 
irregular composition with high trees that create shady areas. There is no higher vegetation in front of 
the new pavilions, while lawns and coniferous shrubs prevail. There are in total 107 trees, 49 shrub 
groups and 17 woody plant species around the three pavilions. The most common tree species are 
Acer platanoides L. (17.8%), Thuja occidentalis L. (15 %), Picea pungens Engelm. (14%), Betula 
pendula Roth. (10.3%), Tilia cordata Mill. (8.4%) and Thuja plicata Donn ex D. Don (8.4%). Deciduous 
trees with nine species represent 45 per cent and coniferous trees with 8 species 55 per cent of trees. 
Shrubs are mainly represented by Rosa, Taxus and Spiraea. The existing woody plants, fountains and 
a chapel date back mainly to the 2nd half of the 20th century, when new pavilions were built. The 
technical condition of site furniture, lighting and artistic elements is poor as they have not been well 
maintained. Site furniture has to be suitable for disabled users and placed on frequented areas. 
 

 
Fig. 1: The oldest hospital pavilion built in 1894 (foreground) and the urban landscape of Nitra with its 

important landmarks (background) (Source: Klub priateľov starej Nitry, 2011). 
 

 
Fig. 2: The main promenade with mature woody plants in the older part (left) and open lawns in the 

newer part (right). 
 
The current condition of the hospital area is negatively impacted by intensive use, as well as 
insufficient parking and maintenance. There is neither a green space concept, nor attractive resting 
places. Open spaces are not very well used. A strong positive of the area is the high share of open 
green spaces and a relatively good condition of greenery. 
The aim of all design solutions was to improve the open spaces for patients, employees, and visitors, 
while securing a good and barrier-free accessibility of all hospital pavilions and providing more 
intimate spaces with resting possibilities. 
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This paper presents three out of the ten design solutions: 
Design solution 1: Hearth Rhythm - the main design inspiration was hearth rhythm as a symbol of life. 
This was reflected by the design layout of open spaces at the gynaecological-urological pavilion and 
psychiatric clinic. The design implements passive garden therapy and creates intimate spaces around 
the chapel. The entire design is inclusive and barrier-free. The species composition consists of non-
allergenic deciduous woody plants, flower beds consist of extensive perennial mixtures for sunny and 
mildly shaded areas - see figure 3.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Open space design at the gynaecological-urological pavilion and psychiatric clinic (students: G. 

Fedorčák, L. Pospišilová; teacher: D. Halajová; Source: Halajová et al., 2018) 
 
Design solution 2: Green Pharmacy - The aim was to create open spaces for recreation, provide 
meeting points, and unify the hospital area, while enabling good accessibility of the pavilions and open 
spaces. The designed open space includes new paved areas with greenery and benches. Green 
spaces at the medical pavilion are considered as view gardens for non-mobile patients – see figure 4. 
Design solution 3: Colours of Life 
The design is inspired by the regular layout of the area. It includes strips of greenery that unify the 
whole area and create intimate spaces for resting. The colour variability of greenery improves the 
dynamics of the space. The design includes new parking spaces, restoration of existing water 
features, new benches and resting places – see figure 5.  
 
Discussion  
Design studios provide good opportunities for teaching landscape architecture through co-designing a 
variety of different spaces, such as protected (Tóth et al., 2014) and memorial landscapes (Halajová et 
al., 2016), urban riverfronts (Bihuňová et al., 2017), environmental education centres in rural 
landscapes (Tóth et al., 2018) and others. The hospital in Nitra was a new and interesting challenge 
for both teachers and students. There is a relatively low diversity of woody plants, a high number 
portion of Thuja, a lack of flowering plants and colour accents. All design solutions therefore tried to 
enhance species composition and colour diversity of plants, which is in line with healing garden design 
principles according to Paraskevopoulou and Kamperi (2018). The open spaces selected for the 
design assignment are by Cooper and Barnes (1995) defined as entry gardens – landscaped areas 
close to a hospital entrance. These spaces should be visible and accessible, well used and providing 
a pleasing image on entering hospital environment that allow use by ambulatory patients who want to 
see a little “action” near the entrance. Without sensitive planting, these areas may be exposed to 
parking. Therefore, all design solutions approach these open spaces as landscaped front spaces with 
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ornamental greenery for patients, visitors and employees, which according to Paraskevopoulou - 
Kamperi (2018) are aesthetically pleasing gardens that contradict the experience inside the hospital. 

 
Fig. 4: Open space design at the surgical pavilion (students: E.Balážová, D.Imreová, P.Kubandová, 

E.Mužilová, E.Rosíková; teacher: M.Bihuňová, Source: Halajová et al., 2018). 
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Fig. 5: Open space design of the central green space along the promenade (students: M.Rožeková 

and N.Magová; teacher: A.Tóth, Source: Halajová et al., 2018). 
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Conclusion 
The design solutions present diverse possibilities for converting existing open green spaces of the 
hospital in Nitra into attractive healing gardens that wold respect the characteristic pavilion layout and 
the main central axis. The proposed open space system consists of a wide boulevard and entrance 
spaces to buildings, where the main principles of healing gardens, such as species and colour 
diversity, comfortable seating possibilities and barrier-free access are implemented. This design 
approach enables the recreational use of healing gardens also by inhabitants of the surrounding 
residential area. 
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Souhrn 
Článek poskytuje přehled hlavních teorií a výzkumů souvisejících s návrhem venkovního prostředí ve 
zdravotnických zařízeních. Pozitivní účinky zeleně na lidské zdraví jsou dobře známy. Jsou významné 
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zejména v léčebných a léčebných zahradách. Nemocnice jsou často rozsáhlé oblasti s velkým 
množstvím vegetace v hustě urbanizovaných oblastech měst. Jejich ekosystémové služby mají proto 
zásadní význam pro pacienty, návštěvníky, zaměstnance nemocnic a obyvatele. Příspěvek prezentuje 
různé přístupy k návrhu otevřeného a zeleného prostoru pro Fakultní nemocnici v Nitře - významný 
otevřený zelený prostor v širším centru města s vysokým potenciálem stát se důležitou oblastí pro 
léčbu a rekreaci. Studenti pracovali na zadání v deseti projekčních skupinách, a to ve třech 
projekčních studiích. Příspěvek prezentuje některá jejich konstrukční řešení. 
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Abstract  
Contemporary society has exerted increasing pressure on both industries and states regarding social 
responsibility, ethical behaviour, active involvement in environmental protection, and the use of scare 
resources in a respectful way. Reducing the environmental impacts and socially responsible 
entrepreneurship currently present important criteria which affect customer buying behaviour as well 
as employees’ choices concerning entering a new employment or staying in the current one. The 
problem is how to identify such enterprises without any deeper involvement in the issue. The 
assessment of social responsibility and of environmental protection employs numerous standards, 
awards, and certificates, which indicate that such practices have been implemented into the business 
structures. The public, however, is often not aware of their actual benefits. These instruments thus 
often remain without any response from the society and do not serve their substantial nature and 
purpose. This article presents data on FSC and PEFC certifications, which take into consideration the 
concepts of social responsibility and environmental protection, obtained from consumers from the 
Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic. 
 
Key words: consumer behaviour, Czech and Slovak consumers, environmental-friendly products, 
FSC, PEFC 
 
Introduction 
The current developments in reducing the negative environmental effects and in the social 
responsibility of enterprises can be seen as a progressive approach towards future generations. 
However, conservation of all ecosystem components requires continuous monitoring and managing 
the impacts of enterprises and of the society on the use of these components. Tackling the 
sustainable development challenges has been addressed by several important documents, such as 
‘The Future We Want’ declaration adopted by the UN conference on sustainable developments, 
namely its chapter II, which contains an appeal to enterprises and industries to develop strategies 
contributing to sustainable development. The Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development of the UN summit held in September 2015 should also be mentioned, as 
well as the Conference of the Parties (COP), taking into account that sustainability was an integral part 
of almost all of the 14 meetings held from 1994 up to the present day (with the last conference held 
in Egypt in 2018). Together with sustainability, the concept of social responsibility (CSR) has also 
been brought to the forefront of attention. Enterprises in the current market environment face more 
and more difficulties finding competitive advantages. Abroad, the CSR is one of the main tools for PR 
and marketing, gaining its importance with increasing intensity. The combination of sustainability and 
social responsibility brings many positive effects and benefits for both the society and the 
environment. Looking at forest ecosystems, the combination of sustainability and social responsibility 
can be found in the FSC and PEFC forest certifications. This tools has a broad representation 
worldwide and keeps extending the certified areas in many countries. For example, Table1 
demonstrates the representation of certified areas in the Czech Republic and in the Slovak Republic, 
where the certified areas constitute 68.6% and 68.3% of the overall forest areas, respectively.  
The broad representation of forest areas in both countries indicates that forestry entities seek to 
ensure sustainability and social responsibility. The question that arises in this context is whether the 
societies are willing to appreciate and support such efforts. In the case of forest certification, the 
possibilities of support are rather limited; the support and valuation mainly depend on final consumers’ 
willingness to prefer the certified products with the added value. Unfortunately, it is often difficult for 
the consumers to identify the right choice, which means that the consumers’ decisions are often 
motivated by the price rather than by environmental interests. The issue of recognising and preferring 
certification marks by consumers has been long addressed by many studies, e.g. by Aaker, J.; 
Fournier, S.; Brasel, S. A; Lieven, T.; Grohmann, B.; Herrmann, A.; Landwehr, J. R.; Tilburg, M.; 
Philiastides, M. G.; Ratcliff, R.; Taleghani, M.; Almasi, M. V.; Lin, L.; and other authors,  who examined 
the consumer behaviour with the focus on the development of consumers’ preference to  certain 
trademark. 
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Tab. 1: A comparison of the PEFC and FSC systems in Slovakia and in the Czech Republic  
 

Source: FSC Slovakia, FSC Czech Republic, PEFC Slovakia, PEFC Czech Republic 
 
The most widely used definition and model of “brand personality” is the one formulated in 1997 by 
Jennifer Aaker, a social psychologist. She characterised the concept of brand personality as “a set of 
human characteristics that the consumer associates with the brand.” (Aaker, 1997). 
Based on the dimensions of brand recognition according to Keller (2003), it can be said that the brand 
awareness and the brand image represent the fundamental constituents of the brand recognition; not 
having these, a brand has not a sufficient justification to become a product desired by customers for 
its popularity and interestingness in the future. This article describes and interprets results of the 
research focused on recognition of a brand (its logo or symbol) which represents environmental 
interests and social responsibility. 
 
Materials and methods  
The attitudes of consumers towards environmentally-friendly products which guarantee this additional 
value through certification systems (the consumers’ preference thereof) were analysed by means of a 
questionnaire survey carried out in the Czech Republic at the end of the year 2016 and in the Slovak 
Republic at the beginning of the year 2017. The survey encompassed a nation-wide sample of 
respondents, who were addressed by means of a questionnaire survey. The research concentrated on 
an analysis of consumer behaviour in the case of decisions on preferring or not preferring certified 
products including the motivations behind choosing certified or non-certified timber products.  
The first methodological step to ensure the correctness of the obtained data was to exactly define the 
extent of the sample of respondents of working age from the selected countries (Czech Republic and 
Slovak Republic). 
The calculation of the representative sample of respondents from the Czech Republic and of their 
minimum number for the acceptance of the questionnaire survey used the last figures on the 
population of working age of the year 2015 (ČSÚ, 2016), namely 6,997,700 people. In the case of the 
Slovak Republic, the sample was defined on the basis of the population of 2017 and the consequent 
percentage of people of working age in the given year determined by the Statistical Office of the 
Slovak Republic using the age composition index. In the given year the population of working age 
accounted for 68.87% of the overall population, specifically 3,743,321 people. (ŠÚSR, 2017) 
In both countries, the working age population was represented by the age group of 15 - 64, which 
became the target group for obtaining data from the questionnaire survey. The error rate was set to 
5%, i.e. to the standard value used in statistics.  
In both cases, the calculated representative sample accounted for 384 respondents (the online 
calculation is available at www.surveysystem.com).  The actual questionnaire survey was filled in by 
400 Czech respondents and 709 Slovak respondents.  The respondents were addressed in such a 
manner that their personal rights were not infringed and the data obtained could not be linked to 
specific persons. The formulation of the questions used in the questionnaire did not allow the 
respondents to mark a combination of answers based on a logical coherence or to mark an answer 
based on its link to the content of another question. 
The questionnaires for the survey were gathered in paper form from the respondents as well as in 
electronic form via an online questionnaire by Survio.  
 
Results 
Concerning the results of the analyses of both the surveys, at least the partial outputs should be 
mentioned which attest for the willingness of the respondents to appreciate the activities related to the 
environmental protection by means of preferring the certified products. The first criterion examined 
using the selected results was the preference given to the environmental aspects in the answers to the 

Certified forests in 2018 
Czech Republic 

Certification Scheme 

PEFC FSC Total 

Surface area (ha) 1,780,000 53,131 1,833,131 

% 97.1% 2.9% 100% 

Certified forests in 2018 
Slovak Republic 

Certification Scheme 

PEFC FSC Total 
Surface area (ha) 1,224,000 148,292 1,372,292 
% 89.2% 10.8% 100% 
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question “Are you interested in the environmental aspects related to the goods made of wood 
materials or timber (recycling, material used, processing method, etc.)?”. The results of both the 
questionnaire surveys indicated in Figure 1 show the attitudes depending on gender of the 
respondents. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Interest in the environmental aspects of timber products by gender 

 
The results show that the percentages of answers do not differ much for both countries despite the 
different number of respondents and that both the respondents from the Czech Republic and from the 
Slovak Republic showed interest in the environmental aspects. 
Another examined criterion was the age of the respondents who were interested in the environmental 
aspects. The results are presented in Figure 2 
 

 
Fig. 2: Interest in the environmental aspects of timber products by the age of the respondents 

 
The results show that the age structure of the group of respondents who were interested in the 
environmental aspects slightly differs in the two countries. While the line of interest is roughly similar 
throughout the whole structure of working age population in the Czech Republic, in the Slovak 
Republic the environmental interests are mostly shown by the respondents aged 18-25 and 40-64. 
To justify the claim that the price affects the consumers’ buying behaviour in relation to the preference 
for environmental interests, the criterion of income group was also included in the survey. The 
analysed outputs can be seen in Figure 3, which clearly proves the sensitivity of certain income 
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groups of the population in the matters of purchase decisions on environmentally-friendly products. 
The preference to those products is mainly linked with the highest income group in both countries. 
Supposing the environmental aspect and its added value had no effect on pricing, it could be argued 
that the consumers’ interest would be reflected in their actual purchase decisions.   
 

Fig. 3: Interest in the environmental aspects of timber products by the income groups of the 
respondents 

 
A specific criterion tested by the questionnaire survey was the recognition of the particular certification 
systems that ensure environmental friendliness with regard to the management of natural resources 
and whose philosophies respect the concept of social responsibility. This criterion tested the ability of 
the respondents to identify the logos of FSC and PEFC and their knowledge of the meaning of the 
logos. The results are presented in Figure 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Recognition of the certification systems based on the identification of the FSC and PEFC logos 
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Based on the graph, it can be said that more than 70% of the respondents in the Czech Republic 
directly link the visual representation of the logo with its meaning. In the Slovak Republic, the figures 
mainly differ in the case of the PEFC certification, which might be caused by the smaller area covered 
by the PEFC certification in the Slovak Republic by comparison with the Czech Republic. To further 
illustrate the situation concerning the recognition of the FSC and PEFC certification systems in the 
selected countries, it should also be mentioned that almost 49% of all the respondents in the Czech 
Republic recognised neither the logo nor its meaning. By contrast, the same answer only accounted 
for 13.3% of all the respondents in the Slovak Republic. All this information is reflective of the many 
problematic levels at which a consumer with environmental interests is supposed to seek their 
preference criteria. In the long-term view, the role of the certification systems should lie in finding ways 
of putting the requirements of processors, producers, and final consumers into a balanced cycle and 
ensuring that sustainability and social responsibility are preferred by all the parties.  
Finally, it must be noted that the analyses provided many other results, yet it is impossible to publish 
them within a single article. Therefore, they will be presented in other publications.  
 
Conclusion 
The society’s preference to the certified products in the wood processing industry is a well-founded 
step towards sustainability. As long as forest enterprises, processors, and producers approach the 
concept of certification systems correctly and observe the set conditions to their full extent and 
providing consumers are willing to put value to this activity and accept the price policy of such outputs, 
it can be seen as a positive action to preserve forest ecosystems. The analysed facts presented 
herein directly indicate the current state of consumers’ perception of such activities as well as their 
attitude towards the choice of certified products. 
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Souhrn 
V článku jsou publikovány výstupy ze dvou výzkumných šetření z roku 2016 a 2017, které se zabývali 
spotřebitelským chováním v případě preference certifikovaných výrobků. Data byly sesbírány z české 
a slovenské repliky formou dotazníkového šetření. Koncepce otázek byla orientována v obecné rovině 
zájmu o environmentální výrobky a oblastech, které mají závažný vliv na rozhodování při volbě 
výrobků šetrných k životnímu prostředí a také znalost problematiky konkrétní certifikace ve vztahu 
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k lesním ekosystémům. Součástí otázek bylo také zjištění věkové, příjmové a vzdělanostní skladby 
respondentů který preferují takovéto zájmy a či je možné najít ve vzorce respondentů environmentálně 
citlivou skladbu obyvatelstva.    
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Abstract 
The paper presents the innovation of recreational and educational options of natural landscape with 
the realization in the Borová hora Arboretum of the Technical University in Zvolen (TUZVO). The 
arboretum provides premises, conditions and tree species collection for pedagogical and scientific 
research activities in the natural environment not only for the faculties of TUZVO but also other 
domestic and foreign organizations and universities.  The aim of the paper is to synthesize the 
knowledge in the field of recreational and educatioanal potential through new methods of gamification 
and its using in creative multilevel education with a barrier-free  elements accessibilities for the public. 
We suggest the playful education "Landscape games" on the proposed educational and recreational 
trail with the barrier-free elements. The paper is thematically focused on teaching models of causal 
knowledge about the biodiversity of the natural structure of landscape, about the forest ecosystems 
and their functions. The proposals, realization and outputs include the gaming activities and various 
elements for people with disabilities for example such as: landscape games, creative experiments, text 
and image scenarios, playful teaching tables and panels with information system of barrier-free 
solutions. The potential of the proposals provides a  creative guidelines for a universal approaching of 
the visitors. 
 
Key words: landscape games, playful activities, information system, arboretum 
 
Introduction 
Educational games  in a natural country enter into every sector of public and semi-public space 
(accessible only at a certain time) and gradually create their solid position in the education and cultural 
world of today's society at all. The concept "playfulness" or "gamification" is utilization of gaming 
elements in the real context of education and recreation which is promoted for several reasons. This 
phenomenon of "playfulness" is harder realised in academic education. The reasons are long-used 
methods in education in which often lack creativity, playful approach and learning based on own 
experience and fantasy. Therefore, it is appropriate and friendly to create a combination of different 
creative methods in education and recreation. Montola et al. (2009) studied "Theory and Design" with 
different diversity of game experience. Herucová (2016) states that games in the public space (also in 
the landscape) originated in Brno and Copenhagen (but also in other European and world cities) 
between 2010 and 2015 can be used in the playful education within recreational activities. These 
games are enriching recreational use of the landscape and the space. American game designer 
Bernard DeKoven (2014) describes in his book "The Playful Path" examples of such games as Play 
festivals and meeting the gaming community with the creative use of new technologies. Within 
implementing activities is important to place emphasis on landscape protection, barrier-free 
accessibility and visitors safety. Wolski (1979), Fialová et al. (2015), Jakubis (2016, 2017) evaluated 
these facts and also drew attention to their importance. These forms of education are commonly 
referred as „experience pedagogy“. As an example of experiential education with forestry issues, we 
provide education for children and youth, also referred as "forestry pedagogy" using creatively 
designed activities which enhance physical and mental capabilities. Hrůza & Kotaskova (2010), Hrůza 
et al. (2017),Junek & Fialová (2012), Jakubis (2013, 2015) have dealt with proposals of walkways for 
recreational and educational utilization. Implementation of the playfulness in these proposals is a new 
trend that promotes new skills such as creativity,  deciding and independence.  
 
Material and methods 
In recent years, modern university education has been increasingly focus on the attractive programs 
with elements of adaptive-creative multi-level education with elements of internationalization. Borová 
hora Arboretum (ABH) as an organizational part of the Technical University in Zvolen with localization 
in an attractive natural landscape, participates in the pedagogical process of university education as a 
part of the teaching of accredited programs and subjects at individual faculties. Our aim of protection 
and preserve of the natural heritage in the intensively changing environmental, social and cultural 
conditions makes it a prerequisite for developing ideas, activities and awareness within this issue. 
Public relations creation, legislative conditions and financing are key issues  of arboretums and 
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botanical gardens in Slovakia. ABH professional work is performed at pedagogical and scientific-
research level with national and international significance. During the last years of the existence of 
ABH, the following important activities have been realized: Educational trails with training solution; 
International Scientific Conference "Dendroflora of Central Europe - utilization of knowledge in 
research, education and practice " to mark the 50th anniversary of ABH;  Seminar with international 
participation "Trails for disabled people in a wheelchair in the V4 Countries" in context of the 
International-visegrad-fund_serialnumber-11510242 project; Traditional professional events  in public 
awareness activities: Rhododendron Days, Roses Days etc.  
Creative education based on the playful and barrier-free solution, as well as the accessibility gradually 
realised proposals are an important step in the philosophy of modern thinking and is aimed at fulfilling 
the condition of anti-discrimination law on equal treatment. Slovak Republic by Act No. 317/2010 Coll. 
ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.  On 28 April 2010, the President 
of the Slovak Republic signed the instruments of ratification of the treaty documents The Convention 
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Optional Protocol. By depositing both of the originals 
of the instruments of ratification into the UN depositary, the ratification process was terminated. The 
documents came into force for the Slovak Republic on June 25, 2010 and were published in the 
Collection of Laws no. 317/2010 Coll. Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities including 
Optional Protocol No. 318/2010. The Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic, 
Section of Transport, Roads and Investment Projects issued, in accordance with these valid Decree 
No. 532/2002, which implements the road traffic law (Technical conditions TP 10/2011) as a 
methodology for designing debarisation measures for persons with limited mobility and orientation on 
roads. These guidelines also takes into account other related legislation or technical standards relating 
in particular to the design of local communications or individual objects in nature landscape 
components in Slovakia. 
 
Results and discussion 
We have created a route with barrier-free elements and information system including barrier-free 
panel (Figure 1); information map of educational trails (the „blue trail“  for wheelchair people). We 
defined technical parameters of the „blue trail“ with barrier-free accessibility. Within a limited scope of 
work, we give examples of suggestions (Figure 2). These solutions take into account the rules on 
barrier-free accessibility. 
          

 
Fig. 1: ABH Information system - Realized panel of trail with barrier-free elements (Jakubisová, 

Lukáčik 2018) 
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Fig. 2: Playful table with information of herbs (Photo M. Jakubisová, 2018) 

 
Conclusion 
By the proposal and implementing of "Playful Information System" model in the Arboretum Borová 
Hora as a closed circuit of a creative and educational route with barrier-free elements, we create the 
conditions for interactive multi-level education (university, secondary, elementary, public) with different 
levels of difficulty. These suggestions and ideas can be used also for the general public and their 
active and creative recreation. At present, the arboretum implements this a educational route with 
playful elements and barrier-free access and recreational use of this natural area for visitors of 
different ages and interests.  These activities can be an example and inspiration for other objects with 
a similar focus. 
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Souhrn 
Příspěvek prezentuje inovaci rekreačních a vzdělávacích možností s bezbariérovým přístupem 
„playful“ edukační trasy v přírodním prostředí Arboreta Borová hora Technické univerzity ve Zvolenu. 
Cílem práce je syntetizovat znalosti z oblasti rekreačního a vzdělávacího potenciálu prostřednictvím 
nových metod gamifikace a její využití v tvůrčím více úrovňovém vzdělávání s přístupností i pro 
veřejnost. Navrhli jsme hravé výchovné metody "Krajinné hry" na vzdělávací a rekreační trase s 
bezbariérovými prvky. Návrhy a jejich realizace budou použity pro víceúrovňové vzdělávání odborníků 
a pro laickou veřejnost s dostupností pro lidi se zdravotním postižením. Potenciálem návrhů je 
poskytnout tvůrčí pokyny pro univerzální přístup pro všechny návštěvníky a vytváření nových komunit 
bez diskriminačních prvků. 
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Abstract 
The large mammals prefer forest stands during non-vegetation season, because they can find here 
better conditions for their cover and dietary requirements. Unfortunately, current forests in the Czech 
Republic are characterized by intensive tending, thinning and extracting. In addition, the movement of 
forest machines and workers on forest roads is very intensive. Add to this the use of hiking trails and 
other tourist activities in forests increases. The distribution of animals in the forests is therefore 
unequal. Several factors can affect the preference of wild boar for forest stands. The study has shown 
that a wild boar looks for a daily shelter in young and dense forest stands, regardless of the distance 
from the disturbing effects of forest roads, hiking trails or forest sites with intensive forest extraction. 
The proximity of intrusive human influences does not play a role in finding the daily shelter of a wild 
boar during the non-vegetation season. 
 
Key words: Sus scrofa, habitat, hiking trails, roads, forest cutting 
 
Introduction 
The wild boar (Sus scrofa) is a key species of the great omnivore, which significantly influences 
human activity in many areas. It reduces the crop yields of agricultural holdings, eliminates natural 
regeneration and artificial planting of forest trees, with regard to veterinary issues, poses a risk to farm 
pigs (e.g. African swine fever, Toxoplasmosis, Hepatitis E), destroys rodents or harmful insects, it is 
increasingly appearing in the urban areas where a direct encounter with a human or a dog can occur. 
The wild boar finds plenty of calm, cover and food in extensive field crops, in the growing season, but 
in the autumn and winter it concentrates in the forest. There is a premise that it will be very intensive 
to perceive the human activity represented by intensive forest management (especially forest cutting 
and the use of forest roads) or tourism. These two factors can play an important role in choosing the 
resting place during the daylight phase of day. These two factors can play an important role in 
choosing the resting place during the daylight phase. The wild boar has very good hearing and is able 
to move very quietly in the forest environment. Therefore, many forest visitors (tourists, cyclists, 
mushroom pickers) have never seen wild boar, even in areas with a relatively high density. The aim of 
this study was to demonstrate the influence of using hiking trails, forest paths and forest extraction 
(collectively: disturbing human activities) on the winter distribution of wild boar in the forest 
environment. 
 
Materials and methods 
The study area concluded of 11.59 km2 of contiguous forest stands, which were located around the 
famous tourist destination Bradlo (49°51'14.441"N 17°3'15.505"E) between the towns of Šumperk, 
Zábřeh, Mohelnice, Uničov and Rýmařov (northern part of Central Moravia, southern part of Jeseníky 
Mountains). Forest stands were composed mainly from Norway spruce (Picea abies) 90% and 
European beech (Fagus sylvatica) 3%. The altitude ranged from 305 to 599 m a.s.l. The south-eastern 
part was hit by extensive forest extraction due to bark beetle calamity. The whole forest complex 
covers network of hiking trails and forest roads (see Fig. 1). 
Winter distribution of wild boar was assessed by the occurrence and density of faecal pellet groups 
(FPG) on 9th April in two years (2017 and 2018). We estimated the FPG accumulation period from 15th 
November to 9th April. This estimation we based on the wild boar presence in the forest and on the 
monitoring of the decomposition processes (Drimaj 2014). 
The entire study area has been overlapped with regular network of sample plots with 200 m spacing (n 
= 617) in the ESRI ArcMap 10.6 environment. Size of sample plot was 100 m2 (i.e. circle with 5.64 m 
radius). The number of FPG on each sampling plot was entered into the GPS units (Trimble Juno ST 
equipped with TerraSync Pro Field software) which were then used for field navigation. In addition, the 
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sheltering suitability of the forest stands was recorded (suitable/unsuitable). In the GIS environment, 
hiking trails, forest roads and sites with intensive forest extraction have been recorded. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Study area and location of roads, hiking trails and sampling plots 

 
The analyses included the calculation of sample plot distances from the nearest road, hiking trail and 
sites with intensive forest extraction. For the modelling of the FPG number per sample plot the 
generalized linear model (GLM) with zero inflated negative binomial distribution (ZINB) was used 
(Zuur et al. 2009). The significance of the model was tested by the probability ratio χ2, the significance 
of the model parameters was tested by the Z-test. Pseudo R2 and AIC were used as a goodness of fit 
characteristics. All analyses were performed in R software with a significance level α = 0.05. 
The wild boar population density was calculated according to the following formula by Plhal et al. 
(2014): 

PDi = [xi/(AP×DDR)] × Pi 
where, PDi is population density in study area, xi is average FPG density per hectare (FPG per ha), 
AP is accumulation period (145 days), DDR is daily defecation rate (5 FPGs per day per animal; by 
Plhal et al. 2014) and Pi is study area (1,159 ha). 
 
Results 
Wild boar FPG was not present on 60.8% and 65.98% of the sample plots in the first and second 
study year respectively. Based on the number of FPG, the estimated winter density of the wild boar in 
the study area was 20.4 ind./km2 (2017) and 15.1 ind./km2 (2018). Lower density in the second year 
was caused by intensive hunting of a wild boar as a result of the occurrence of African swine fever in 
the East Moravia.  
The statistical evaluation confirmed the highest density of FPGs in forest stands, which were 
considered suitable for shelter. These were young and dense forest stands or adult forest stands with 
undergrowth. The presence of intensively used hiking trails had no effect on the density of FPG in 
suitable forest stands located nearby. Similarly, the influence of the proximity of forest roads and sites 
with intensive forest extraction has not been proven. Wild boar was very resistant to the disturbing 
effects of human activities in this area and both recreational use of the landscape and tree harvest had 
no effect on wild boar distribution in the forest. 
 
Discussion 
The wild boar density in the study area was relatively high in both study years. For comparison high 
density of wild boar in the closed forest near Stonařov was only 18.55 ind./km2 (Drimaj 2014). The 
density of wild boar in other countries is mostly lower: 12 ind./km2 (Italian Tuscany; Massolo and 
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Mazzoni Della Stella 2006), 10.6 ind./km2 (Switzerland; Hebeisen et al. 2008), 0.7-7 ind./km2 (United 
Kingdom; Massei et al. 2017). The important factor of wild boar density is season. In our study, we 
estimated density in winter when wild boar concentrates on suitable localities. At the beginning of the 
growing season, the wild boar usually leaves the forest and more or less disperses in the fields. The 
study confirmed that wild boar is looking for young and dense stands with good cover, and is totally 
indifferent to the proximity of hiking trails or forest roads. These forest stands give it a sense of 
security and, in the event of a human or dog threat, it moves unnoticed into other forest stands. Wild 
boar have a very good sense of smell and hearing, which allows them to detect threats over long 
distances, so it can respond in a timely and adequate manner.  
Human activities are undoubtedly an important factor influencing the spatial and temporal behaviour of 
animals. Human pressure modifies home districts, but also moves animal activity into night hours 
(Podgórski et al. 2013). Forest management (planting, tending, thinning and final extraction of forest 
stands) can influence the behaviour of wild boar indirectly, because it leads to fragmentation of 
habitats. As a result, there is an uneven distribution of resources and obstacles that restrict the 
movement of animals (Tolon et al. 2009, Vistnes et al. 2004). The wild boar has no other option in the 
winter than hiding in the forest stands, where it is forced to perceive all the activities of forest 
management, tourism and hunting pressure. Based on this study, however, the wild boar is 
considerably indifferent to these factors, and the primary role does not play distances to disturbing 
influence, but the relevant is presence of forest stands providing a sense of hiding and security. 
 
Conclusion 
The study has shown that a wild boar looks for a daily shelter in young and dense forest stands, 
regardless of the distance from the disturbing effects of forest roads, hiking trails or forest sites with 
intensive forest extraction. 
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Souhrn 
Výskyt velkých savců je v nevegetační sezóně koncentrován do lesních komplexů, kde mohou 
nacházet větší či menší uspokojení pro své krytové a potravní nároky. Bohužel, tento čas je 
charakteristický vegetačním klidem, kterého se využívá pro intenzivní výchovné zásahy či těžbu v 
lesních porostech. Dospělé lesní porosty jsou těženy, mladé a středně staré porosty prosvětlovány a 
paseky zalesňovány. Na lesních cestách také dochází k intenzivnímu pohybu lesní techniky. Když k 
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tomu přičteme využívání turistických stezek a obecné aktivity turistického ruchu v lesích, napadne nás 
několik faktorů, které mohou ovlivňovat disperzi živočichů v lesích. Tato studie prokázala, že divoké 
prase preferuje ke svému dennímu úkrytu mladé a husté lesní porosty, bez ohledu na jejich lokalizaci 
vůči využívaným lesním cestám, turistickým trasám a intenzivně těženým lesním porostům. Blízkost 
rušivých lidských vlivů tedy nehraje roli při hledání denních úkrytů prasete divokého. 
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Abstract  
The slope of the slope has a major influence on shore stability. On the research area - sand and 
gravel Hulín - several types of modifications are proposed. Gradient slope 1: 10, incline slope 1: 5, and 
1: 2. Salix fluviatilis is planted on the slopes. We monitor their growth and stabilization. The article 
describes the state of the shore in the selected section in 2016 and in 2017.           
 
Key words: reed, reservoir, water, bank, stabilisation 
 
Introduction  
If the basic assessment of the current state of the riparian area concludes it is really possible that 
erosion damage to the bank may appear and develop, one of the types of bank reinforcements has to 
be designed. Apart from a construction of retaining walls and other purely technical elements of 
stabilization, the basis of a reinforcement is usually bank sloping, most often from 1:1.5 to 1:3. This is 
followed by a stabilization of the footslope forming the bank, or a direct stabilization of the bank at the 
site of the most likely damage. 
 
Materials and methods  
The impulse for a more intensive research interest in this issue was the request of the commercial 
sector to develop, test and implement an appropriate stabilization technique for banks of flooded 
gravel pits and sand pits, where mining has ceased but the highly unstable banks continue landsliding. 
These sites are very often located within the interests of the environmental authorities, which – rightly 
– put a great emphasis on an appropriate inclusion of the anthropogenically influenced sites in the 
landscape. Technical stabilization elements are not accepted, and the recommended elements of 
biotechnical and biological bank protection do not work, or show a very low efficiency at such sites 
(Zeleňáková et al, 2016; Ondrejka et al., 2017). 
The new approach to bank stabilization was thus oriented differently than most of the existing ones. 
As said above, a slope of a beach type, reinforced with biological elements can resist damage to some 
extent. With the current two-meter high erosion wall at the experimental site, the slope of a beach 
type, i.e. approximately 1:10 to 15, would mean sloping in a length of 20 to 30 m. This is not possible 
in many cases. However, it is possible to design the so-called "half-dish profile" of the bank slope, 
which is based on three years of detailed monitoring at experimental sites of banks of sand pits near 
Hulín (Czech Republic) and others. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Proposal of bank stabilization – slope adjustment, uniform slope (project Ing, Mydla) 

 
In reservoir Hulin we suggested : 
Slope   1:15,   1 : 7  and  1 : 2  shore leight 2 m, slope length large – unsuitable 
Slope   1:12,   1:5  and  1:2  shore leight 2 m, slope length large – againunsuitable. 
Slope   1:10,   1:5  and  1:2  shore leight 2 m, slope length approx. 15m, approved. 
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The sloping in the form of three continual slope inclinations proved to be the best practice: 1:10, 1:5 
and 1:2. (Pelikán et al, 2018; Šlezingr et al., 2016) . 
 
Conclusion  
The "half-dish" profile of the modified bank proved efficient. First, an inclination of 1:10, 5–6 m long, 
planted entirely with shrub willows, the water edge planted with a belt of reeds; followed by an 
inclination of 1: 5 (can be also 1: 4), seeded with a suitable grass mixture; the third inclination within 
the "half-dish" 1: 2 (can be also variable from 1: 1.5 to 1 : 2 with respect to possible maintenance, 
access to water, etc.).  
The proposed bank stabilization in the form of a half-dish in combination with appropriate planting can 
be regarded as very effective; additionally, it meets the requirements of environment protection 
authorities. 
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Souhrn 
V rámci návrhu stabilizace břehu mimo intravilán hraje velmi často zásadní roli úhel sesvahování 
břehu. Impulzem k intenzivnějšímu odbornému zájmu o tuto problematiku byl požadavek komerční 
sféry vyvinout, odzkoušet a realizovat  vhodný stabilizační postup pro břehy zatopených štěrkoven a 
pískoven, kde již dochází k útlumu těžby, avšak vysoce nestabilní břehy se neustále sesouvají. Tyto 
lokality se velmi často nacházejí v oblasti zájmů orgánů ŽP, které – oprávněně – kladou velký důraz 
na vhodné začlenění antropogenně výrazně ovlivněné lokality do krajiny..Nově zvolený přístup  pro 
zajištění stabilizace břehů se zaměřil jiným směrem než většina dosud navrhovaných. Jak bylo  
prokázáno, sklon svahu blízký plážovému,  opevněn biologickými prvky poškození do jisté míry 
odolává. Avšak při současné dvoumetrové výšce již vzniklého abrazního srubu na zvolené 
experimentální lokalitě, by sklon blízký plážovému  jedná se přibližně o sklon 1 : 10 až 15 znamenal 
úpravu sesvahováním v délce 20 až 30m. Toto není v mnoha případech reálné. Je však možné 
navrhnout tzv. „poloviční miskovitý profil“ svahu tvořícího břeh, který vychází z tříletého podrobného 
monitorování na experimentálních plochách břehů pískovny u města Hulína (Česká republika) i na 
dalších plochách.Jako nejvhodnější se ukázal postup sesvahování při volbě tří postupně navazujících 
sklonů svahu, a to 1 : 10, 1 : 5 a 1 : 2.  
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Abstract  
Each bridge is an engineering work that contrasts with nature. It is necessary to design the 
constructions which will be sensitively set in the environment and which will act harmoniously. It is 
important not only the shape of the supporting structure but also the choice of material. The material 
preferred for building bridges in the natural environment is stone and wood. Even reinforced concrete 
structures blend well with, for example, rocky environments, steel constructions will be disruptive in 
the landscape. Wooden constructions can be made of glued wood for larger span and various 
constructions e.g. beam, rafter, arc and hanging. 
Bridge construction can be designed as inconspicuous, fitting into landscape or significant 
architectural element in particular environment. It must be remembered when the bridge is 
incorporated into the landscape, that every bridge is composed of upper and lower bridge 
construction. 
 
Key words: stone bridge, wooden bridge, upper and lower bridge construction 
 
Introduction 
Bridge structures are constructions where a purpose prevails. Bridges are helpful especially on roads 
when we need to bridge over some obstacles. These obstacles could be watercourses, other roads, 
gorges or valleys, marshes or just waterlogged areas. The purpose of these constructions is to make a 
man's stay in the natural environment more pleasant by a technical solution. 
However, we must not forget that the constructional work should be aesthetic. In most cases is 
required to fit the building into the landscape. But what is actually meant by that? It is obvious that the 
stone bridge will fit well into the old development. But the question is what is suitable in a landscape? 
Definitely a wooden bridge will fit well into the landscape but also massive stone bridges does not 
have to be distracting in nature. It is not possible to prescribe only a certain material for all 
constructions in the landscape. It is appropriate if the building do not disturb the landscape. In a flat 
landscape, the beam structure will be suitable, but a deep valley may be bridged over for example, by 
an arched structure (Pacholík, 1946). 
From the constructional aspect the bridge is assembled from substructure and top building (see Fig. 
1). The top builing is further divided on supporting structure and the top. The substructure transfers the 
load from the top building to the supporting rock or soil and includes bridges abutment pier, wingwalls 
or supporting pillars and main supporting structure at the bridges. 

 
Fig. 1: The components of the bridge's top building and substructure 

 
The upper part of the bridge includes all the permanent parts of the bridge that carry the bridge deck 
and which serve immediately in traffic: roadway, benching, sidewalks, bolster, railing and road barrier 
(Hanák, 1997). 
Materials and methods 
The choice of material is affected by the height of the valley, span and load. The aim is to build 
bridges not only statically and structurally successful, but useful also interesting and suitable to a 
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particular place. All this is related to the material that we used. In the distant past there were quite a lot 
of wooden footbridges and bridges in our country. But a survey of current bridges has shown that the 
majority of bridge structures are now made by reinforced concrete or steel. Reinforced concrete 
structures, both monolithic and more often prefabricated, began to be used more for better strength 
parameters and a feared low durability of wood or steel (Kotásková, 2013). 
The construction of the stone bridges has receded in the background, especially due to the great effort 
involved in construction. The stone is replaced by reinforced concrete structures. These structures can 
be in contrast to stone structures that are also used for large spans and heavy loads. Their lifespan is 
comparable to stone because concrete is an artificial stone. To improve the appearance of the 
concrete it is possible to cover the concrete constructions with stone. 
As some authors (Jakubis, Jakubisová 2018, 2019) suggest, design elements in mountain and 
submontane areas should be optimally dimensioned using of ecological materials. 
In recent years, there has been a renaissance of wooden bridges. One of the reasons is the growing 
interest in the use of such a durable and environmentally sound construction material, as wood is. 
(Koželouh, 2007) 
Wooden bridges can be picturesque in the countryside. The structure does not have to be just 
beamed, but also strut, hanging, arch or overhead. The beams may be massive or trussed. 
The construction can be made from solid wood only or as a combination of solid and laminated wood 
(especially the main beams are made from laminated wood and other segments of solid wood). In 
some cases a combination of wood with another building material can be used. Especially a 
combination of wood and concrete used in composite structures with a concrete deck can be 
advantageous. The combination of basic timber construction with steel elements (rods, cold-drawn 
rods, etc.) is relatively common (Straka, 2010). 
Nowadays, thanks to the possibility of using glued wooden profiles, it is possible to use the wood for 
large spans. 
For the most aesthetically pleasing bridge structure in the landscape considers Pacholík (1946) the 
beam bridge, arch and overhead bridge (see Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2: Examples of construction types of wooden footbridges and bridges 

 
Beam bridges are among the simplest in shape, but arched bridges are more aesthetically valuable. 
The shape of the arc can be circular, parabolic, elliptical or composed of multiple types of arcs.  
Overhead bridges get the impression as a light and loose. The rope of overhead bridge should be in 
touch with the beam but it should not be intersect or lie high above the beam. (Pacholík, 1946) 
 
Results 
It is known that symmetrical bridges are the least disturbing. The number of bridge holes have always 
been recommended odd, especially for straight flows. This results in a substructure solution. 
Supporting the bridge is at the ends with the abutments (supplemented with wingwalls) and in the 
case of multiple holes, an even number of props. We can recommend the same lightness or 
luminance growing holes (Pacholík, 1946). An odd number of holes resulted from efforts to design 
bridges with one hole. The reason for the smallest possible number of props is both cost-efficiency but 
also attempt to keep the vista under the bridge under oblique views. (Kučera, 2009) 
The size of the supports must be in reasonable proportion to the size of the bridge and its individual 
parts. Supports might convert the bridge harmoniously into an adjacent territory, even wingwalls may 
create complement of overall appearance of the bridge. 
It is advisable that the railing structure should also be tastefully designed. A full railing, especially at 
high bridges or deep valleys, makes pedestrians feel confident. However, it has the disadvantage that 
dust, fallen leaves, etc., will cause higher humidity which is a problem especially for wooden 
structures. When we are deciding on the shape of the railing, we should take into account the cardinal 
direction. If the longitudinal axis of the bridge is in the north-south direction, it does not matter the type 
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of handrail, because each part of the bridge should be irradiated by the sun for a certain time of day. If 
the longitudinal axis of the bridge is almost west-east, the full railing will shield the part of the road 
behind the railing. From late autumn until early spring when the sun is low over the horizon a full 
railing will shield the part of the road behind the railing and this section will keep the humidity high. In 
this case it is recommended to design the air handrail. The full railing for wooden bridges and 
footbridges can be formed by glued main bridge beams (see Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3: Wooden footbridge - main beams form railings 

 
When we are designing new bridges and footbridges in nature it is not just a static assessment that 
can be seen but also how the structure will affect the landscape. Importance is not only in the 
supporting structure but also in substructure. In these days, the supports are mostly concreted. The 
surface of the supports is made of exposed concrete, prefabricated paneling or the concrete is lined 
with stone masonry or just stone facing. The most suitable is stone facing that will naturally acts in the 
environment. There is a possibility to create visualizations with current designs. Good and credible 
visualization can give the investor a clear idea of the final design of the building and can help in 
selecting the right material, structure or position of the object at the specified location. Nowadays, 
there is a wide range of possibilities for creating architectural visualization using rendering and 
animation programs. These programs come closer to reality with the bridge design. You can then see 
whether the proposed building will blend with the landscape or become a significant feature of that 
particular part of the landscape and revive it. 
 
Conclusion 
Bridges are among the most demanding building construction, due to the fact that they tend to be built 
in difficult conditions and exposure to the elements and can be loaded with heavy loads. Bridges can 
be used for road transport or only for walking but they are needed as well as railway bridges. We often 
encounter them in recreation in nature so it is necessary to design such constructions that by their 
material and structure will be favorable in the natural environment. At a particular location, it will be 
appropriate for the bridge to act inconspicuously and fit into the landscape. However, during a walk we 
sometimes apreciate that there are places where we admire extensive construction of the bridge. 
Especially in places where the bridge will be most watched from far away. For example if the valley is 
insignificant, the building can revive the environment. By contrast, in the case of the beautiful natural 
scenery, is needed to design the construction by simple structure, less striking. 
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Souhrn 
Každý most je inženýrské dílo, které je v kontrastu k přírodě. Je třeba navrhovat stavby tak, aby byly 
do daného prostředí zasazeny citlivě a mohly časem působit i harmonicky. Jde nejen o tvar nosné 
konstrukce, ale i volbu materiálu. Preferovaným materiálem pro stavby mostů v přírodním prostředí je 
kámen a dřevo. Dokonce i železobetonové konstrukce dobře splývají např. se skalnatým prostředím, 
ale ocelové konstrukce budou v krajině působit rušivě. Z lepeného dřeva lze navrhovat dřevěné 
konstrukce pro větší rozpětí a různé konstrukce od trámové, vzpěradlové, obloukové až po visuté. 
Mostní konstrukce lze navrhovat jako nenápadné, splývající s krajinou nebo jako výrazný 
architektonický prvek v určitém prostředí. Při začleňování stavby mostu do krajiny je třeba mít na 
paměti, že každý most sestává ze stavby horní ale i stavby spodní.  
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Abstract 
Restoration, redesign or rebuilding the original state to the new one and many times also type of 
reconstruction, when we bring life to empty box, to cold abandoned constructions of iconic buildings 
from the past. Industrial, agricultural and historical objects are the inheritance that is necessary to 
protect, exploit and to bring back the function in today´s world fully of continuous ruptures of important 
technical objects. This article is concerned with the issue of conversion of industrial, cultural and 
agricultural heritage, industrial and historical objects and a consecutive intervention in buildings areas 
and in close ambient localities. Specifically it aimed to renewal the building of historical water mill and 
creating sustainable public space as a riverfront in the urban district of Nitra - Dolné Krškany. The 
reconstruction plan aims not only to a redesign of space but also to minimize environmental impacts 
through saving and redistribution energy by kinetic sculpture of the water wheel, which is part of the 
architectural and industrial dominance. The riverfront has a significant potential to become a quality 
and one of community life and action spaces in the city part. It can attract huge and different 
communities to do an active or a passive recreation.  
 
Key words: sustainability, urban environments, industrial heritage, water mill, public space 
 
Introduction 
Historical industrial architecture of 20th century evokes different emotion. In the past, factories drove 
our economic, nowadays, they are unattainable, decaying or they are completely disappearing (In: 
programme RTVS – A3UM, 2013). These kinds of buildings are under the degrading effects - natural 
and climatic factors. Objects are losing something what identified them, what personalized their 
architecture. They are losing author and details, which presented their history and insure also their 
function (In: programme RTVS –A3UM, 2013). Industrial architecture is not a church, manor house or 
castle, which has much better value position in our area than an industrial building (Ilkovičová, 
Maziani, 2016). For that reason it is necessary to work on projects, designs, or studies, which are 
becoming a suitable interpretation medium, through which we are able in a positive way to affect 
developer´s views and their aims, which are not always suitable with regard to sustainability of 
surround. This challenges urban designers, architects and landscape architects to tackle on one hand 
the fact that industrial architecture is an important component of cultural landscapes with heritage 
values and memorial importance (Halajová et al., 2016) and on the other hand to deal with the 
conflicting interface of landscape protection and landscape use, e.g. for recreation (Tóth et al., 2014). 
Education in architecture topics, encouraging of society to perceive of value of historical building 
objects is also very important attribute. Respect, protection and archiving of industrial inheritance is 
fundamental sign of modern, functional and highly-developed society. The good news is that the wide 
spectrum of architectural society is conceptually concerned with bringing back the function to historical 
objects. The construction of historical water mill in Dolné Krškany is one of these objects. The mill as a 
cultural heritage and local landmark is part of the urban landscape, more specifically of the riverfront 
that forms the backbone of the local urban green infrastructure (Bihuňová et al., 2017). The inherent 
part of building is also the area around it. That one changes itself to semi-public even public, beside 
attractive constructive dominants which are natural temptation of society. Embankment near the 
historical water mill in Dolné Krškany offers this kind of area. Dolné Krškany used to be separable 
village, but today it is industrial area of Nitra city somewhere with very rural character. Therefore, at all 
intervention in this area, it is necessary to bargain on traditional provincial worth and to adapt to 
a surrounding type of area by appearance, function and character of project. The main aim is to make 
the area more attractive, to bring back the absent life to this place, to bring modern, visual interesting 
features and to discover old fragments. The work with water wheel, which is bringing to provincial 
substance socio-economic and environmental dimension, is also very important point of design. It has 
the potential to link education and awareness rising on environmental issues and cultural heritage that 
according to Tóth et al. (2018) is one of the main roles of planning and design.  
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Materials and methods 
Pullman's water mill from 1934 is situated on distributary of the river Nitra, on the watercourse Malá 
Nitra in the cadastral area of the city district of Nitra, in Dolné Krškany - Slovakia. The mill is located 
on the outskirts of the city district in build-up area of single family houses with rural character. Nearby 
is a sewage treatment plant, a public transport stop, as well as alley formed by the lime trees (Tillia). 
From the municipal plan of the city of Nitra it results that Dolné Krškany is regarded as a primarily 
industrial-oriented city district. The city plans to develop the secondary sector, which are medium or 
large factories. This fact can have a negative impact on the structure of the city district, because Dolné 
Krškany is closer to rural forms of settlement and small rural houses can lose their identity in the 
shadow of large factories. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Localisation within city district of Nitra - Dolné Krškany, Slovakia.  
(Author, M. Čibik, 2019) 

 
The building of historical water mill is a self-standing four-storey building consisting of the southern 
part of the operating areas and of the northern part, where is social area on the ground floor and 
storage area upstairs. The building of the former granary is connected to the old water wheel 
structure, which is mounted on concrete pillars and set in the river bed. The granary offers open views 
to the east and west, giving the plenty of light throughout the day to the space, even though it is 
surrounded by greenery. 

 
 

Fig. 2: Design development. (Author, M. Čibik, 2019) 
 

Results 
In regard to the fact that the area is located within a very attractive location of a natural character, but 
at the same time with a relatively good transport connection to the city of Nitra and its centre, it can be 
assumed that the area will soon become of interest of various investment plans. That is why it is 
necessary to take this opportunity to comment it with landscape-architectural design before some 
significant development interventions enter it.  
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Fig. 3: Site plan of the landscape-architectural design. 
(Author, M. Čibik, 2019) 

 
The design study is an alternative vision of how this space might look and what function it should fulfil 
in terms of the environment. The proposal solves all interventions sensitively, so that the historical 
building as well as the adjacent waterfront will not lose its atmosphere and uniqueness in order to 
preserve historic values and bring the modern comfort of 21st century. 

 
Fig. 4: Axonometry of the landscape-architectural design.  

(Author, M. Čibik, 2019) 
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The concept of design aims to create a multifunctional space for relaxation and relaxation activities, 
gathering people, arranging outdoor concerts and events as well. The embankment is a suitable place 
to build a multi-layered, cultivated public space where the whole generation spectrum of population will 
find rest, entertainment and sport during all seasons. The main problem is a bad communication 
system. Therefore, a network of logical communications has been created which corresponds to 
needs of residents or visitors. Two banks are bridged twice. The centrepiece of the design is a 
promenade leading along the river, with a wooden pier, benches and vegetation. On the other side of 
the bank, water is being made available to the public through stairs with seating. 
 
The design counts with the original extension of the granary building from 1934, from which only the 
load-bearing beams will remain. This will create a completely new, more attractive form of space. Its 
function is based on the winter garden with the café and restaurant´s facilities. The saddle roof was 
also removed from the original building and replaced with a classic flat roof. Winter garden is built on a 
completely new terrace of steel construction, into which a wooden floor is embedded. The terrace has 
a glass railing. It also has a water wheel that becomes a kinetic sculpture in space. Another extension 
is a glass extended main entrance. 
  
Discussion  
The results of work which are involved in a landscape-architectural design of conversion of historical 
building of water mill and area of riverbank have a potential to be beneficial material for society within 
that issue. Zemánková (2005) has come to an idea that conversions of historical architecture in 
several solutions have nowadays become  a  very important step whose  economical and cultural 
benefit  can´t be ignored  by  implementers  as well as architects. In case of conversions of building 
with business and recreational function or public amenities, they promote tourism in town and 
countryside, urban or countryside development and bring a socioeconomic dimension to the areas. 
Ilkovič (2008) certifies that innovation of contemporary architecture is positive trend and reminds that 
individual residential structures are changing in time. Increasing of population is incontrovertible, cities 
are crowded and marginal urban areas or countryside are capacitive empty in case of architecture. 
Revitalization of archaic and functionally “dead“ objects can be considered as  a permanent worldwide 
phenomenon which  basically copies socio-demographic and economic community development. The 
number, educational and age structure of inhabitants is changing in residences, industry branch 
structure is changing in economic sphere. They are initial reasons of functional change of industrial 
areas and buildings. 
  
Conclusion 
Industrial architecture is integral part of cultural heritage of our society. Despite of progress of Slovak 
economy its protection and transformation stays permanent unknown quantity. Objects and whole 
areas in which production gradually abolished respectively is ending, are systematically disappearing 
before our very eyes under the press of large investors. The unfavourable aspect is also caused by 
general unpreparation in preservation of monuments field, non-conceptual territorial preparation and 
deficient awareness about value of industrial heritage. Conversion of old architecture is the most 
effective rescue form. It is not possible to consider a public area as public in case that people are 
absent there. An accurately chosen function, role, sense and contents of area are attraction for 
amounts of new visitors. The dominant of area which is historical water mill has done a good job in this 
kind of project. The application of granary and its consecutive change to glass, bright café with winter 
garden situated on the wooden terrace above the water and adaptation of building of mill to apartment 
building with everything necessary seems to be  a good choice. Today in a busy period and continual 
movement of everything around us the character of living areas is dynamically changing in connection 
with alternating of mode, art even opinions. The ambit of changes is possible to see mainly in 
alterations of functional application of architectural objects and their areas. Unfortunately the functions 
which are not in accordance with society needs are very often brought back as the result of big 
business and developer plans to these areas. The final complex design is focused on solution and 
elimination of these and also other problems in accordance with public place which is suitable for 
staying and recreation of visitors.  
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Souhrn  
V současné době se problematikou intervencí a přístupů k ochraně a archivaci průmyslového a 
kulturního dědictví zabývá široké spektrum architektonické obce. Téma obnovy brownfieldů, 
opuštěných areálů a industriální architektury dvacátého století je stále více aktuální, ale i přesto se 
najdou lidé, kteří továrnu nechápou, nepřijímají a nevidí v ní hodnotu. Studie nebo návrh je proto 
výborným interpretačním prostředkem k vizualizaci nově přidané funkce do opuštěné schránky budovy 
a jejího přilehlého okolí. Článek představuje návrh rekonstrukce historické industriální budovy vodního 
mlýna a přilehlého nábřeží, s ohledem na hodnoty objektu a jeho okolí. Prostřednictvím vědecké 
metody (research by design) a podrobných analýz je výsledkem komplexní krajinářsko-architektonický 
návrh, který představuje citlivou kombinaci moderního a historického designu. 
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Abstract 
South Moravia is one of the areas where land consolidations were largely processed. The reasons for 
their initiation were different, ranging from the reconstruction of the plots through simple plot 
exchanges and simple land consolidation to complex land consolidation, which included in the plan of 
common facilities all aspects of the restoration and development of the area in accordance with the 
rational management of agricultural land. An integral part of the land consolidation projects is to 
improve the accessivity of the landscape in connection with the network of the field roads. These are 
preferably used not only by agricultural mechanization but also by local residents and visitors for their 
outdoor activities. South Moravia is also interlaced with a system of bike routes of supraregional and 
regional importance. Sometimes it is not possible to drive these tracks out of frequent road sections. 
The paper deals with proposals for suitable out-of-the-highway lines, which could be realized both 
within the projects of prepared land consolidations, as well as point to the possibility of new 
interconnection of the bike routes through land consolidation projects in territories where  land 
consolidations haven’t been performed. 
 
Key words: common facilities, bike routes, accessivity of landscape, outdoor activity 
 
Introduction  
Cycling is a distinctly cross-cutting theme that interferes with the competence of several resorts, both 
at the level of state administration and local government. In terms of competencies, it is divided into 
the area of transport service of the territory (transport department) and the area of cycling tourism 
(sphere of local development). Cycling as a mode of transport is not a minority trend, but a full-fledged 
form of transport, complementing other species appropriately. Cycling transport and cycling tourism 
have a positive impact not only on the traffic situation and transport services of the territory, but at the 
same time they reduce the environmental impact, improve the health and quality of life of the CR 
population and at the same time bring economic development to the regions. Compared to other 
developed countries (especially the EU), investments in cyclingtransport  and cycling tourism are still 
underestimated in the CR, at all levels and in all involved resorts. 
The ministries are responsible for fulfilling the strategic objectives - the main guarantor is the Ministry 
of Transport (the section of cycling transport), the partial guarantor is the Ministry for Regional 
Development (cycling tourism). The key to the success of the whole strategy, however, is cooperation 
with the local government, as the municipalities have responsibility for building the cycling 
infrastructure. In addition to the aforementioned departments, the Ministry of Agriculture is also an 
important partner (the development of cycling in the country) - 70% of the CR's territory is rural area 
and the dense network of cycling routes and cycle paths lead through the Czech countryside to 
support the development of domestic tourism (CYKLO GIS 2007). The tools of the department are 
very justified for the development of cycling - Rural Development Program, comprehensive land 
consolidation, LAG LEADER activities - implementation of the Local Development Strategy in tourism, 
care for landscape creation and revitalization of villages, improvement of quality of life in the 
countryside (EAFRD), competition Village of the Year, maintenance and operation of forest roads 
within forest management, cycle paths along waterways, etc. (Strategy 2013) 
 
Materials and methods  
Use of land consolidation is a tool for supporting cycling in the rural landscape. Land consolidation 
projects are changes in the legal status of land, which in the public interest are spatially and 
functionally arranged land, merge or divide and provide access to and use of land and align their 
borders so as to create conditions for rational management of the land owner. The land consolidation 
results serve for the renewal of the cadastral documentation and as a binding basis for land-use 
planning. Land consolidation is governed by Act No. 139/2002 Coll. of 21 March 2002 on Land 
Consolidation and Land Offices and on Amendment to Act No. 229/1991 Coll., on the Adjustment of 
Ownership Relations to Land and Other Agricultural Property, as amended. The realization of land 
consolidation is also closely related to the fulfillment of the rural development program, which also 
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includes ensuring a better accessivity of the area through a suitably selected field path, which is also 
suitable for cyclists. (Strategy 2013) 
As part of the implementation of common facility plans, the integral part of which is the implementation 
of field roads - reinforced and unpaved - it is possible to conveniently connect the area outside the 
road routes and enable their use for tourist activities. 
Until 2015, funds worth CZK 978,550,000 have been released for the implementation of field roads. 
They were built on an area of 5,448 ha. Some of them are also used for cycling, some can be used for 
cycling, as the network of cycling routes densifies (Papoušek, 2018). 
On the other hand, in some areas, cycling routes lead by road, while it would be possible to divert 
them by suitable tracing eg on former roads owned by municipalities, which do not exist in the field, 
but can be traced in the real estate cadastre. In co-ordination with land-use plans and land 
consolidation, it is then possible to organize land plots and ownership (Kyselka et al. 2015), to propose 
a new field path management. Unsolved ownership or opposition from farms will no longer prevent its 
implementation. 
Two cadastral areas - Vranovice and Kuřim, both in the South Moravian Region - were selected as 
demonstration areas. Land consolidation has not yet been carried out in the cadastral area of Kuřim. 
The Brno - Kuřim motorway is quite densely frequented, cyclists traveling from Brno must take part of 
the route along this motorway(Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1: Risk area- motorway to municipality Kuřim 

 
The cadastral area of Vranovice is situated in the favourite tourist and cycling landscape around the 
Nové Mlýny reservoirs. Before the land consolidation, part of the cycling route led through the 3rd 
class road (see Fig.2). 
 

 
Fig. 2: Risk area- motorway between villages Vranovice and Přibice 
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Results  
In the cadastral area of Kuřim, the available data were analyzed. Between the municipalities of Kuřim 
and Česká is a 500m "path of death" - a narrow road with a high frequency of cars. In the direction 
from Kuřim, there is a small stabling lane (on both sides), which soon ends and a risk section follows. 
This section is not currently possible to bypass. There is a field on both sides of the road. The 
feasibility of the design and implementation of the cycle path outside this busy part was analyzed. In 
the risk locality it is possible to identify already extinct field roads owned by the municipality of Kuřim 
(see Fig.3). 
 

 
Fig. 3: Black lines – ownership of municipality Kuřim (previous field roads)- potential possibilities of 

establishing bike routes 
 
Given the findings, it would be possible to define the cycling route already on the cadastral municipal 
roads. However, we recommend using landscaping tools. In the land consolidation procedure, all the 
owners concerned, the users of the agricultural land, the municipal representatives are involved and 
the negotiations can occur. The land consolidation then results in a proposal for a measure based on 
the consensus of all stakeholders. The proposed communication will then perform more functions 
(access to land, complementary vegetation as an ecostabilisation measure, cycle path, installation of 
relax places and objects is also possible. 
In the cadastral area of Vranovice, before the land consolidation, part of the cycling route led through 
the 3rd class road. As a part of the solution of the new layout of land and common facilities, the field 
road was modified to meet both land access and tourist functions (Fig.4a,b.). The newly built field road 
is now used not only by agricultural land users, but also by local residents as a walking tour and 
visitors for cycling tourism. 

 
Fig. 4a: New field road serves as bike route (orthofoto) 
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Fig. 4b: New field road serves as bike route (bikemap) 

 
Discussion  
In the Czech Republic, there are many strategic, conceptual and planning materials concerning the 
development of municipalities, the development of tourism, recreation, and rural renewal. They are 
partly focused on purpose, ie they aim at a specific objective, in part there is an effort to comprehend 
the dimensions, possibilities and limits of the given space in a complex way. In our legislative, 
planning and development of rural space is only embedded in land-use planning and land 
consolidation. At the same time, it is necessary to realize that the land use plan is a conceptual 
material, it deals more with the urban area and its possibilities and limits. It projects the concept into 
the open landscape in the form of corridors and areas, without closer localization and resolution of 
ownership relations. In contrast, land consolidation is a documentation of implementation, defining 
proposals from background materials revised on the basis of the actual state and own decisions in the 
form of property parcels (PODHRÁZSKÁ et al. 2016). Implementation of the proposed measures can 
only be hindered by a lack of funding or lack of interest from stakeholders. However, a number of 
subsidy titles are needed for the implementation of the measure, which should be used effectively. 
 
Conclusion  
Bicycle transport is becoming an increasingly popular phenomenon not only in the Czech Republic. 
This is due to the development in the cycling field - especially the development of electric-powered 
bikes and other non-motor vehicles, enabling movement for disabled persons or persons not holding a 
driving license. Cycling is thus becoming not only a privilege for sports-minded people, but also for 
those who drive "well-being". Very important is the safe interconnection of cycling routes, built in urban 
areas, with the surrounding environment, interconnection of individual municipalities outside busy road 
sections. In particular, land consolidation, supported by strategic and conceptual background, can 
contribute to these objectives. 
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Souhrn 
Pozemkové úpravy jsou nezastupitelným dokumentem při realizaci jakýchkoliv prvků a opatření 
v krajině. Institut výkupů půdy od vlastníků ani institut vyvlastnění stát příliš nedokáže uplatnit. 
Strategické a koncepční materiály týkající se rozvoje neautomobilové (cyklistické) dopravy předkládají 
vize a předpoklady využití venkovského prostoru. Pokud však není vůle vlastníků dotčených pozemků 
k bezúplatnému převodu na jiný způsob využití, je možné pouze nástroji pozemkových úprav umožnit 
směny požadovaných ploch za státní, popřípadě obecní půdu. Četné příklady z realizovaných 
opatření k zpřístupnění pozemků v pozemkových úpravách, využívané i pro účely turistiky a 
cykloturistiky byly prezentovány v rámci workshopů a seminářů pozemkových úprav. Bohužel se tyto 
výsledky často nedostanou před laickou veřejnost. Příspěvek prezentoval dva demonstrační případy – 
jednak výsledku pozemkové úpravy vedoucí k větší bezpečnosti a atraktivity cyklodopravy v území, 
jednak možnosti řešení krizové situace cyklodopravy na trase Brno – Kuřim prostřednictvím 
pozemkové úpravy. 
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Abstract 
This article presents the methodological and conceptual background of the survey of unique 
landscape features perceived by children. The goal of this activity is to develop database on unique 
landscape features in South Moravia Region. The project outcome will have the form of on-line meta 
database of landscape values and conflicts of interest for planning experts and the interactive map for 
public. The database and the map will contain natural and cultural elements of the landscape and fulfill 
the European Landscape Convention (ELC) requirements within the Landscape quality objectives 
(LQO). In additional to database creation, the project also includes analysis of formal plans and 
programs concern South Moravia Region. The output of this project will serve for planning practice for 
refinement of local knowledge. 
 
Key words: landscape value, perception map, local identity 
 
Introduction 
The influence of human society on the landscape is enormous and mostly negative in the long run. To 
some extent, this condition is predetermined by the lack of knowledge of the links between human 
activities and how the landscape functions. The protection and effective management of a territory is 
complicated by the perception of a society that does not have a rooted stable landscape mosaic as a 
value in itself. A society without any direct link to land has lost awareness of the natural evolution of 
the landscape and this corresponds to thought patterns lacking continuity in space development 
planning. 
This article presents the concept of the project solved by Mendel University in Brno and Masaryk 
University, whose aim is to change this situation in an innovative-educational way. The main objective 
of the project is to create an educational model simulating relationships in the landscape and 
operating on the basis of demonstrative visualization of these relationships in the form of ‘cause-effect’ 
link including identification of risks and possible solution tools (elimination or complete reversal of 
negative manifestations). 
The project purposes are:  

- Warning of synergistic and cumulative relationships and links in the landscape system and 
their possible manifestations as risks or benefits (linking social activities and their reflection in 
the landscape functioning in the general public awareness), 

- Expanding cooperation with elementary schools and the general public and strengthening the 
role of universities in their third role, 

- Supplementing objective values of the landscape by subjectively perceived values of the 
landscape, usually contributing significantly to local identity, 

- Strengthening the knowledge and responsibility approach to landscape planning, 
- Landscape values popularization (in a complex concept and in the context of specific 

localities). 
 

Materials and methods 
One of the supportive outputs of the project is a map with specialized content called Landscape 
Values through the Optics of Its Future Users. This map will be created with data obtained from 
pupils of the 2nd grade of elementary schools and students of lower grades of multi-year high schools 
within a competition announced in November 2019. This activity aims to stimulate interest in the 
landscape and to realize its value. The result will be in the form of an interactive map application 
summarizing all findings from the survey among elementary schools and lower grades of gymnasiums 
(the map of the South Moravian Region will be interactive for individual involved municipalities, to 
which the identified landscape values will be summarized including text and graphic documentation). 
 
identification of landscape values 
In the focus of planning practice, there stand both levels of expression of values - subjective and 
objective. By confronting them, we get information about the perception of the quality of the 
environment from residents having other than an expert view. In the first phase, landscape values are 
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identified according to an objectivized template within surveys and analyses (objective landscape 
values). Subsequently, the values of the landscape perceived by the locals (subjective values – see 
below) are ascertained through semi-standardized interviews, surveys or other sociological methods 
of data collection, emphasizing the historical detail. Finally, subjective and objective landscape values 
are compared and their intersections are identified. The target group of residents should not be 
restricted to selective areas e.g. by age; all age groups should be involved. However, it is useful for 
each of them to choose a different data collection technique. This article focuses on introducing a 
research centred on a group of pupils of the 2nd grade of elementary schools and students of lower 
grades of multi-year gymnasiums. 
Data collection is realized in the form of identification of valuable and problematic places within a 
municipality, which the pupils and students enter directly into the map application created for this 
purpose. 
 
Discussion 
LQO in legislation and planning practice 
Landscape quality objectives (LQOs) represent, according to the European Landscape Convention 
(ELC), the official formulation of the landscape’s target condition in consultation with the local 
population (Article 1, letter c ELC: “landscape quality objective" means, for a specific landscape, the 
formulation by the competent public authorities of the aspirations of the public with regard to the 
landscape features of their surroundings). Significant is the overlap into an open landscape. Article 6, 
Section D of the ELC declares the Member States' commitment to define these target qualities for 
delimited and assessed landscapes. In this context, Article 5c of the ELC implies a commitment to 
implement effective procedures for the involvement of the public and other actors in spatial 
development in the landscape planning, management and conservation processes. 
According to the Building Act (No. 183/2006 Sb., on spatial planning and building regulations), the 
target landscape quality is an obligatory part of the spatial planning documentation of each region. 
Thus, LQOs are already formulated for each region. However, the elaboration of this part of the 
Principles caused considerable chaos at the time of its creation due to the absence of a unified 
methodological guideline for the LQOs processing and the level of public involvement. The formulation 
of these passages is then rather formal and does not correspond to the original intention of the 
Convention. 
The chapter on LQOs in the region's conceptual document is usually processed in a formal manner 
with the sole aim of meeting the requirements of the law in the necessary minimum. This shortcoming 
is remediable by the proposal of a uniform methodical guideline, which should be guaranteed by the 
Ministry of the Environment (it also concerns other vague wordings and requirements arising from the 
transposition of the ELC into the Building Act).  
For example, Selman (2012) or the Council of Europe (2006)8 publication have highlighted the need 
for a precise definition of the landscape's target qualities for decision-making and planning practice. 
LQOs, in relation to landscape typology, are also used in other related scientific disciplines. One 
example is the valuation of the landscape in terms of seeking the economic value of the landscape 
(Heide, Heijman 2013). 
The most problematic is the level of public involvement, but the lack of a unified approach may also be 
due to the interpretation discrepancy already existing in the ELC. Consultation with the public may 
then be interpreted in a shallower way (than the wishes and demands of the population), and this 
phase may go along with the public consultation stage, in which case the community planning 
methods and procedures should rather be used in this place (see Article 5c). LQOs then relate to the 
assessment of the meaning and importance of landscape features and their subsequent formulation 
(van der Heide, 2013). Indeed, public participation is necessary for the meaningful connection of 
sensory perception of individual values and social requirements. Only these complex requirements 
should be the basis for policy formulation and decision-making. The problem, on the other hand, is the 
absence of a weight that is to be attributed to the public's requirements in the resulting proposal. In 
2014, the Ministry for Regional Development certified a document entitled ‘Methodological Aid for the 
Acquisition and Processing of Spatial Development Principles in the Context of the European 
Landscape Convention.’ It is a refinement and unification of the landscape typology delimitation and 
landscape character analysis in the context of defining the landscape's target qualities; the public 
participation procedures are not included.  

                                                 
8 Council of Europe. Landscape and sustainable development: challenges of the European European 
Landscape Convention. Council of Europe. 2006. 213 pp. ISBN 9287159890. 
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However, here we have to work with the question of whether the legislation is well set in this respect 
and whether it is effective and possible to ascertain these wishes and requirements at a level as large 
as the region. There should be more effective linking of lower levels of spatial planning documents and 
planning documentation. There should be more effective linking of lower levels of spatial planning data 
and spatial planning documentation. The level of municipalities with extended powers seems to be 
useful - this role is currently taken over by spatial studies of the landscape; their contribution and 
interconnection on an interregional scale will only be shown by a longer-term experience. It is, 
however, possible to transfer the determining of the landscape's target qualities to the lowest level - 
public consultation is conducted exclusively at the local level, e.g. in the UK, the Netherlands and 
Portugal (see Maier, K. Peltan, T. , 2015). 
 
Conclusion: Landscape values 
The very term ‘landscape value’ is often used, but its essence is not precisely defined in the literature. 
Landscape values can be considered a key concept in landscape conservation and effective 
planning. In order to achieve the objective of protecting the maximum free landscape, objective 
conditions should be set on the basis of which protection can be guaranteed. As far as the conceptual 
definition itself is concerned, the landscape value is widely used in general in the Building Act, 
especially in the context of surveys and analyses. This term is then developed in Decree No. 500/2006 
Sb., on land use analytical materials, land use planning documentation and the method of land use 
planning activity records. Like the Building Act, the Decree makes use of the phrase ‘value/value of 
the territory’ as one of the categories recorded in land use analytical materials. However, for the 
purpose of landscape conservation and planning, it would be necessary to extend the term to the 
umbrella category of landscape values and their enumeration extend beyond the values observed in 
the Building Act.  
The term ‘landscape value’ is used in the European Landscape Convention but without any more 
detailed specification. The landscape value is given by a set of features that determine its use (it acts 
as a limit or input factor of development). It can be categorized as subjective values (according to the 
assessing judgements of an assessing entity) and objective values (expertly objectified on the basis of 
legal norms and consensus across society). The categorization of landscape values on a theoretical-
methodological basis is dealt with e.g. by Kupka (2010), in the international context the typology of 
landscape values is dealt with e.g. by Brown (2012, 2014). For the landscape conservation, it is very 
important - as has been said - to project the values of the territory in planning practice in the form of 
limits of a territory. 
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Souhrn 
Článek prezentuje metodické a koncepční pozadí průzkumu jedinečných krajinných prvků vnímaných 
dětmi. Cílem této aktivity je vytvořit databázi unikátních krajinných prvků v Jihomoravském kraji. 
Výsledkem projektu bude on-line meta databáze krajinných hodnot a střetů zájmů pro experty pro 
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plánování a interaktivní mapu pro veřejnost. Databáze a mapa budou obsahovat přírodní a kulturní 
prvky krajiny a splňovat požadavky Evropské úmluvy o krajině (ELC) v rámci cílů kvality krajiny (LQO). 
Součástí projektu je kromě tvorby databáze také analýza formálních plánů a programů týkajících se 
Jihomoravského kraje. Výstup tohoto projektu bude sloužit k plánování praxe pro zdokonalení 
místních znalostí. 
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Abstract 
Living and non-living nature are part of national wealth. The regions of Slovakia are represented by 
the specific nature of natural attractions and exceptional features. Protected areas constitute a 
national system of protected areas, covering about 23,4% of the Slovak territory. In the overall 
assumption of the coexistence of nature protection and tourism, nature must be perceived as one of 
the basic elements of the tourism potential in Slovakia. At the same time, natural beauties are 
preserved thanks to nature conservation.  
In this context, it is essential to regard nature conservation as an opportunity for tourism. On the other 
hand, tourism also contributes to superior nature protection. The fundamental national document, 
Tourism Development Strategy Of The Slovak Republic Until 2020, devotes attention to the process of 
zoning, the support of environmentally friendly tourism and it strive for ensuring the development of 
high-quality, responsible and sustainable tourism, which can provide protection for protected areas. 
However, its interests must be in compliance with the basic legislative document on nature and 
landscape protection, which determine the conditions for the protection of such areas in detail. In this 
article, we deal with the assessment of the protection of non-living nature and the possibilities of 
developing tourism in connection with the state's attitude towards nature conservation and the use of 
our natural heritage. 
 
Key words: non-living nature, protection, legality, tourism development, Slovakia 
 
Introduction 
In every region we find a cultural and natural uniqueness, which show that Slovakia has a great 
potential for tourism. But this wealth is not used enough in tourism, even though the tourism 
development strategy in Slovakia focus attention on better usage of natural potential. It also takes into 
consideration protection and promotes sustainable development and emphasizes the soft forms of 
tourism. Tourism, presented in this way, can mean benefits for nature and the most valuable sites. But 
the first restrictions can be found in the Act on Nature and Landscape Protection, which also aims to 
protect the natural heritage. However it does not perceive tourism completely as something that can 
also contribute to its protection. Therefore, in this article, we will point out how the tourism activities 
are limited by restrictions and prohibitions.  
Preserving nature is a highly debated issue at present and it is essential to adopt a fundamental 
change in the state's attitude to nature conservation and the exploitation of our natural heritage. On 
the other hand we have to be aware that even the most advanced international conventions, 
legislation and economic instruments cannot ensure the necessary relationship of people to the 
environment. Therefore, it is very important to pay great attention to increasing public environmental 
awareness in the management of protected areas in order to understand the processes leading to 
nature conservation. We can ensure it by one form of tourism - geotourism and geoparks. The article 
points out why we consider this category of tourism as a suitable solution in nature conservation and 
tourism development.  

 
Discussion  
The basic legislative document for the protection of nature and landscape of the Slovak Republic is 
the Act of the National Council of the Slovak Republic No. 543/2002 Coll. on Nature and Landscape 
Protection valid from 1 January 2003. The Slovak Republic is one of the countries where the 
protection of non-living nature is included in the act. This Act regulates the competence of state 
authorities and municipalities, as well as the rights and obligations of natural and legal persons in the 
protection of nature and landscape in order to maintain ecological stability. Furthermore, it contributes 
to the preservation of the country's diversity, creates the conditions for the sustainable maintenance, 
restoration and rational use of natural resources. It also ensures the protection of the natural heritage 
and the preservation of the country's distinctive appearance. 
One possible way of protecting the landscape and the environment is territorial protection. For 
territorial protection are specified five levels of protection. This means that the whole territory of the 
republic is divided into areas where there are various limitations. The extent of restrictions increases 
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with higher levels of protection. In the territory where several protected areas with different level of 
protection overlap, the highest of them always applies (Vološčuk 2005; Škodová and Mazurek 2011). 
The IUCN defines protected areas as a clearly defined geographical area that is accepted by legal and 
other effective means. Protected areas should be managed in such a way as to achieve long-term 
nature conservation, ecosystem services and cultural values (Nigel Dudley and Sue Stolton, 2008). 
The declaration of protected areas and the construction of their system is in the authority of each state 
according to national legislation. There are more than 1000 categories of protected areas in the world. 
Common Database of Declared Areas (CDDA) in Europe includes over 700 national categories of 
territorial protection. According to Plesník (2010), similarly named categories of protected areas can 
be distinguished by the condition of natural environment and care. Protected areas differ from each 
other by age, reason for their statements, protection level, size, scientific or cultural value, 
management methods. In the last century, their number and extent have been steadily increasing. But 
that does not mean that these territories will not confront with many different problems. Plesník (2008) 
reports that only 20% of the world protected areas are able to provide adequate care for nature and 
landscape. 
In Slovakia, protected areas are generally divided into large-area and small-area. Table 1 (tab. 1) 
shows clear categories of protected areas and their level of protection, according to the Act on Nature 
and Landscape Protection. The table also represents the number of protected areas in Slovakia by the 
overview of protected areas of the national system for 2018. 
 
Tab. 1: Overview of the categories of protected areas, their level of protection and current number in 
Slovakia 
Protected areas Number Level of protection 

Protected Landscape Area* 14 II. 

National Park* 9 III. 

Protected sites** 172 II. – V. 

Protected landscape element** 1 II. – V. 

Nature reserves** 384 IV., V. 

National nature reserves** 209 IV., V. 

Nature monuments** (including caves and waterfalls) 271 IV., V. 

National Nature monuments** (including caves and waterfalls) 60 IV., V. 

* Protected large-area, **Protected small-area; (edits by: ŠOP SR) 

The total number of protected small-areas is 1097, with 513 of these areas being part of a national 
park, a protected landscape area or their protection zone. Others are located in open country (ŠOP 
SR, 2018). According to Primack et al. (2011) is preferable if protected small-area are located in 
protected large-area – national parks, protected landscape area. Because this approach decreases 
the penetration of non-native species that easily affect protected areas located in the open country 
heavily influenced by human activities. 
Tourism preserves the protection of natural beauties if we deal with those forms of tourism that are in 
contrast to mass tourism. Tourism has the ability to provide people contact with nature and the 
environment. This confrontation can spread awareness of environmental issues, the value of nature 
and lead to environmental behavior and environmental protection activities (Rahman et al., 2013; 
Mihalič 2000; Babin 2003). Tourists visit protected areas to understand and appreciate the values for 
which the area was created (Eagles et al., 2002). 
But for the well-preserved and most valuable parts of nature are approved the widest range of 
restrictions. Table 2 shows, by the act, tourism limitations. Besides it expresses the relationship 
between restrictions on activities that relate to tourism and the level of protection in a protected area. 
Some tourism activities require the approval of a nature conservation authority or even some are 
prohibited in protected areas. We do not mention the first level of protection because here is applied 
general nature and landscape protection. This means that tourism-related activities are unlimited as 
long as the components of the country will not threatened and destroyed. 
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Tab. 2: List of the tourism activities in connection with different level of protection according to the 
valid act for the protection of nature and landscape 

Level of protection II. III. IV. V. 
1. Building and marking tourist paths, nature trails, running tracks, skiing 

tracks, bicycle trails or motor-roads 
A A A A 

2. Placement of a short-term mobile facility, for example a stall, pent roof A A A A 
3. Installation of information, advertisement and other promotion boards, 

outside the urban areas of municipalities 
A A P P 

4. Illumination of running tracks, skiing tracks and sports areas outside 
closed buildings 

- A A P 

5. Organising of public sports and tourist events and other social events 
accessible to the public outside the urban areas of municipalities or 
outside sports and recreational areas designed for the above events 

A P P P 

6. Movement off marked tourist paths or nature trails outside urban areas 
of municipalities 

- P P P 

7. Camping, bivouacking, horse riding, lighting a fire, rock climbing, 
skialpinism or other sports activities outside the urban areas of 
municipalities 

- P P P 

8. Placement of a construction - - P P 
9. Disturbing peace and quiet - - - P 

A- approval of the nature protection authority is required, P- activities are prohibited, 
- restriction is not mentioned in the act, (edits by: the act for the protection of nature and landscape) 
 
A harmonious relationship between nature and tourism is possible, in particular, through appropriate 
management, a clear protection strategy and a suitable policy tool for tourism. In this section we will 
focus on one of the most important tools of tourism policy in Slovakia, namely Tourism Development 
Strategy of the Slovak Republic until 2020. It is important in directing and planning the development of 
tourism in Slovakia at the national economic level. We point out those parts of the document that are 
related to nature, protection and development of tourism. 
The strategic goal of tourism in Slovakia until 2020 is to increase the competitiveness of tourism and 
thus to make better use of its potential. As a result, new jobs and regional disparities will be achieved. 
It wants to increase competitiveness by innovating existing products based on trends in tourism 
demand. The potential of tourism in Slovakia wants to focus on natural and cultural-historical, even in 
those regions where there is unemployment. 
One tasks of competitiveness is the creation of tourism products using the natural potential of the 
country with regard to the limits of protected areas. In addition, support new national tourism products 
based on active leisure. Another aim of the task is to create specific regional tourism products, which 
are focused on soft forms of tourism, typical local activity, experience programs for visitors and the 
creation and maintenance of quality educational routes. 
The focus on natural potential is also supported by the outcome of the European Commission survey 
among the 27 EU Member States and their attitude to tourism – because the majority of visitors has 
appreciated natural beauty in recent years. What is more, foreign visitors valued the most beautiful 
scenery and natural attractions in Slovakia, rest and escape, tradition and originality, cultural and 
historical attractiveness, according to the results of research conducted during the marketing strategy 
for 2013 - 2016. 
Furthermore, the document points out that in the long term it is necessary to focus on sustainable 
tourism and the demand of foreign tourists to focus on little-known, no-crowded, authentic 
destinations, which can ultimately be very beneficial for Slovakia. 
From a wider international perspective, it should be noted that our country adopted the Framework 
Convention on the Protection and Sustainable Development of the Carpathians (Carpathian 
Convention). By adopting it, Slovakia has also assumed certain commitments in terms of tourism as a 
prerequisite for sustainable development. 
Geoparks and geotourism were also included among the main types of tourism that are relevant to 
Slovakia. We would like to point out this form of tourism, which Slovakia has been systematically 
pursuing since 2008. In Slovakia, geoparks and geoturism have very good opportunities for 
development due to geographical and geological diversity. Furthermore, they highlight the importance 
of unliving nature and its protection. One of the basic tasks of the society in terms of ensuring 
sustainable prosperity is to achieve a high quality of the basic elements of the environment. This soft 
form of tourism deals with the geological and geomorphological elements of the environment, 
including the historical aspect of Earth's development. This is crucial in the knowledge of the natural 
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environment. In this respect, it plays an irreplaceable role in shaping the sustainable development 
strategy of society. Complex geological information is not only a basis for understanding natural 
processes and ecosystems, but also essential for optimum usage and environmental protection.  
At the present, there are four functional geoparks in Slovakia, namely Geopark Banská Bystrica, 
Geopark Banská Štiavnica, Sandbersko-Pajštún Geopark and Novohradský Geopark, which is 
included in the global UNESCO Network. In addition, apart from these four geoparks, activities are 
being carried out in several potential territories in Slovakia that could lead to the creation of additional 
national or cross-border geoparks in the future. 
Geoparks are represented in the world as a modern tourism tool for sustainable development. Their 
goals reflect this essence. The Geopark Network in Slovakia aims to use the natural heritage as an 
educational tool in geological and environmental areas for the general public. What is more, it wants to 
contribute to ensuring the sustainable development of the territory and its surroundings and to ensure 
an appropriate level of protection and preservation of the geopark's content for future generations 
(Mesarčík and Hangáč 2015; Lakanda, 2010).  
We consider geoparks as solution of several goals of the tourism development strategy document. 
According to the state of the environment report, we have been watching for several years that 
national parks are among the most attractive tourist areas. Naturally, the impact of tourism on the 
environment can be most clearly observed in these areas, with intense tourism (Ziener, 2012). Also 
because the intensity of tourist attendance is not equally distributed and measures on the zoning and 
carrying capacity of the area have still not been adopted. Localities for tourism activities are 
concentrated in the territory of TANAP, the Low Tatras National Park and the Malá Fatra National 
Park. Geopark can also be part of these protected areas, but in Slovakia they are mainly located in the 
least developed regions, which provides a chance for these places. "With this step, Envirorezort 
contributes to meeting the goals of Agenda 2030, but also to raising the company's awareness of 
geoparks." 
The fact, that Slovakia is in the development of geotourism at the beginning, can be an advantage. 
"Traditional mass tourism" has reached limit.  
Currently, the uniqueness and attractiveness of geoparks is in the interest of tourism around the world, 
which wants to offer visitors unconventional experiences and knowledge that the Earth provides. 
People are looking for peace and do not want it to have negative impacts. "Nature must be real, 
believable." To be that, it must not be destroyed, mined, overbuilted. 

 
Conclusion 
This article dealt with two important national documents that affect the current state of tourism and 
territorial protection. In addition to reappraisal the state's attitude towards nature conservation, we 
have drawn attention to geoparks and geotourism as an acceptable solution to document 
disagreement. At present, geoparks are a prospectively evolving phenomenon that can be, under the 
assumption of its effective functioning, a solution to the conflict of protection of natural and cultural 
values with economic and tourism activities. Geoparks and geotourism can contribute to achievement 
the goals of the tourism development strategy. It is one of the tourism products using the natural 
potential of the country with regard to the limits of protected areas. Furthermore, they emphasize the 
importance of unliving nature, providing a high quality of the basic components of the environment. 
This form of tourism can affect our attitude and nature conservation through its educational part. Basis 
of geoparks, have the power to stimulate a comprehensive approach to Earth conservation 
management and presentation, combined with sustainable and economic development, which is 
based on soft tourism.” 
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Souhrn 
V každém regionu najdeme kulturní a přírodní jedinečnost, která ukazuje, že Slovensko má velký 
potenciál pro cestovní ruch. Toto bohatství však není v cestovním ruchu dostatečně využíváno, i když 
strategie rozvoje cestovního ruchu na Slovensku zaměřuje pozornost na lepší využití přírodního 
potenciálu. Strategickým cílem cestovního ruchu na Slovensku do roku 2020 je zvýšit 
konkurenceschopnost cestovního ruchu a lépe tak využít jeho potenciálu. Na druhé straně jsou oblasti 
s nejvyšším rozvojem cestovního ruchu chráněny zákonem (jako součást přírodních parků, krajinných 
oblastí apod.). V tomto ohledu mohou geoparky a geoturistika přispět k dosažení cílů strategie rozvoje 
cestovního ruchu na jedné straně a ochrany přírody / ochrany přírody na straně druhé. 
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Abstract  
Forest dynamics meet strong changes due to anthropogenic or natural causes. The first ones highlight 
the effects of deforestation, fragmentation and air pollution. Deforestation leads to the instability of 
forest environments, mostly the protected areas. For this study, we illustrate the linkage between 
deforested areas and protected forest area in Călimani Mountains, the fragmentation of forests and 
endanger of natural habitats, for animals, especially for big carnivores (bears, wolves and lynx). As a 
database, we used the Global Forest Change, from the Maryland University for 2001-2016. The 
results revealed significant deforested rates in the northern part of Călimani Mountains with cut-clear 
areas that influence the stability of forests and high fragmentation negatively. We showed inter-annual 
variabilities of deforested rates, and the highest was recorded in 2007 and 2012. The obtained results 
are essential for the forestry management and conservation of biodiversity. 
 
Key words: forestry, mountain areas, deforestation, Landsat 7ETM+, landscape changes 
 
Introduction 
The dynamics of the forest occupied areas has undergone significant changes in recent years due to 
the conversion of forests into pastures or agricultural land, to the increased demand for residential 
lands, but also due to the increased need for timber processing (Kaplan et al. 2009, Roberts et al. 
2018 ). At the same time, there has been recorded an increase in illegal forest exploitation due to 
permissive legislation, corruption (Giurca et al. 2013, Reboredo 2013). In Romania, forest 
exploitations have increased from one year to another and forest exploitations have been identified 
even within protected areas (Retezat, Călimani and Rodnei National Park) (Comănescu and Nedelea 
2012, Comănescu and Nedelea 2015, Kauano et al. 2017). The need for high-quality wood, the 
increase in demand for coniferous wood with specific characteristics, the pass of forests in private 
ownership from state ones led to the acceleration of deforestation even in protected areas (Nita 2015). 
These actions have devastating adverse effects on biodiversity related to animal welfare, conservation 
of natural habitats and species of wild flora and fauna (Jorgenson 2006, Cuypers et al. 2013, Lim et al. 
2017).In this article, we wanted to analyse the evolution of the depleted surfaces of the Călimani 
National Park and to carry out a correlation analysis between the scale of wood mass cuts in Călimani 
National Park, taking into account the evolution of the economic indicators in the forestry sector. 
 
Material and methods 
To analyse the evolution of the deforested areas within the protected areas of the Călimani Mountains, 
we considered as a case study the Călimani National Park. The database used in this article was 
made up of Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (Landsat-7 ETM +) images from Global 
Forest Change (GFC) from the University of Maryland (Hansen et al. 2013). Landsat 7 ETM + images 
were redesigned, the next step is the extraction of tabular data on the deforested areas from Călimani 
National Park for further analysis. For calculating the deforested areas at the protected area level, the 
point intersection was applied to the classes with their polygons. The result is that the number of 
points corresponding to each type of protected area, multiplied by the surface of each of the points, 
finally shows the area to be extracted. 
The link between the size of the deforestation and the economic component was made by analyzing 
the data on the economic situation at the level of the administrative-territorial unit within the study area 
for the forest economic activities (forestry and exploitation) at the 4 digit NACE code level and for 
logging activities - NACE code 220, for the period 2001-2016. 
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Results 
Evolution of deforested areas in Călimani National Park 
The annual evolution of the deforested areas from Călimani National Park  notice that the largest 
deforested areas are registered in 2007 (463 ha) and 2012 (195 ha). Generally, small deforested 
areas of less than 100 ha predominate with annual oscillations due to critical legislative changes, 
namely forest restitution, after 2005 (Figure 1a and b). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1: (a) Evolution of deforestation in Călimani National Park for period 2001-2016 and (b) 
evolution of deforestation in each type of protected areas 

 
At the level of the internal zoning of the Calimani National Park (Figure 2), it is noted that most cuttings 
were carried out within the sustainable conservation area (305 ha) in 2007 and 146 ha in 2012. 
However, significant cuts also remarked within the entire protection area, even in 2007 and 2012. 
Even though the legislation admits that within these areas there are tree maintenance works or tree 
treatment, interventions for the ecological reconstruction of the natural ecosystems and the 
rehabilitation of some degraded ecosystems, the extent of cut surfaces is worrying. Within the strict 
protection area, any human activities except for research and education are forbidden. Despite this, 
cumulative cuts within this area reach 6 ha. The destruction of forest ecosystems leads to the 
fragmentation of the living habitat for a series of animals (bear, wolf), the destruction of the 
relationship between the environmental components. 

 
Fig. 2: Deforested areas in Călimani National Park according to internal zoning 
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Evolution of economic activities from forestry activities 
By analysing the economic indicators for the forestry activities encountered within the Călimani 
National Park, we took into account the evolution of the number of companies and employees and the 
values of the profit and the turnover. The Figure 3a shows that there is a tendency to increase the 
number of firms dealing with forestry activity; the evolution of the number of employees (Figure 3b) 
highlights the fact that there is a significant increase in 2007 and 2012, in line with the years when the 
grubbed-up areas increased. The analysis of the evolution of the turnover values (figure 3c) and the 
profit (Figure 3d) reveals increases from one year to the next, with the 2007 and 2012 values being 
remarkable, the same as the other economic indicators but also in case of deforested surfaces. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 3: Evolution of (a) number of firms (b) number of employers (c) value of turnover and (d) value 
of profit for all forestry activities from all territorial administrative-units from Călimani National Park 

 
Analysis of economic indicators for logging activities 
The analysis of the four economic indicators at the NACE Code 0220 shows increases in 2007 for all 
indicators and differentiated annual variations. In the case of the evolution of firms, can observe an 
increase in the number of firms, from 14 firms in 2000 to 40 firms in 2007 with a growing tendency 
(Figure 4a). In the case of the number of employees, turnover and profit values (Figure 4 b, c and d) 
there is an essential increase in 2007 and decreases for the three indicators analysed. The profit from 
logging activities has declined since 2009, because the profitability of the exploitation activities has 
reduced, and people have reorientated to other economic activities. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 4: Evolution of (a) number of firms (b) number of employers (c) value of turnover and (d) value of 
profit for forestry exploitation from all territorial administrative-units from Călimani National Park 

 
4. Correlation between deforested areas and an economic indicators specific for logging 
activities 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5: Scatter plot representing the correlation between deforested areas and number of firms 
(a), deforested areas and number of employees (b) from logging activities 

 
The link between the number of firms and the deforested areas during the period 2001-2016 admits 
the idea that while the number of companies in the forestry exploitation has grown, small de-grounded 
surfaces have been encountered. The same trend is preserved in the case of the correlation between 
the number of employees and deforested areas. 
 
Conclusion 
From the analysis of the deforested areas from Călimani National Park it was found that despite the 
nature of the protected area the deforestation is impressive, so for the analysed period, 1044 ha of 
forest was cut. The specific analysis of the economic indicators highlights the increase in the number 
of companies and employees for logging activities and decreases in the case of profit and turnover. 
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Souhrn 
Dynamika lesů se setkává se silnými změnami způsobenými antropogenními nebo přirozenými 
příčinami. První z nich poukazují na důsledky odlesňování, roztříštěnosti a znečištění ovzduší. 
Odlesňování vede k nestabilitě lesního prostředí, zejména chráněných území. Pro tuto studii 
ilustrujeme propojení mezi odlesněnými oblastmi a chráněnou lesní oblastí v národním parku 
Călimani. Z analýzy odlesněných ploch z Národního parku Călimani bylo zjištěno, že navzdory povaze 
chráněného území je odlesňování impozantní, takže pro analyzované období bylo vyříznuto 1044 ha 
lesa. 
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Abstract  
Urban forests play a very important role as recreational areas of nowadays cities. They are crucial for 
large agglomerations that are struggling with intense anthropopressure. The basic condition enabling 
tourist use in such areas is safety. Another important aspect is the preservation of the natural values 
and biodiversity of these areas. Unprofessional risk management causes depreciation of natural 
values, for example, through the unjustified removal of hollow trees that are a shelter of biodiversity. 
This paper presents research allowing to assess control and manage the risk associated with trees in 
the area of the Warsaw urban forests. In the study forests performing functions of reserves were 
analysed, which means rich in terms of nature and at the same time intensively used. The 
identification of trees that could potentially cause hazards was made, the level of risk caused by these 
trees was analysed, and as a result of the study guidelines for sustainable management of these 
areas was provided, taking into account both priorities - ensuring the safety of use and protection of 
biodiversity of urban areas. 

Key words: risk assessment, urban forest, tourism, biodiversity, sustainable development   

Introduction 
The hypothesis of biophilia suggests that people have an innate tendency to seek relationships with 
nature [Edward O. Wilson, 1984]. In this context, trees are perceived positively as habitats of wild 
nature, as well as elements that improve the appearance of gardens, attracting birds and animals 
(Kirkpatrick, Davison, Daniels 2012, Suchocka et. al 2019), but also attractive elements among which 
people spend time outdoors. However, there is a reverse phenomenon - biophobia, which means a 
strong aversion to all aspects of the natural world including an avoidance of contact with organic 
materials, animals and plants. Most often, it affects people who grow up and spend their life in an 
urban environment, away from nature (Nowak et. al 2008). A group of people who do not like trees is 
called arbophobes (Kirkpatrick, Davison i Daniels 2012). 
Biophobia - in the case of trees - can mean fear of specific "threats" that they can cause (Wilson 
1978). People are afraid that during a storm or gusty winds trees or their parts may fall and damage to 
property. Some of people do not want a large, spreading tree to shade their houses limiting the access 
of light to the rooms, and they do not like to clean fallen leaves (Braverman 2008). The feeling of 
insecurity is increased when plants are dense and neglected, what is usually associated with the high 
level of crime - the perpetrators and their criminal activities) (Schroeder 206). A group of arbophobes 
believe that trees should be removed from public spaces, because they are dangerous for people and 
their properties. The most frequent reasons for the threats mentioned by that group of people include: 
diseases and advanced age of trees, causing damage to the base of foundations, paths or pipes as 
well as the risk of falling branches or the whole tree (Kirkpatrick, Davison and Daniels 2012). But there 
is no such thing as a completely “safe” tree. The another source of negative reception may also be the 
fear of road users against the danger caused by trees. Some people think that trees are "silent killers" 
and the cause of road accidents, forgetting about excessive speed of cars, bravado or driving after 
drinking alcohol. Roadside trees are constantly removed, often even historic tree alleys.  However, 
many decisions of their cutting have no rational justification (Worobiec 2009). The research results of 
the RISER project (Chalmers University of Technology 2005), carried out in 2003-2005 in seven 
European countries, show that for 265,000 investigated accidents, the collisions with trees accounted 
only for 4.5%. It should be noted that drivers' mistakes are the cause of over 95% of road accidents 
(Wolf, Bratton 2006). 
Most often, old trees - especially hollow ones and with infections – are under pressure of cutting them 
down. While every tree has the potential to fall, only a small number actually hit a target - something or 
someone. But they are a habitats of biodiversity – a settlements for larger number of different 
organisms, including many fungi, lichens, insects, birds and other small animals (Pietrzak, Zawadka 
2009). Trees, especially in cities, are an integral part of green infrastructure, they offer a wide range of 
benefits - provide many ecosystem services increasing the quality of the urban environment 
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(Szczepanowska 2015). It is important to assess trees for risk and in order to eliminate all potential 
threats, they must be managed properly.  
 
Material and methods 
A large trees (mature and aging trees with trunk circumferences above 180 cm measured at 130 cm 
from the ground) growing in the vicinity of communication routes were the subject of the study in the 
context of ensuring safety. Research took place in 4 nature reserves in Warsaw: Młociński Forest, 
Bielański Forest, Forest at Obrońców Tobruku Street and Kabacki Forest. All of communication routes 
are allowed to be used by residents by moving on them, which demands safety of this places. 
The aim of the research was to assess the degree of risk that trees causes, considering their tendency 
to fall. The number of trees without a hollow in relation to the hollow ones has been compared, 
specifying the risk of falling in both cases in the context of breaking the tree or falling down their 
branches. Trees has been assessed using the VTA method. The risk assessment has been verified 
using the VTA method (Visual Tree Assessment). The method was used for trees located close to 
roads and paths. Trees were examined by visual evaluation.  In order to verify the visual assessment 
and determine the risk level, additional research has been carried out with advanced diagnostic tools 
for assessing tree statics. For comprehensive tree assessment and verification of the obtained VTA 
results three of the specialized tools were used: resistograph, tomograph and pulling test. The pulling 
test allowed to determine the thresholds of dangerous loss of mechanical strength of the tree trunk 
(Niklas 1992). Data from the resistograph was developed in specialized software and, combined with 
knowledge about the CODIT model, allowed for an accurate interpretation of the wood decay degree, 
its location as well as the presence or absence of a compartmentalisation barrier (Johnstone et al. 
2002, Shigo 1979). The sonographic tomograph allowed measurement to assess the location and 
extent of defects in the trunk and determines the safety factor depending on the decay range 
(Nicolotti, Miglietta 1998, Chomicz, Niemtur 2007). 
All collected information allowed to assigned studied trees to different risk classes, according to 
Quantitative Risk Assessment typology formulated by ISA (International Society of Arboriculture). 
According to ISA recommendation each tree could be categorized into one of the 5 classes indicating 
risk: insignificant (A), low (B), moderate (C), high (CD), extreme (D) (Smiley, E.T., N. Matheny and S. 
Lilly 2012).  
 
Results  
The group of trees qualified for the study - with circumferences over 180 cm - covered 288 items from 
the following species: Quercus robur, Tilia cordata, Tilia platyphyllos, Ulmus glabra, Picea abies. VTA 
was supplemented with 305 tests using a specialized tests (tab. 1). Among the 288 trees surveyed, 
102 were hollow trees and 34 trees with active fungal infection. They diagnosed as 14 trees with 
brown rot and 22 diagnosed with fruiting bodies of fungi. 

Tab. 1: Summary of trees tested with specialized equipment 
 tomografhy rezystograf  pulling test totall 
tests (number of tested trees) 122 171 12 305 

In relation to all trees (%) 42% 59% 4% 1,05 per tree 

Tab. 2: Results of trees with and without symptoms of active infections regarding to the risk classes 

Trees 
Risk classes regarding to Quantitative Risk Assessment ??? 

A 
insignificant 

B 
low 

C 
moderate 

C/D 
high 

D 
extreme 

Free of symptoms of active 
infections 

- 6% 62% 29% 3% 

With symptoms of active 
infections 

- 5% 49% 41% 5% 

 
The results of the tree risk analysis show that the group of trees without symptoms of active infection 
constitutes the majority in the risk class C (moderate) and covers 62%, and this level falls to 49% in 
the group of trees with symptoms of active infection (hollow trees). In the risk class C/D (high) the 
contribution of trees without symptoms of active infection is lower - it covers 29%, and increase to 41% 
in the group of trees with symptoms of active infections. In the case of trees representing two risk 
classes: B (low) and D (extreme), the differences are the smallest. In class B a decrease is from 6% to 
5%, while in class D an increase is from 3% to 5%. No trees from the risk class A (insignificant) were 
recognized in the study area (tab. 2). 
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Discussion 
Design standards for improving the visual quality of roads recommend preserving existing trees, as 
well as additional planting (Wolf 2003). However, trees in the vicinity of roads where people are 
moving can not be a threat. Risk in urbanized areas should be understood as the probability that a 
man or his property will suffer as a result of the fall of a tree or its part (Suchocka 2012). Many factors 
influence the degree of risk, including tree shape, its location, hardness of wood, frequency of land 
use or tree exposure to the wind. One of the most important factors are decay caused by parasitic 
fungi. In the assessment of tree statics, the key role plays the knowledge of the fungus's growth rate 
and, consequently, the speed of wood decomposition. The division into aggressive and non-
aggressive mushrooms has great importance in that case (Suchocka 2014, Suchocka, Baridon, 2014). 
The presence of the fruiting body of an aggressive species of parasitic fungi like the Fomes 
fomentarius is the signal that there is a risk of the tree failure. Different significance for the evaluation 
of tree statics have fungi growing on dead or almost dead parts of the sapwood or phloem, such as 
Schizophyllum commune. They usually have a smaller share in the distribution of wood, so the risk of 
falling or breaking the tree is also lower (Suchocka 2014, Suchocka Kolasiński 2018a). 
Trees use defensive mechanisms to prevent the fungi penetration and the strongest is the production 
of callus – a tissue that covers the wound (Schwarze, 1997). If the tree has a good vitality and the 
wound is small, the process is fast. It is assumed that wounds in the crown and on a trunk smaller with 
a diameter than 10 cm in case of species with good regenerative abilities and 5 cm in cause of trees 
slow-healing wounds are covered fast enough that their surfaces are not infected and no rot of wood 
develops (Shigo 1979 ). The VTA method is based on biomechanics (Mattheck, Breloer 1994) and this 
is its strength, therefore introduces the pipe model - the hollow tree may be a safe tree (Kane et al. 
2001, Suchocka, Kolasiński 2018 b), which was confirmed by the investigation with professional tools. 
To sum up, it should be noted that proper forest management allows to avoid threats caused by trees. 
The purpose of the VTA method is to eliminate problems in the area of risk related to the development 
of wood decomposition. An expert assessing the statics of a tree, using the VTA method, takes 
responsibility for the risks associated with trees, and therefore must be aware of the chances and 
limitations in their use. 

 
Conclusion 
The activity of fungi causing wood decomposition significantly reduces the tree resistance to failure. 
The study shows that the presence of a hollow tree is usually not the basis for cutting decisions, but 
only a signal of the need to conduct monitoring. The presence of such a large number of trees as 
possible, and especially of aging trees which are basically hollow, is particularly important in nature 
reserves in cities. These trees perform important ecosystem services and should be protected for the 
wellbeing of city dwellers. Therefore, each tree, especially hollow, should be treated individually. 
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Souhrn 
Městské lesy hrají velmi významnou roli jako rekreační oblasti dnešních měst. Neodborné řízení rizik 
způsobuje znehodnocení přírodních hodnot, například neodůvodněným odstraňováním dutých stromů, 
které jsou přístřeškem biodiverzity. Příspěvek prezentuje výzkum, který umožňuje posoudit kontrolu a 
řídit rizika spojená se stromy v oblasti varšavských městských lesů. Ve studii byly analyzovány lesy 
provádějící funkce zásob, což znamená z hlediska přírody bohaté a zároveň intenzivně využívané. 
Byla zjištěna identifikace stromů, které by mohly potenciálně způsobit nebezpečí, byla analyzována 
míra rizika způsobeného těmito stromy a na základě studijních pokynů pro udržitelné řízení těchto 
oblastí byly zohledněny obě priority - zajištění bezpečnosti a ochrany biologické rozmanitosti 
městských oblastí. 
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Abstract  
Management plan of National Nature Reserve of Mohelno Serpentine Steppe (MSS) involves 
removing of non-native tree species, reduction of pines and shrubs, mowing and grazing. 
Implementation of management plan also includes monitoring of its impact (among others systematic 
measurement of microclimate). The results of this measurement have been presented by authors over 
several past years. They thus enable formulate precise conclusion about microclimate of MSS and its 
specifics. The measurement brinks data that may play a crucial role in the subsequent evaluation of 
implemented management measures. The aim of this work is to analyze the climatic conditions of 
MSS and their heterogeneity and specificity for the subsequent evaluation of MSS Management plan 
impact on microclimate, when the microclimatic monitoring itself includes: (i) point measurements of 
air temperature, rock surface temperature monitoring for primary thermal surveying and for identifying 
sites with different temperature conditions for each season, (ii) description of thermal heterogeneity by  
infrared camera Fluke Ti55 (iii) spatial thermal imaging by remote sensing with the ThermoMAP 
sensor (NIR; 760 – 1 400 nm). The complex results obtained within past several years are being 
presented in this paper. 
 
Key words: thermal monitoring, surface temperature, air temperature, extreme temperature 
 
Introduction 
Long-term goal of National Nature Reserve Mohelenská Serpentine Steppe (MSS) is preservation of 
unique mainly xerothermic community in specific environment, populations of protected endangered 
and in a different manner important species. Relief, geological substrate, mesoclimatic conditions and 
historical management contribute to specific microclimatic conditions of MSS. Surface temperature of 
dark-colored rocks serpentines furthermore increases with their surface, that contains a lot of cracks 
reducing thermal conductivity. Direct sunlight therefore heats the surface of these rocks to high 
temperatures. In winter contrarily, the surface of these rocks gets very quickly cooled and results low 
temperatures. Maintain of these phenomena requires blocking of unwanted succession when the main 
tool is successful re-establishment of formal farming. It includes removing woods and invasive 
species. However, some crucial measures have been recently done it is highly required to keep on.    
It can be taken for granted that extensive reduction of pine woods (at the beginning felt like 
controversial) met its purpose. This demanding, long-term measure ensured existence of main 
subjects of protection. This action together with grazing re-establishment is fundamental for future 
MSS fate. Several years of extensive pasturing proved itself as optimal management of leptophyllous 
arid lawn on plateau and slight slopes. This finding is supported also by several year's monitoring of 
grazing plots. Existing results proved mainly positive changes in species towards to wanted 
xerothermic ones.   
The management plan of MSS involves removing of non-native tree species, reduction of pines and 
shrubs, mowing and grazing (Fig. 1). The project "Implementation of measures under the plan of care 
NPR Mohelenská serpentine step" also supports monitoring activities (among others systematic 
measurement of meso and micro-climate) for the evaluation of the measures. 
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Fig. 1: Measures of management plan (based on VZD INVEST s.r.o. data) 

 
Actual measurements are for instance: in sector A1 (Fig. 2) elimination of pines (900 items up to Ø200 
mm, 300 items up to Ø300 mm on the area of 2.28 ha), mowing of allochthonous grass species, 
grazing; in sector A3 (Fig. 3) reduction and removing of some woods and scrubs, grazing; and 
analogically in sector A4 (Fig. 4), where the grazing is replaced by mowing.  
 

  
Fig. 2: Part of A1 section (left); Fig. 3: Part of A3 section (right) 

 
Fig. 4: Part of A4 section 

 
Results and discussion 
The natural uniqueness of the steppe is given by unusual climate conditions based on a combination 
of specific geological substrates – serpentine (a rock of volcanic origin not only attracts and 
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accumulates heat but also releases magnesium, iron and other heavy metals into the soil, causing 
unique phytocoenoses and zoocoenoses), the orientation of majority of the steppe to the south and 
the terrain morphology. These factors greatly contribute to the creation of specific topoclimate. The 
emergence of topoclimate is most affected by extremely rugged relief which leads to a different 
climate in lowlands than on slopes or in valleys. The size and shape of the relief consequently 
influences the horizontal and vertical extent of the climate. Topoclimate is also a mode of 
meteorological phenomena that are on one hand formed by the influence of morphology, prevailing 
structure and composition of biotic and abiotic components of the active surface (Středa et al., 2013) 
and on the other hand under the influence of microclimates located in its range. The vertical dimension 
of the local climate can define the so called Prandtl layer that is characterized by turbulence and local 
circulation conditioned by relief or local overheating. Due to the mentioned phenomena the steppe 
temperature reaches up to 10°C higher than the surrounding areas. To evaluate the topoclimate 
condition the climatologic stations are placed in the area of interest to identify spatial difference of 
whole locality. These purpose-built stations (main stations and sensors in the screen) were 
established in Mohelno Serpentine Steppe in 2014 (Středová, Knotek and Středa, 2015). Generally, 
the vegetation decreases temperature amplitude and through evapotranspiration increases air 
humidity and cools its surroundings. Appropriate tool for identifying differences between surface 
temperature and temperature in ground level of atmosphere as well as for spatial expression of 
surface temperature is imaging by hand-held thermal camera. Primary dataset represent digital 
thermal images taken by camera  Fluke Ti55 IR equipped with „fusion“ technology (Středová et al., 
2014; Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). The images were taken in summer when prevailing radiative weather.   
 

    
Fig. 5: Part of A4 sector – visible spectrum (left); Fig. 6: Part of A4 sector – IR spectrum (maximum 

temperature 53.1°C – 31.8.2015) (right) 
 
Aerial imagery can help describe surface heterogeneity and its influence on microclimate (Středová et 
al., 2015). In August 2018 during tropical day and hot wave was carried out a spatial thermal imaging 
by remote sensing with the ThermoMAP sensor NIR; 760 – 1 400 nm, placed on unmanned aerial 
vehicle (drone) (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7: Thermal image of MSS 

 
The results of this imaging are statistically evaluated in Fig. 8 – 14. 
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Fig. 8 – 14: Evaluation of spatial thermal imaging by remote sensing with the respect to sector division 

and different management. 
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Souhrn 
Plán péče Národní přírodní rezervace Mohelenská hadcová step (MHS) zahrnuje odstraňování 
nepůvodních dřevin, redukci borovic a keřů, kosení a pastvu. Součástí implementace plánu 
managementu je i sledování jeho dopadu (mj. systematickým měřením mikroklimatu). Výsledky tohoto 
monitoringu autoři prezentovali v posledních letech. Je tak možno formulovat přesné závěry o 
mikroklimatických podmínkách MHS a jejích specifikách. Naměřená data, jejich analýza a syntéza 
závěrů mohou hrát klíčovou roli v následném hodnocení realizovaných opatření managementu a jejich 
případné modifikaci. Cílem práce je analyzovat klimatické podmínky MHS a jejich heterogenitu a 
specifičnost pro následné vyhodnocení dopadu realizace plánu péče MHS na mikroklimatické 
podmínky. Samotné mikroklimatické monitorování zahrnuje: (i) kontinuální bodová měření teploty 
vzduchu, teploty skalního povrchu pro identifikaci míst s různými teplotními podmínkami, (ii) popis 
plošné heterogenity teplotního pole infračervenou kamerou Fluke Ti55, (iii) plošné termální 
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snímkování pomocí dálkového průzkumu senzorem ThermoMAP (NIR; 760 – 1 400 nm). V příspěvku 
jsou prezentovány komplexní výsledky získané za posledních několik let. 
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Abstract  
Nowadays, the development of innovative technologies supporting the use of mobile devices ensures 
uninterrupted access to information. This is facilitated by various types of software, including mobile 
applications, which are used in tourism and education in protected areas to an increasing extent. The 
aim of the study was to analyse mobile applications developed for the Kampinos National Park 
(Poland) in order to identify their characteristics. In the context of tourism – the applications’ technical 
parameters were identified and the educational paths they cover were compared in terms of their 
length, level of difficulty, time needed to cover the distance, and the number of stops. In the context of 
education – types of routes were identified and the topics related to nature and the historical and 
cultural value presented at each stop were compared. Based on the research carried out, it was 
determined that the mobile applications developed for the educational paths of the Kampinos National 
Park are a significant part of its recreational and educational programme. They are easy to use and 
provide broad access to information in line with the programme for the paths they support. They may 
be used in order to encourage physical activity among users and to expand their knowledge on 
environmental protection and the park’s cultural value. However, taking into consideration the risks 
resulting from an increased number of visitors to protected areas, the development of mobile 
applications should be directly connected with designing infrastructure for the educational paths, so 
that increased access to information should at the same time facilitate limiting unnecessary 
interference with nature. 
 
Key words: innovative technologies, environment, national park, educational path 
 
Introduction 
National parks are one of the forms of environmental protection in Poland in compliance with the 
Nature Conservation Act (Ustawa... 2004). The Kampinos National Park was established in 1959 and 
covers part of the ancient valley of the Vistula River, in close proximity to Warsaw, Poland’s capital. It 
was founded in order to protect the natural and historical remains of the Kampinos Forest (Herz 2017). 
The value of the park lies in its wooded landscape with contrasting sand dunes and marshes. Over 50 
plant communities and 74 protected plant species can be found here. Sites of national memory related 
to the period of World War II and architectural monuments are also typical of this area. The high 
natural, as well as historical and cultural value of the park was the reason that – apart from the 
fundamental nature conservation function – the park was made accessible for tourist purposes from 
the very beginning (Dzioban 2016). At the same time, educational activity was developed, which is 
emphasised in the park regulations. The primary objectives include building awareness on the need to 
protect the natural heritage, informing visitors about the park’s functions, and facilitating their contact 
with nature. These tasks are carried out thanks to educational paths, which – apart from 
environmental education – regulate tourist traffic, directing it to places of interest to the visitors without 
endangering the surrounding nature (Wojtanowicz 2014; Dzioban 2016). 
An educational path is a designated, prepared, and marked trail leading through an area of high 
natural and/or historical and cultural value. It is intended to enable visitors to get to know the objects 
and features, understand the processes taking place in the given area, and gain knowledge based on 
the focus of the given park. It includes stops permanently marked in space, with information boards 
presenting information on the natural objects, phenomena, and processes with the use of descriptions 
and infographics. Exploration is supported by published guides – booklets or maps providing 
information and a broader overview of the surroundings (Antczak 2007; Janeczko 2010). In many 
cases, the content of the materials is insufficient or difficult to understand (Kurczewski, Styparek 
2010), information is missing from the descriptions of information boards or they interfere with the 
landscape too much (Snopek 2015). At the same time, rapid development of civilisation is currently 
oriented at the development of an information society based on mass use of information and 
communication technologies (ICTs) in everyday life, which is made easy by wide availability of mobile 
devices (smartphones, iPads, tablets). The growing need for uninterrupted access to information via 
the Internet is no longer observed only in digital natives (Prensky 2001), but in all age groups in 
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society. Mobile applications are one of the most popular tools using ICTs (Kimic et al. 2019). Their role 
in promoting a healthy lifestyles is widely recognised (Kimic et al. 2016). They may successfully 
support educational programmes in protected areas, which is also the case in the Kampinos National 
Park. 
 
Materials and methods 
There are 10 hiking educational paths in the Kampinos National Park, out of which 7 have mobile 
applications developed in 2017 for Android operating system (Po ścieżkach… 2019). It is a series 
based on a common formula for selecting information and similar graphic design. The applications 
have the same names as the educational paths. 
The aim of the study was to identify the characteristics of these applications in terms of their basic 
parameters – size, technical requirements, and scope of information, as well as their use in relation to 
the topic of each path. With reference to the tourist programme, the following characteristics of the 
educational paths (Ścieżki dydaktyczne… 2012) were identified and compared: length according to 
the following scale: very short (≥1 km), short (1,1-3 km), average-length (3,1-5 km), long (5,1-7 km), 
and very long (>7 km); time needed to cover the distance; level of difficulty according to the following 
scale: easy, moderately difficult, and difficult; shape (with a division into loops and lines, taking into 
consideration additional branches and information on the possibility of returning to the starting point 
and of starting the walk in 2 different points); number of stops. With reference to the educational 
programme (Antczak 2007; Wojtanowicz 2014), the primary type of paths was determined, classifying 
them into mono- or multi-thematic ones. The analysis of the themes of the paths’ stops was carried out 
with reference to two aspects: the natural one (taking into consideration the presence of various 
landform features, water features, plant communities, protected plant and animal species, and natural 
processes) and the historical and cultural one (Bijak 2015) (taking into consideration the presence of 
architecture and memorials, cemeteries, historical data on people and events, and legends). 
 
Results 
Mobile applications for the educational paths of the Kampinos National Park are available for Android 
4.0.3 and above. The average file size is 12.3 MB, which makes them easily accessible. The current 
version enables proper functioning of the applications on smartphones and they are visually 
compatible with screen configurations. In terms of application rights, they include precise location 
using GPS and navigation along the path. They enable full network access, receive data from the 
Internet, allow the user to view network connections, and prevent the device from going into idle mode 
(Table 1). All of the mobile applications have identical data layouts and include four basic elements: a 
map showing the user’s location, the course of the route and the stops with descriptions and 
infographics, the park regulations, and general information on the project. 
 
Tab. 1: Basic parameters of mobile applications 

Nr. 
Name of 

educational path / 
mobile application 

File 
size 
[MB] 

Android 
technical 

requirement
s 

Permissions 

Issues Locatio
n 

Others 

1. Wokół Opalenia 18 

4.0.3 
and newer 

- precise 
location 
(GPS 
and 
network-
based) 

- receive data 
from Internet 
- view network 
connections 
- full network 
access 
- prevent 
device from 
idle mode 

- map 
- path 
course 
- park 
regulations 
- main 
information 
about the 
project 

2. 
Do Lipkowskiej 
Wody 

9,2 

3. Wokół Bieli 13 
4. Wokół Palmir 11 
5. Przez Wilczą Górę 11 
6. Dolinką Roztoki 10 

7. Do Karczmiska 14 

 
A comparative analysis of the characteristics of the individual educational paths (Table 2) made it 
possible to determine that within the park, mobile applications cover mainly average-length routes, 
between 1.4 and 4.3 km in length. The average path length is about 2.5 km. At the same time, their 
level of difficulty is rather low – one is very easy, five are easy, and only one is moderately difficult, 
which is due to the need to climb several hills. In the case of two easy routes, certain parts are 
periodically inaccessible due to flooding during rain. The time required to cover the distance of the 
paths varies from 30 minutes to 1 hour and 40 minutes, which equals 70 minutes per path on average. 
The low level of difficulty, as well as the average length and short time of covering the distance of the 
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paths supported by mobile applications made it possible to determine that they are easily accessible 
to users. The attractiveness of the educational paths is also influenced by their shape. Six routes are 
shaped like loops – which enables visitors to return to the starting point, including two with additional 
branches diversifying their course and one providing the possibility to start the walk in two different 
points and cover a selected part. There is only one line-shaped path – it begins and ends in different 
points. The possibility to return to the starting point is an important advantage of the paths, making it 
easier to plan the walk. 
A total of 65 stops were identified along the seven routes with mobile application guides, out of which 
six have between 6 and 10 stops and one has as many as 19. On average, therefore, there are 9 
stops per path. Considering their total length, which is 17.7 km, there is a stop about every 270 m. 
Additionally, an analysis of the themes of the paths demonstrated that multi-thematic ones are 
predominant – there are six natural and cultural paths and only one mono-thematic path with a focus 
on nature. Therefore, the mobile applications cover paths with an extensive educational programme. 
 
Tab. 2: Main characteristics of educational paths 

Nr 

Name of 
educational 
trail / mobile 
application 

Paths characteristic: 

Length 
Transition 

time 
Difficulty Form 

Numbe
r of 

stops 

Main 
subject: 

n - nature 
c - culture 

1. 
Wokół 
Opalenia 

3,5 km 1 h 20 min 

easy, 
partly 

inaccessible 
in rainy 
season 

loop - possible 
return to the 
starting point 

19 nc 

2. 
Do 
Lipkowskiej 
Wody 

1,4 km 30 min easy 
loop - possible 
return to the 
starting point 

6 nc 

3. Wokół Bieli 4,3 km 1 h 45 min 

medium 
(several 
climbs 
uphill) 

loop - possible 
return to the 
starting point 

9 nc 

4. 
Wokół 
Palmir 

1,7 km 35 min very easy 

loop - possible 
return to the 
starting point,  
1 branch 
accessible 

7 nc 

5. 
Przez Wilczą 
Górę 

2,5 km 1 h easy 

loop - possible 
return to the 
starting point and 
start from 2 
different points 

7 nc 

6. 
Dolinką 
Roztoki 

1,5 km 30 min easy 

loop - possible 
return to the 
starting point , 
2 branches 
accessible  

7 n 

7. 
Do 
Karczmiska 

2,8 km 40 min 

easy, 
partly 

inaccessible 
in rainy 
season 

line - start and 
end located at 
other points, 
exploration 
possible in both 
directions 

10 nc 

 
Conclusions 
The mobile applications developed for the educational paths of the Kampinos National Park support 
the possibility of learning about its natural features and history in a number of ways – they combine 
social activities carried out in the physical and digital spheres. They are becoming a tool encouraging 
the development of tourism in combination with education. However, easier access to information may 
unfortunately lead to increased use of the paths, which poses a threat to the park’s nature. On the 
other hand, the use of digital tools creates favourable conditions for raising society’s awareness of the 
need to protect the park’s natural and cultural value, which is in compliance with the objectives of its 
operation. It encourages physical and intellectual activity, which is beneficial to health. Providing 
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information with the use of mobile devices may be additionally used to decrease the number of 
permanent elements used to communicate information in park space and limit the amount of printed 
material. This is why the development of mobile applications for protected areas should be directly 
connected with the design of educational path infrastructure, so that increased access to information 
should at the same time facilitate limiting interference with nature. 
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Souhrn 
V současné době vývoj inovativních technologií podporujících používání mobilních zařízení zajišťuje 
nepřetržitý přístup k informacím. To je usnadněno různými typy softwaru, včetně mobilních aplikací, 
které jsou ve stále větší míře využívány v cestovním ruchu a vzdělávání v chráněných oblastech. 
Cílem studie bylo analyzovat mobilní aplikace vyvinuté pro Národní park Kampinos (Polsko) za 
účelem zjištění jejich vlastností. V kontextu cestovního ruchu byly identifikovány technické parametry 
aplikací a porovnány vzdělávací cesty, které pokrývají, z hlediska délky, obtížnosti, času potřebného k 
pokrytí vzdálenosti a počtu zastávek. V kontextu vzdělávání byly identifikovány typy tras a byla 
porovnána témata související s přírodou a historickou a kulturní hodnotou prezentovanou na každé 
zastávce. Na základě provedeného výzkumu bylo zjištěno, že mobilní aplikace vyvinuté pro 
vzdělávací stezky národního parku Kampinos jsou významnou součástí jeho rekreačního a 
vzdělávacího programu - snadno použitelné a poskytují široký přístup k informacím v souladu s 
programem. cesty, které podporují. Vzhledem k rizikům vyplývajícím ze zvýšeného počtu návštěvníků 
chráněných oblastí by měl být rozvoj mobilních aplikací přímo spojen s projektováním infrastruktury 
pro vzdělávací cesty, aby větší přístup k informacím měl zároveň usnadnit omezování nepotřebných 
zásahů do přírody.  
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Abstract 
Monitoring of visitor arrivals is one of the tools which assist in ensuring a quality and proper 
management of a given territory. The monitoring of visitor arrivals at the selected forest roads in the 
territory of Městské lesy Hradec Králové a. s. described in this paper was conducted in 2018 as a part 
of the project of the Internal Grant Agency of the Faculty of Forestry and Wood Technology of Mendel 
University in Brno. The aim of this paper is to use visitor arrivals monitoring to determine the specific 
parameters of the area (the number of visitors), to delineate the most visited and required places, and 
to help direct the future interest and potential cash flows of Městské lesy Hradec Králové a. s. The 
visitor arrivals were monitored by means of automatic counting of visitors using a field counting device, 
specifically, using a pyroelectric sensor. The results include the evaluation of the number of visitors 
according to the user-type, month of year, day of week, and time. 
 
Key words: economics, forestry, forest roads, pyrosenzor, recreation 
 
Introduction 
In the long-term view, supporting recreational activities plays a significant role in the policy of regional 
development which is based on a contemporary developmental theories and tourism theories in the 
years after the World War II. (TELFER 2002). 
The recreational use of the territory is very often bound to the term of tourism.  
Tourism, as well as any other human activity, affects both community and locality where it is actively 
performed. Although the term impact is often negatively perceived, it is not always detrimental. In fact, 
tourism can have positive impacts on the respective locality and, in some cases, even a positive effect 
on the natural environment. (LÜCK, 2008)  
Despite the fact that opinions on impacts of tourism are still rather controversial, it is clear that tourism 
is the main economic force in the world (WEAVER, 2001). 
A complex monitoring of tourism generally aims to provide basic information about the number of 
visitors and about the time variability of their visits (within a day, a week, a month of year, and a 
season) and the spatial distribution of the visitors within the target area (ZAHRADNÍK ET AL. 2012). Data 
about the structure of visitor opinions are also the standard part of the output. Recently, visitor 
monitoring has been one of the main activities related to tourism conducted by administrations of large 
protected areas (BLÁHA 2010; KALA, SALOV 2010; KOS 2010). 
Thanks to the present-day growing standard of technologies, it is possible to use devices specialized 
in counting various target objects. As a result, almost anything moving can be monitored in field: 
pedestrians, cyclists, cross-country skiers, motorists, paddlers, etc. Providing the devices are 
combined suitably, it is possible to distinguish individual types of tourists to the locality reliably and to 
determine their ratio. A complex visitor monitoring combines uninterrupted counting of visitors by 
automated field devices (various types according to the requirements on the subjects to be counted) 
with a regular physical survey and a questionnaire survey (see e.g. FIALOVÁ ET AL. 2014). 
Automated field counting using counting devices allows for gaining basic information about the 
number of tourists. A more advanced (and more expensive) configuration also provides information 
about types of counted subjects (e.g. distinguishing pedestrians from cyclists) and about the direction 
of their movement. Nowadays, several basic technologies are used for this purpose. (ZAHRADNÍK ET AL. 
2012) 
Forests are ideal places for tourist activities of various kinds. Thus, forests fulfil their recreational 
function, which is one of the socio-economic functions of ecosystems. 
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Material and Methods 
The monitoring of visitor arrivals was carried out at four locations: Češík, Hradečnice, Kemp, and 
Lávka. The locations, as well as the specific places of installation, were chosen in cooperation with 
Městské lesy Hradec Králové a. s. Automatic counting devices were installed at those locations to 
record passing pedestrians and cyclists as well as scooter riders, in-line skaters, and horseback 
riders, for example.     

 
Fig. 1: Map showing the localities where the monitoring of visitor arrivals at Městské lesy Hradec 

Králové was carried out 
 
Term of Monitoring  

The monitoring of visitor arrivals at the city forests in Hradec Králové was carried out from June 2018 
to the beginning of December 2018. This report presents the processed data from the period of 7 June 
– 30 November 2018. 
 
Tab. 1: The term of monitoring of visitor arrivals at the city forests in Hradec Králové 

Location Term of monitoring 
Number of 
whole days 

Number of 
working 

days 

Number of 
non-

working 
days 

Češík 7 June – 30 November 2018 177 124 53 

Hradečnice 7 June – 30 November 2018 177 124 53 

Kemp 7 June – 30 November 2018 177 124 53 

Lávka 7 June – 30 November 2018 177 124 53 

 
Since direction recognizing was required, the monitoring of visitor arrivals at the city forests in Hradec 
Králové employed technologically more sophisticated counters, the Eco-Counter Pyro sensors. 
Detecting the differences between the temperatures of human bodies and of the surrounding 
environment, the mentioned sensor can count pedestrians, cyclists, horseback riders, in-line skaters, 
etc. passing it on countryside paths. Similarly to other pyroelectric counters, it is only installed on one 
side of the path and does not need any signal receiver on the other, making it possible to hide it and 
thus decrease the risk of vandalism. In addition to the total number of passages at the individual 
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locations, the counters also detect the direction of each passing. The counter works smoothly at both 
summer and winter temperatures. 
 
 
Data processing method 
The data were imported and processed using the Eco-Visio application. The data from the counters 
were imported to the Eco-Visio on-line application, which is accessible from any PC connected to the 
Internet and does not need to be installed in the PC. The application offers several spreadsheet and 
graphic tools for data visualisation and analyses.  
 
Results  
This part of the article presents the results. 
 

 
Fig. 2: The total numbers of vistor arrivals at the forests of Městské Lesy Hradec Králové in the period 

between 7 June and 30 November 2018 (by locations) 
 
Comparing the numbers of visitor arrivals at the monitored locations in the forests of Městské lesy 
Hradec Králové, the location of Kemp dominates (188,450). The lowest numbers of visitor arrivals 
were recorded at the locations of Češík (58,861) and Lávka (81,671), where only 31% of passages, or 
43% at the most visited location, were recorded. 
 
Tab. 2: The average daily number of visitor arrivals at the forests Městké Lesy Hradec Králové in the 
period between 7 June and 30 November 2018  

Location 
Visitor arrivals in total Average daily number of visitor arrivals 

Days 
total 

Working 
days 

Non-working 
days 

Days total 
Working 

days 
Non-working 

days 
Češík 58,861 35,969 22,892 333 290 432 
Hradečn. 140,567 79,806 60,761 794 644 1,146 
Kemp 188,450 116,200 72,250 1,065 937 1,363 
Lávka 81,671 49,565 32,106 461 400 606 

 
The average daily number of visitor arrivals at the locations corresponds with the overal number of 
visitor arrivals. The number of visitor arrivals during working days accounts for approximately 60% of 
the total number of visitor arrivals at all the localities. The average daily number of visitor arrivals 
during weekends and bank holidays was more than 1.3 times higher than the average daily number of 
visitor arrivals over all days and almost 1.6 times higher than the average daily number of visitor 
arrivals during working days. 
 
Conclusion 
This article reports on the results of the research conducted at the territory of Lesy města Písku, s.r.o. 
by the Department of Forest and Wood Products Economics and Policy in cooperation with the 
Department of Landscape Management of the Faculty of Forestry and Wood Technology of Mendel 
University v Brno in 2018. 
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This article focuses on the monitoring of visitor arrivals at the territory of Městské lesy Hradec Králové 
in the period between June and November 2018 carried out by means of automatic counting of visitors 
using field counting equipment (pyroelectric sensors). 
The article contributes to the research in monitoring of visitor arrivals at forests and, above all, it 
creates the basis for determining the future interest and potential future cash flows of Městské lesy 
Hradec Králové resulting from the use of the interest area. 
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Souhrn 
Cílem příspěvku je pomocí monitoringu návštěvnosti území zjistit konkrétní parametry území (počet 
návštěvníků), odhalit nejvíce exponovaná a požadovaná místa a umožnit zjistit směr budoucího zájmu 
a případných peněžních toků Městských lesů Hradec Králové a. s.  Monitoring návštěvnosti byl 
realizován prostřednictvím automatického sčítání návštěvníků terénním sčítacím zařízením, konkrétně 
pyroelektrickým senzorem. Výsledky jsou zaměřené na vyhodnocení počtu návštěvníků v závislosti na 
typu uživatele, měsíci v roce, dnech v týdnu a denní době. 
Monitoring návštěvnosti probíhal celkem na 4 lokalitách: Češík, Hradečnice, Kemp a Lávka. Tyto 
lokality a konkrétní místa instalace byly vybrány ve spolupráci s Městskými lesy Hradec Králové a. s.  
Pro monitoring návštěvnosti městských lesů Hradec Králové byly v důsledku požadavku na rozlišení 
směrů využity technologicky vyspělejší sčítače Eco-counter Pyro. 
Ze srovnání sledovaných lokalit Městských lesů Hradec Králové dominuje návštěvnost lokality Kemp 
(188 450). Nejnižší návštěvnost pak byla zaznamenaná v lokalitě Češík (58 861) a Lávka (81 671), 
kde bylo zaznamenáno pouhých 31%, respektive 43% průchodů v nejnavštěvovanější lokalitě. 
Průměrná denní návštěvnost v lokalitách koresponduje s celkovou návštěvností. Ve všech lokalitách 
tvoří návštěvnost v pracovní dny cca 60% celkové návštěvnosti. Průměrná denní návštěvnost o 
víkendech a státních svátcích převyšovala více než 1,3krát průměrnou denní návštěvnost za všechny 
dny a téměř 1,6krát průměrnou denní návštěvnost ve dny pracovní. 
Tento článek je příspěvkem k výzkumu v oblasti monitoringu návštěvnosti lesů a především 
východiskem pro určení směru budoucího zájmu a případných peněžních toků Městských lesů Hradec 
Králové z využívání zájmového území. 
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Abstract  
An integral part of tourist activities in large urban agglomerations is mountain biking and cross country. 
In order to protect and preserve other functions of forest stands, it is important to minimize the affected 
area of recreation, and therefore very popular single trails were built, recently. The work deals with the 
monitoring of the visitors of the Moravian Karst single trail and bike paths on the territory of the 
Training Forest Enterprise Masaryk Forest in Křtiny. A concentration of forest visitors on these line 
elements simultaneously ensures the protection of another forest land that cyclists do not visit so 
much because they can be realized here. This article focuses on the evaluation of the data about the 
people in the chosen area and aims to direct the movement of mountain bike visitors to specialized 
routes.  
 
Key words: singletracks, monitoring, Training Forest Enterprise 
 
Introduction  
In general, recreation refers to the time or activity that people devote to active or passive rest while 
regenerating their body or mind. An active recreation means a  physical activity in which the situation 
is actively experienced and the body is in physical stress (Laval et al., 2011). Recently, tourists are 
increasingly interested in recreation in the forest and forest localities. From the point of view of urban 
agglomerations, the adjacent forest stands and the parks and green areas are the most valuable for 
recreation  (Lynn et Brown, 2003; Majnounian, 1995). As a result, the demand for recreational 
diversity has increased with the provision of accessibility for urban inhabitants, preferring the forest 
instead of a city ambience (Gül et Gezer, 2004). Quite often people also look for water areas and 
rivers. This type of tourists searches for revitalized rivers and ponds, which they prefer over an 
overgrown and unkempt sites (Šlezingr et Uhmannová, 2014). 
In the area of planning or utilizing recreational areas, it is important to evaluate the demand for such 
areas, nowadays and in the future. Determination of adequate localities and achieving a balance 
between available resources and visitor requirements is crucial (Laval et al., 2011). 
 Most outdoor recreational activities are connected to the use of paths and trails (Cordell et al., 1995). 
According to Blahuta et al. (2017), recycled asphalt can be a suitable alternative for the reinforcement 
of recreational trails. This solution is technically simple, efficient, ecological and realisable for small 
owners. Entering a forest is at one’s own risk; still, the general preventive obligation is valid. This 
obligation ensures the safety of visitors and consists of preventing damage, and taking measures to 
avoid imminent damage (Procházková et al., 2018). In order to protect and preserve other functions of 
forest stands, it is important to minimize the affected area of recreation, and therefore very popular 
single tracks are built, recently (Olišarová et Hrůza, 2018). Single tracks are widely used by unpaved 
one-way trails for cyclists, recently, which have become popular and sought-after destinations for 
recreation. From that reason, it is highly important to detect the average amount of people in the 
forest. 
 
Materials and methods  
The selected area is located into the Training forest enterprise Masaryk Forest in Křtiny, which 
belongs to Mendel University in Brno. Specifically, a single track "Stoupací", which is one of the most 
frequent single trail in the research area,  was chosen (Fig.1).  
For the purpose of this study, a movement of cyklist in the area was monitored during the period from 
August 1 to October 31, 2018, which means 3 months in total. 
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Fig. 1: Map and the place of the location of the counter 

 
The qualitative data about the movement of cyclist were measured by an automatic counter. The 
TRAFx Mountain Bike Counters were used to monitor cyclists on single tracks. Non-resolution 
directions count is based on the detection of metal parts of the wheels, so it also records wheels with a 
carbon frame. The width of the recording field is within 1 m of the counter, so if the installation is in the 
middle of the trail, the adder can cover up to 2 m in width. It is installed beneath the surface of the trail, 
making it hidden by human eyes and the risk of damage or vandalism is minimized. The counters work 
flawlessly in both summer and winter temperatures (Olišarová et Hrůza, 2018). In total, each counter 
was manually calibrated for 8 hours for eliminating all inaccuracies. 
 
Results 
A total of 19,443 passes were measured in the single track "Stoupací" site during the period of three 
months. Nearly 56% of values were recorded on weekends and public holidays. The daily maximum of 
697 cyclists was recorded on Sunday, September 16, 2018. Although on non-working days the daily 
average of 403 cyclists is almost twice the average for all days and approximately 3 times the average 
for working days, the monthly average of passages is 6 433 bikers in total. 
Comparing the number of cyclists passing through the same territory in 2018 and the previous year 
were done (Fig. 2). While in July and August 2017, the detected value was much higher compared to 
the following year, in next months were significantly less frequent. On the contrary, in September 2018 
were detected 6 900 bikers (in September 2017 only 4 132 bikers). In comparison, the number of 
visitors, 1, 917 more bikers than the previous year (2017) passed over the single track "Stoupací". In 
total, there was 26, 696 bikers in 2017 and 28, 613 in 2018). 

 
Fig. 2: Comparison of the number of visitors in the locality in 2017 and 2018 

 
The most frequent days in terms of attendance were Saturday and Sunday. During the weekends, the 
attendance rate was less than 53% of the total visit rate and on average, 393 cyclists visited each 
weekend (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3: Evaluation of attendance in terms of day of the week 

 
In terms of hourly attendance, the location is most frequented between 10 am - 6 pm, when 88% of all 
passages were recorded. However, on average, about 23.3 values per hour were measured over this 
period (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4: The frequency of passages at hourly intervals 

 
Discussion  
Although single tracks are opened 2 hours after sunrise and are closed 2 hours before sunset to 
eliminate pasture disturbance and minimize the risks of hunting and their use is prohibited at night, the 
recorded data shows that these rules are not entirely adhered to. The average sunrise time was on 
July 5 am, in August at 5:45 am, in the month of September 6:30 am and on October 7:15 am 
(Meteogram, 2019). While the first cyclists visited single tracks already at 6 am in the morning. The 
same was true in the evening when cyclists were detected until 8 pm, even though they did not 
respect rules. In general, mountain bikers need a daylight for their ride. On average, 90% of people 
respected the rules. After the sunset, there was just about 6 users during the reference period. 
 
Conclusion 
Comparing the years, it is clear that the popularity of the single track is increasing. The measured data 
show that single tracks are used from early morning to evening hours. The mountain bikers community 
is consisting of quite young people, who are seeking for adrenaline sport such as single tracking. 
According to this fact, it can be assumed a predisposition to some conflict between rules and reality. In 
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view of the imminent danger of accidents by not respecting the rules set by the forest owner, it would 
be appropriate to consider an information campaign aimed at this target group. The measurement 
results show that the majority of cyclists follow to the set rules. Considering the imminent danger of 
injuries, it would be appropriate to consider an information campaign aimed at trail users who do not 
respect the rules yet. The aim is to explain the importance of respecting the opening hours and the 
need to temporarily close the trails because of their repair or work in the forest. 
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Shrnutí 
Při srovnání jednotlivých let je patrné, že se zvyšuje oblíbenost singletrailů. Naměřená data dokazují, 
že jsou singletraily využívány od brzkého rána do večerních hodin. Komunita horských cyklistů se 
skládá z poměrně mladých lidí, kteří aktivně vyhledávají adrenalinové sporty. Podle této skutečnosti 
lze předpokládat, že existuje předispozice k určitému konfliktu mezi pravidly a realitou Výsledky 
měření ukazují, že drtivá většina cyklistů nastavená pravidla dodržuje. Vzhledem k hrozícímu 
nebezpečí úrazů by bylo vhodné zvážit informační kampaň zaměřenou na uživatele trailů, kteří 
pravidla dosud nerespektují. Cílem by mělo být vysvětlit, jak je důležité respektovat otevírací dobu a 
potřebu dočasně uzavřít trasy kvůli jejich opravě nebo práci v lese, ale i kvůli zvěři.  
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Abstract  
Play is an important and inseparable part of growing up. There is strong scientific evidence that 
natural environments provide excellent opportunities for children’s play and development as they offer 
a countless number of qualities, i.e. diversity, creativity, wilderness. However, nowadays children have 
less and less opportunities to play in natural surroundings. One of the reasons of this situation is the 
parents need for control and anxiety about their children’s safety. 
The aim of the paper is to present recent findings on children unstructured play. A sample of Polish 
parents revealed their opinions and experiences towards nature and play taking part in a 
questionnaire survey. The results indicated that parents perceive contact with nature as valuable part 
of their children’s development and would like them to spend more time on outdoor playing. In this 
context, the idea of natural playgrounds in cities have the potential to be a compromising solution, 
which could be implemented while creating new playing environments for children.  
 
Key words: natural playgrounds, children’s development, attitudes towards nature 

 
Introduction 
Trees are an inseparable element of public and private spaces. They also have a measurable value 
for human (eg natural or social values, performing so-called ecosystem services (Oleksa 2012).  
The urban green spaces are willingly visited places for walks, meetings and rest. Many people prefer 
to go to the countryside, to the river or to the forest. Users can show strong empathy towards trees, 
because of a natural need to contact with nature (biophilia). A special need to contact with trees show 
children. Contact with greenery also has a positive impact on the attitude of parents towards children: 
people living in the vicinity of green spaces show a higher degree of parental care and discipline 
(Taylor et al. 1998). Children who have contact with greenery develop some their functions better.. 
Wells (2000) tested children from low-income families. The result of performed research revealed that 
children living in houses surrounded by greenery (green view from the window) were characterized by 
better development of cognitive function and/or  better ability to concentrate. It was also observed that 
contact with nature contributes to greater stress resistance and thus to better cope with difficult 
situations (Wells and Evans 2003). 
Another approach is that trees in the city can "disturb" residents. People who are accustomed to the 
comfort and "sterility" of the city may feel discomfort with the presence of trees. 
Nowadays the gap between nature and man is growing dramatically. Richard Louv (2015) called this 
phenomenon a nature deficit syndrome. He thinks that nature can be prophylactic, additional, and in 
some cases it can be an alternative medicine for many ilness. A close relation with nature can be 
helpful in treating depression, mental health problems and ADHD syndrome. Contact with nature 
smooth out stress and increases self-esteem..   
It is hard to say unambiguously if people from villages or cities show greater empathy to trees. The 
research has checked whether parents try to isolate children from greenery and nature, or rather 
encourage and support them in experiments with nature. It was checked a difference in perception of 
trees depending on the place of origin and residence. It may be seemed that people in villages who 
grew up among vegetation and nature should defend and love trees. 
The aim of the work was to make to make an assessment of perception and importance of trees for 
the residents of villages and cities. The research concerned the attitude of the respondents towards 
trees and the child-related threats they felt. 
 
Material and methods 
As part of the work, a survey was conducted on parents of primary schools in the countryside and in 
the city.The research affected the perception and acceptance of trees in public spaces.The aim was to 
capture the differences and similarities in the approach to trees among the residents of the villages 
and the cities.The representative group consists of parents / guardians of children from class 1 to 6 of 
primary schools.The research covered two schools in the Mazowieckie voivodship: in Jedlińsk (52 
people) and in Warsaw - the Ursynów district (59 people). Questionnaires were conveyed to parents / 
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guardians during the parent-teacher conference.The research duration was about 10 minutes. The 
survey was anonymous. 
Most of those surveyed are women (80%).In terms of age, people  in the 30-45 age range dominated 
(72,1%),18.9% are persons under 30 years old,7.2% in the age range 46-60 and 1.8% over 60 years 
old.The ratio of people living in the countryside and in the city is 52 people (46.8%) to 59 (53.2%). 
In order to analyze the results of the research, various methods were used: independence test x2, 
analysis of the distribution of individual responses and their percentage ratio (Wątroba, 2009).The 
results are presented in the form of a table and histogram.The results are presented in the form of a 
table and histogram. 
 
Results 
Most of the surveyed think that trees should be an inseparable element of landscape public spaces. 
Only one resident of the village (1.9%) has no opinion on the subject and one resident of the city 
(1.7%) does not agree with this statement.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Histogram showing the number of indications of individual answers to the question:Do you think 
that trees should be an inseparable element of landscape public spaces? 

 
Tab. 1: Table showing the number of indications of individual answers and their percentage 
distribution, value Σ2 and p-value to the question: Do you think that trees should be an inseparable 
element of landscape public spaces? source: own research  

 Definitely 
yes 

Yes Rather 
yes 

I do 
not 

know 

Rather 
no 

No Definitely 
no 

Value 
Σ2 

 p-
value 

V
ill

ag
e

Number of 
indications 16 25 10 1 0 0 0 

2.0161 0.3649 
Percent 30,8 48,1 19,2 1,9 0 0 0 

C
ity

 

Number of 
indications 39 13 6 0 0 1 0 

Percent 
66,1 22,0 10,2 0 0 1,7 0 

 
The result of the χ2 test indicates the occurrence of a large dependence in relation to the place of 
parentage for the question:„Is the presence of trees a meaningful criterion encouraging  the choice of 
place of residence?”The answer most frequently chosen by countryside's residents was "yes" (34.6%) 
and "rather yes" (26.9%) and among city residents "absolutely yes" (45.8%) and "yes" (27.1%). 
Research shows that urban residents pay more attention to the presence of trees during choosing the 
place of residence. 

Village 
City 

Definitely Yes    Rather I don’t  Rather      No   Definitely 
yes                    yes      know      no                   no 
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Fig. 2: Histogram showing the number of indications of individual answers to the question: „Is the 
presence of trees an important criterion encouraging the choice of place of residence?” source: own 

research 
 
Tab. 2: Table showing the number of indications of individual answers and their percentage 
distribution, value Σ2 and p-value to the question: „Is the presence of trees an important criterion 
encouraging the choice of place of residence?” source: own research  

 Definitely 
yes 

Yes Rather 
yes 

I do 
not 

know 

Rather 
no 

No Definitely 
no 

Value 
Σ2 

 p-vaule 

V
ill

ag
e

Number of 
indications 5 18 14 9 1 5 0 

30,695 0,00003 
Percent 9,6 34,6 26,9 17,3 1,9 9,6 0 

C
ity

 

Number of 
indications 27 16 6 3 6 0 1 

Percent 45,8 27,1 10,2 5,1 10,2 0 1,7 
 
The value of p-value for the question: "Do you try to protect children from trees (prohibition of climbing 
trees, touching rotten parts, playing with leaves, branches?") amounted to 0.0504, which means that 
the result is on the verge of finding a dependence. Generally, respondents have divided opinions. The 
biggest difference can be seen in the answer "not at all" (village: 3.8%, city: 23.7%) and "yes" (village: 
21.2%, city: 8.5%). On this basis, it can be concluded that the inhabitants of the village are more 
concerned with "protecting" children from trees. On this basis, it can be concluded that the inhabitants 
of the village are trying harder "to protect" children from trees.  
¨ 
Discussion 
Most of the respondents from cities and from the countrysides think that trees should be an 
inseparable element of landscape of public space. In the study of Suchocka et al. (2019) residents of 
villages and the largest cities gave the highest and lowest scores for the number of surrounding trees, 
respectively.  Our Research shows that urban residents pay more attention to the presence of trees 
during choosing the place of residence. These results agree with the research of Schroeder et al. 
(1984), which showed that the benefits of trees are much more important than the annoyance they 
cause. From another site in reserch of Suchocka et al. (2019), acceptance toward trees was not so 
clear. Only small groups of respondents who seem to be concerned about the surrounding trees (8% 
of “Tree enthusiasts” and 3% of “Tree omnibus”) were identified. In that study was identifed number 
%% of “Arboriphobes” and 52% of “Tree sceptics”. 
 

Definitely Yes     Rather  I don’t     Rather     No    Definitely   
    yes        know       no                      no 

Village 
City 
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Fig. 3: Histogram showing the number of indications of individual answers to the question: "Do you try 
to protect children from trees (prohibition of climbing trees, touching rotten parts, playing with leaves, 

branches?")  source: own research 
 
Tab. 3: Table showing the number of indications of individual answers and their percentage 
distribution, value Σ2 and p-value to the question:"Do you try to protect children from trees (prohibition 
of climbing trees, touching rotten parts, playing with leaves, branches?");  source: own research  

 Definitely 
yes 

Yes Rather 
yes 

I do 
not 

know 

Rather 
no 

No Definitely 
no 

Value 
Σ2 

 p-
vaule 

V
ill

ag
e 

Number of 
indications 6 11 5 4 12 12 2 

12,569 0,0504 

Percent 11,5 21,2 9,6 7,7 23,1 23,1 3,8 

C
ity

 

Number of 
indications 10 5 5 2 11 12 14 

Percent 16,9 8,5 8,5 3,4 18,6 20,3 23,7 

 
The fact that in our study every fifth resident of the village and almost every tenth resident of the city 
limits children contact with trees, is worrying and needs deeper investigation of this phenomenon. On 
the one hand, almost all urban and rural residents think that trees should be an inseparable part of the 
landscape of public spaces and declare that the presence of trees significantly encourages them to 
choose their place of residence and, on the other, a significant part of residents have concerns about 
children's contact with nature.The larger concern prevails among the inhabitants of the village, which 
is also difficult to explain because in the countryside nature is closer to people and as a tame one 
should not raise concerns. Another study show impact of trees on a positive effect on the feeling of 
social ties declared mostly of women (Suchocka et al. 2019), what potentially could promote 
acceptance of children contact with the nature. All the more that it leads to many benefits. For 
Example, It was observed an increase in physical activity in the study of pre-school children 
(Boldeman i in. 2006).It was found that areas around kindergartens with trees and shrubs positively 
influence physical condition and general health: children from these areas have a better BMI than their 
colleagues living in areas poor in greenery (Bell et al. 2008).Plant effects in classrooms were also 
examined.In the classrooms with plants, less absenteeism was recorded among pupils, as well as 
smaller problems with maintaining discipline (Han 2009).Contact with greenery also positively affects 
the attitude of parents towards children: people living in the vicinity of green areas show a higher 
degree of parental care and discipline (Taylor et al. 1998).  
Research also indicates that children are the group that reacts most strongly and in the most specific 
way to the absence of contact with greenery and nature - nature-deficit disorder. Louv (2015) 
observed a disturbing picture of a parent who stopped a child at home to protect him „stranger 

Definitely Yes     Rather  I don’t     Rather     No    Definitely 
yes                     yes        know       no                      no 

Village 
City 
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danger”, and the picture of child spending statistically 44 hours a week in front of a television or 
computer screen, which results in an alarmingly bad mental health state (inability to recognize the 
risks, dealing with stress) and physical (obesity) of children. In combination with the reduction of the 
amount of green spaces available in the immediate surroundings, as well as the absence of free and 
unrestricted possibility of using them ("do not walk off the trail", "look, but do not touch"), the American 
child becomes the essence of less adapted to living in a (semi) natural environment and respecting its 
resources. It should be assumed that the symptoms of a similar situation were found in our study.  
 
Conclusion 
Both city and countryside residents appreciate the presence of trees in urban space and consider 
them an important factor encouraging people to choose their place of residence. 
Parents and carers living in the countryside try to "protect" children against trees more than cities 
residents. 
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Souhrn 
Hra je důležitou a nedílnou součástí dospívání. Existují silné vědecké důkazy o tom, že přírodní 
prostředí poskytuje vynikající příležitost pro dětskou hru a rozvoj, neboť nabízí nespočet kvalit, tj. 
Rozmanitost, tvořivost, divočinu. V dnešní době však mají děti stále méně příležitostí hrát v přírodním 
prostředí. Jedním z důvodů této situace je, že rodiče potřebují kontrolu a úzkost z bezpečí svých dětí. 
Cílem příspěvku je představit nedávné poznatky o nestrukturované hře dětí. Vzorek polských rodičů 
odhalil jejich názory a zkušenosti s přírodou a hrou účastnící se dotazníkového šetření. Výsledky 
ukázaly, že rodiče vnímají kontakt s přírodou jako hodnotnou součást vývoje svých dětí a chtěli by, 
aby trávili více času na venkovním hraní. Myšlenka přírodních hřišť ve městech má v tomto kontextu 
potenciál být kompromisním řešením, které by mohlo být realizováno při vytváření nových herních 
prostředí pro děti. 
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Abstract 
Nature around  Bílovice nad Svitavou is really varied. It is characteristic by large forest complexes with 
many different landscape elements, interesting to visit. During trips in nature around Bílovice, we can 
see hunting lodges, monuments of interesting people of this region, forest meadows, valley river 
Svitava and springs serving for tourists recreacion. The point of this article is to know the tourism 
potential, which this varied landscape near to Brno offers and get to know the possibilities to spend the 
free time for example active walking trip, which show you these beautiful places. Bigger attention is 
given to springs and the quallity of their water. The springs are elements disappearing out of our 
landscape. It is happening because of decrease of groundwater levels, which are wreak by climatic 
changes and also human infuence. All this is reflected in the quantity and quality of their waters. 
 
Key words: tourism, walking trip, forest meadows, water quality 
 
Introduction 
The cultural landscape near to big cities can also offer interesting beautiful places for rest and 
spending free time to its visitors. Such an example is area, located northerly from Brno around 
Bílovice nad Svitavou. It is a varied landscape with extensive forest complexes, where visitor during 
his walks can find hunting lodges, monuments of interesting people of this region, light meadows with 
solitary, often exotic, woody species or their groups, springs with rising water and finally valley 
Svitava. The description of one possible walking path in this landscape is appended with results of 
water quality analysis in springs, which in this path visitor can encounter. 
 
Materials and methods 
Water quality of forest springs was monitored during the calendar year 2018 in two - month intervals 
located in path between Brno and Bílovice nad Svitavou.  
Conductivity and pH were monitored directly in rising water in springs using transferable multi meter 
HQ30D and ids standard IntelliCAL interchangeable digital electrodes, made by HACH company.  
The determination of other water quality indicators was carried out in the laboratory of the Institute of 
Applied and Landscape Ecology of Mendel University in Brno. Laboratory analyses were performed 
using a HACH DR/4000 spectrophotometer. The monitored indicators were nitrates, nitrites, 
manganese, iron and sulfates. 
The results of monitored concentrations and values water quality indicators were evaluated by Decree 
No. 252/2004 Sb., as amended, laying down hygiene requirements for drinking and hot water and the 
frequency and scope of drinking water control. 
 
Results 
Starting point of walking path (Fig. 1) is a meadow U Buku, located behind Brno – Soběšice town 
district. The area of Adamov Highlands between Brno and Adamov, where the described route is 
located, is characterized by the presence of many forest meadows, the foundations of these forest 
meadows were laid by Julius Wiehl between 1895 and 1915, and then in his work continued professor 
Josef Opletal until the mid-1950s (rector of the University of Agriculture in Brno in 1928–1929) 
(Truhlář, 2003). The meadow U Buku has its name according to huge beech, which became a 
dominant of this meadow.  Because of weather conditions and age was original beech damaged and 
then replaced with new one, nowadays a burly one too (Turistika, 2019). From exotic species, we can 
find cryptomeria Japanese and oval bitternut (Skácelová, 2001). The area of meadow belongs under 
administration School forest establishment Masaryk forest Křtiny of Mendel University in Brno (Bíža, 
2019). In lower part of meadow U Buku, on yellow tourist sign direction to Bílovice nad Svitavou are 
located two springs. The first one (Fig. 2) is contemporaneously a monument of Jan Doležal (so called 
spring of Jan Doležal), founder of Czech forestry literature. The monument with reference to Háj 
magazine, which was published by Jan Doležal, was built in 1933 (Internetová encyklopedie dějin 
Brna, 2019). In 1996, was due to the low groundwater level water of this spring, located under the 
outflow pipe, was water drained into a new spring about 50 meters lower, built to memory of writer and 
translator JUDr. Jaromír Tomeček known in Brno (Fig. 2) (Truhlář, 2003). Next to spring of Jan Doležal 
we can find information panel about springs between town district Brno – Útěchov and Brno – 
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Maloměřice and Brno Obřany. The area around the spring is supplement with marble board with 
words from Jaromír Tomeček. At the same time, the rising water of the spring is the well of Melatín 
flow. 
The path continues along Melatín flow and after 400 meters leads us to another spring, which is 
named after professor Josef Konšel, (so called spring of J. Konšel) (Fig. 2). Professor Konšel was 
university teacher and in 1933-1934 he also held the position of rector of the University of Agriculture 
in Brno. The monument was built in 1969 (Internetová encyklopedie dějin Brna, 2019). 
Southward from spring of J. Konšel the forest path continues to Bílovice nad Svitavou is located 
retention tank, which was built recently. From retention tank the yellow tourist sign leads the visitor to 
crossroad Melatín. From this crossroad it continues a steep ascent along the blue tourist sign to 
meadow U Luže. Meadow U Luže, which because of its size belongs to the biggest, is characterized 
by large collection of woody species. Here grow up for example mud oak, yellow pine or huge fir 
(Skácelová, 2001). Except the rest area to tourists we can find here a panel with information about 
surroundings nature too and mainly here was built the monuments to gentlemen V. V. Havelka and J. 
L. Zieglera, co-authors of book about forest Umění lesní. 
Near to meadow U Luže have two another springs their wells. The green tourist sign leads us to spring 
of A. Dyk (Fig. 2).  The spring was built in 1979, at opportunity of celebrations 60 years of Faculty of 
Forestry in Brno, as monument of professor Antonín Dyk. Professor Antonín Dyk was an important 
forester, hunter, forest entomologist and concurrently poet, musician and composer concurrently 
(Truhlář, 2003). As a university teacher he used to teach at Faculty of Forestry, University of 
Agriculture in Brno, and he used to hold the position of rector in 1936-1937 (Internetová encyklopedie 
dějin Brna, 2019). The second spring, near the meadow U Luže, to which the blue sign leads us, is 
also a monument of Jan Dominik Kašpar (Fig. 2), author of the Forestry Manual. The monument was 
built in 1929 (Národní registr pramenů a studánek, 2019). 
From meadow U Luže, after return from spring of J. D. Kašpar is possible to continue along green 
tourist sign straight to Bílovice nad Svitavou with stop on the street Nad Tratí connected with views on 
valley Svitava river. 
Bílovice nad Svitavou and its surroundings offers many other destinations and places worth to visit. 
From so many these destinations we can name for example monument of S. K. Neumann, lodge of 
Liška Bystrouška, spring of L. Janáček, monument of B. Polanský, monument of Liduška and under 
Bílovice direction to Brno Těsnohlídkovo údolí with monument of R. Těsnohlídek.  

 
Fig. 1: Walking path with localization of the particular springs 
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A B 

  
C D 

 

Fig. 2: A - Spring of J. Doležal, B -  
Spring of J. Tomeček, C - Spring of J. 
Konšel, D - Spring of A. Dyk, E - Spring 
of J. D. Kašpar (Archive of L. Mádr) 

E  

 
The quality of rising waters was studied by the springs of J. Tomeček, J. Konšel, A. Dyk and J.D. 
Kašpar. The waters of the spring of J. Doležal is led into the spring of J. Tomeček. J. Konšel’s spring 
was not evincing flow by both measurements (29. 8. a 19. 12. 2018) and spring of A. Dyk evinced flow 
only on 22. 10. 2018.  
From the graphical results shown in Fig. 5, 6 and 9 is evident that nitrate, nitrite and sulfate 
concentrations do not exceed the limits (limits are given by Decree No. 252/2004 Sb., as amended). 
The hygienic limit of nitrate concentration is 50 mg.l-1, nitrite 0.5 mg. l-1 and sulfate 250 mg.l-1.  
The pH value (Fig. 4) was detected in most cases within the limits of limits 6.5 to 9.5 at the lower limit 
or slightly below this limit in the monitored spring waters.  
The limit value of conductivity, set at 125 mS.m-1, was exceeded in all measurements at the springs of 
J. Tomeček and J. Konšel. The conductivity values of their waters ranged from 200 to 300 mS. m-1 
(Fig. 3). At the springs of A. Dyk and J. D. Kašpar, the conductivity values did not exceed the set limit 
by a state regulation. 
Manganese concentrations were recorded in the waters of all springs over a wide range (Fig. 7). The 
hygiene limit of 0.050 mg.l-1 was most often exceeded again at the springs of J. Tomeček and J. 
Konšel. The springs of A. Dyk and J. D. Kašpar showed below all limit values in all measurement 
periods, with the exception June measurements at the last-mentioned spring. 
The iron concentration (Fig. 8) was exceeded only in two cases, namely in the case of the springs of J. 
Tomeček and J. Konšel both on 19. 4.  2018. In other cases, the limit of 0.20 mg.l-1 was not reached. 
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         Fig. 3: Conductivity values                            Fig. 4: pH values 
 

   
       Fig. 5: Nitrate concentrations                   Fig. 6: Nitrite concentrations 

   
        Fig. 7: Manganese concentrations               Fig. 8: Iron concentrations 

 
       Fig. 9: Sulfate concentrations 
 
Conclusion 
With respect to hygienic requirements for drinking water, the springs of A. Dyk and J. D. Kašpar show 
higher water quality. In the case of the J. D. Kašpar spring, the limit of manganese concentration was 
exceeded only in one measurement. In the case of the springs of J. Tomeček and J. Konšel, 
concentrations of manganese were found to be more frequently exceeded, in one term the measured 
concentration of iron was exceed and the limit value of conductivity was exceeded in all periods.  
In aspect of that spring waters are not waters meant for direct consumption of the population, the 
monitoring program itself did not follow the monitoring program rules are given by Decree No. 
252/2004 Sb., as amended. The rules include frequency and completeness requirements for analyse. 
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At the same time, it should be noted that the laboratory in which the analyses of the monitored 
indicators were done is not accredited laboratory. On the basis facts above, it is necessary to consider 
waters analyse as indicative only. 
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Souhrn 
Pozornost příspěvku je zaměřena na turisticky atraktivní krajinu nacházející se severně od města Brna 
v okolí Bílovic nad Svitavou. Krajina, která je součástí rozsáhlých lesních komplexů Adamovské 
vrchoviny, je svým potenciálním návštěvníkům přiblížena prostřednictvím popisu jedné z možných 
vycházkových tras. Výběr trasy byl zvolen s cílem návštěvy lesních studánek, na které je tato oblast 
velmi bohatá a u nichž byly v průběhu roku 2018 sledovány vybrané fyzikální a chemické ukazatele 
jakosti jejich vod. Lesní studánky jsou současně zbudovány jako památníky významných osobností 
regionu. 
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Abstract 
Over the past few years, work has started to establish the Neisseland Geopark, which should be 
located in the German-Czech-Polish borderland. This area is very rich in attractive geosites, whose 
diversity in a small area is mainly caused by the junction of highland composed of several units of with 
geological basement and lowland that is represented by platform cover. However, there are also 
several large-scale protected areas in this area, so the question is whether the geopark is meaningful, 
and what is its purpose. 
In our article, we describe the current state of the schedule to create a Neisseland Geopark, and 
connection to the most important geosites in the region. A geopark is introduced as a comprehensive 
tourist product designed to protect the natural and cultural heritage, promote sustainable tourism, 
increase the love of own countryside and educate the public. The situation of the emerging geopark is 
compared to other geoparks in Central Europe, their activities and their functioning, with special 
regard to the fact that the geopark would be trilateral. Discussed is the question of geopark as a 
marketing brand that should attract tourists to less visited areas and support the local economy there. 
 
Key words: geodiversity, geosite, geotourism, sustainable tourism, regional development 
 
Introduction 
Czech-German-Polish Tri-border is an area that is difficult in many aspects of regional development. 
On the German side, it is a territory that suffers from the departure of the population to more 
developed regions. In the Polish and Czech border areas, there are not many economic drivers who 
would raise local economies. The situation is further aggravated by the linguistic diversity of the area 
and the lack of language skills of its inhabitants, which translates into relatively small cross-border 
labour mobility (Drápela, Kárníková 2018). On the other hand, some parts of the area are attractive for 
tourists, there are many cultural monuments, and the area is very interesting geologically. This brings 
the potential for reviving the local economy through sustainable tourism. 
Thanks to the geological diversity of the area and the existence of a number of attractive geological 
sites, a plan for the creation of the Neisseland Geopark was developed. The aim of this effort is to 
create an entity that will promote tourism in the area, will be used for geological education, will support 
the local economy through the involvement of small businesses, and will protect the local geoheritage. 
The situation is a bit complicated because the planned geopark is located in three countries.  
 
Purpose of the geopark 
The term geopark refers to the territory that demonstrates the evolution of the Earth and shows the 
influence of local natural wealth on the economic and cultural development of society (AOPK 2019). 
The main goal of geoparks is, according to the Charter of European Geoparks, protection of geological 
sites (geoconservation), research, education and popularization of geosciences, development of 
specifically oriented tourism and sustainable development of the territory (European Geoparks 
Network 2019). On the other hand, as Gray (2013) mentioned, geopark is not a fenced off area just for 
scientists, a geological theme park, or a formal designation with legal obligations or restrictions. The 
Geopark should include local communities and work with them, be visible in the area as a sustainable 
tourism target, and not duplicate existing large-scale protected areas or destination management. 
Attention is not focused only on nature, but also on local culture, history and traditions. 
Current literature covers mission of geopark in all possible respects, when describes its role in the 
promotion of geotourism (Alexandrowicz 2006), dealing with potential overcrowding of geosites 
(Newsome, Dowling, Leung 2012), making compromises between tourism and conservation (Harmon, 
Viles 2013), positive effects on local economic development (Farsani, Coelho, Costa 2011; Ólafsdóttir, 
Dowling 2014), inclusion of local communities (Čech, Krokusová 2017; Shahhoseini,  Modabberi, 
Shahabi 2017), geological education (Garofano 2012), and visitor management (Lima, Machado, 
Nunes 2013). However, the purpose of the geopark depends on whether a single geological 
phenomenon (like karst or volcanism) is presented in its territory or, on the contrary, a number of 
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different locations from different periods of the geological past. The Neisseland Geopark is an 
example of a second type. 
Main goals of the Neisseland Geopark can be summarized as follows: 

 Conservation – while the most valuable natural sites already have some degree of protection, 
other valuable sites, especially anthropogenic origin, are still waiting for protection. The goal of 
the geopark is to document these sites and design a protection plan. 

 Interpretation – geopark is an area of increased importance in terms of ongoing geological 
research. 

 Education and popularization – transferring knowledge from professional language to common 
and identifying interesting topics for the general public. Organization of educational events 
(like excursions) for the public. 

 Promotion of geotourism – creation of materials promoting the geopark's attractions, not 
necessarily only geosites. 

 Cooperation with local communities – implementation of projects in the area and construction 
of tourist infrastructure in cooperation with local entities. 

 Visitor management – ensuring the sustainability of tourism in geopark, avoiding 
overcrowding, attracting tourists to lesser-known locations. 

 
The Neisseland Geopark  
The proposed area of Geopark Neisseland is situated in the junction of the western part of the 
Sudetes, the North-Bohemian- Saxon Basin and the southern part of the North-Sudetic Basin, which is 
part of the Central European Lowland. In this geotectonic units, more than 600 Ma of Earth history are 
preserved and thus, a high geodiversity occurs. The central part is composed by Cadomian to 
Variscan granodiorites and granites as well as by gneisses and shists in the surrounding of Isera Mts. 
In the southern part which is mainly situated in the area of Czech Republic, Cretaceous sandstones 
and limestones are outcropped and shape the landscape, whereas in the north of the proposed 
geopark Cenozoic sediments cover the surface and level the landscape. Cenozoic volcanoes are 
distributed over the three units and overprint the land surface in a special manner. Characteristic 
cone-shaped hills are typical landmarks.  
 
From the topographical point of view, the area is subdivided in highland (Jizerské hory or Góry 
Izerskie, Ještědský hřbet, Lužické hory or Zittauer Gebirge, Lausitzer Bergland), in the hillside 
(Pogórze Izerskie, Lausitzer Gefilde) and lowland (Oberlausitzer Heide- und Teichgebiet). The 
landscape units and their geology are shown in Figure 1. A unique characteristic of the area is the 
transition from the highlands (over 1120 m a.s.l.) to the lowland (less than 180 m a.s.l.) with all other 
units (climatic, biological and geographical) in between. 
 
The territory of the geopark contains a large number of attractive geosites, some examples are shown 
in Figure 2. Their value is then often not only in the natural component but sometimes also cultural-
historical when the tradition of using geological material is also very important. Thanks to the great 
geodiversity in the area, the landscape works as a living textbook of geology, geomorphology, 
geography, history and culture. 
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Fig. 1: Preliminary delimitation of the Neisseland Geopark 

 

 
Fig. 2: Examples of geosites - (A) rock castle Sloup, (B) columnar basalt in Knorrberg, (C) granite rock 

Totenstein, (D) sandstone rock Sloní kameny 
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Conclusion 
There are still many steps to go to found the geopark from the current proposal. The biggest challenge 
is to make the trilateral entity that would drive the geopark. Then it is necessary to meet a number of 
formal criteria so that a geopark can emerge at least at the national level. The next step is to involve 
local communities, promote local culture and products and implement educational programs. And if the 
geopark starts to attract tourists, it will be necessary to manage their deployment. 
Considering the tourist potential of geosites in the geopark territory, it should be mentioned that it will 
be a type of park based on the presentation of geological diversity. Typical geowatching (term used by 
Garofano 2015) should be supported by a number of popularizing and educational activities. While 
some geoparks, taking advantage of the extreme attractiveness of a particular geological 
phenomenon, simply promote themselves with photos, it is necessary to appropriately popularize and 
explain the geoheritage in geoparks based on geological diversity (which is the case of the Neisseland 
Geopark). The attractiveness of the geopark as a tourist area should then be increased by non-
geological attractions and activities, fortunately enough in the area. 
An important contribution to the region is also the cross-border nature of the geopark. In an area 
where history has dramatically affected the fate of people in the form of war conflicts and resettlement, 
every cross-border activity contributes to the reconciliation of peoples (see Böhm, Drápela 2017). We, 
therefore, hope that the Neisseland Geopark will not only remain in the form of the proposal but will be 
truly founded in a few years. 
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Souhrn 
V posledních letech začala práce na přípravě geoparku Neisseland, který by měl být umístěn v 
německo-česko-polském pohraničí. Tato oblast je velmi bohatá na atraktivní geologické lokality, 
jejichž rozmanitost na malém území je dána především přítomností lužické poruchy a existencí 
kontinentálního ledovce v pleistocénu. V této oblasti se však také nachází několik rozsáhlých 
chráněných území, takže otázkou je, zda je geopark smysluplný a jaký je jeho účel. 
V našem článku popisujeme současný stav plánu pro vytvoření geoparku Neisseland a jeho propojení 
s nejdůležitějšími geologickými lokalitami v regionu. Geopark je představen jako komplexní turistický 
produkt určený k ochraně přírodního a kulturního dědictví, k podpoře udržitelného cestovního ruchu, 
zlepšení vztahu ke krajině a k vzdělávání veřejnosti. Situace vznikajícího geoparku je porovnána s 
ostatními geoparky ve střední Evropě, jejich aktivitami a fungováním, se zvláštním zřetelem na 
skutečnost, že geopark by byl trilaterální. Diskutována je otázka geoparku jako marketingové značky, 
která by měla přilákat turisty do méně navštěvovaných oblastí a podporovat tamní ekonomiku. 
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Abstract 
Hunting in Poland is subject to strong criticism of the society, which has recently intensified in 
connection with wild boar killings, due to the spread of ASF. However, hunting is not only the killing of 
animals, but also a characteristic form of the relationship between man and nature, it is an instrument 
for maintaining the natural balance. It is therefore necessary to determine where such an attack on 
hunters comes from. Well, as research shows, society draws its knowledge about hunting from 
friends, but for many people the main source of information is the Internet. Moreover, almost half of 
the respondents evaluate their knowledge about hunting poorly, and the vast majority of the 
respondents did not participate in activities carried out by hunting clubs, despite the fact that for 
several years now, various educational and promotional activities have been implemented. Every 
year, several to several thousand people actively participate in such educational meetings in the form 
of lessons, extracurricular and field activities within the framework of various initiatives of the Polish 
Hunting Association. However, it seems necessary to further intensify activities in the field of natural 
and hunting education of the society and promotion of hunting activities, taking into account the use of 
modern social communication tools.   
 
Key words: environmental education, social preferences, hunter 
 
Introduction 
In recent years, many organizations have been established in Poland, which in their statutory aims 
have included objectives related to environmental education of the society. Unfortunately, some of 
them, through intensified activities in social media (e.g. Fecebook), blur the true image of the activities 
of other organizations and companies, which implement a number of initiatives, also of pro-ecological 
nature, and what is important is the active conservation of endangered species. This leads, as 
Będkowski (2016) highlights, to the formation of false and simplified stereotypes of organisations such 
as the Polish Hunting Association (PZŁ). 
Hunting is a branch of the economy that has been badly perceived by the general public in recent 
years. This is influenced not only by the activities of other organisations, but also by the lack or 
ineffectiveness of information and promotion activities on the part of hunters themselves, the 
presentation of dead animals as trophies in social media, or the increased shooting of wild boars to 
stop the spread of African swine fever (ASF).  
It should be noted, however, that for many people hunting is a characteristic form of human relations 
with nature. It is rooted in human history and culture. It covers many issues, including hunting 
economy, environmental protection, hunting shooting, kynology, trophy, hunting culture, collecting. A 
very important field of hunting is the economy, which includes, among others, the regulation of the 
number of animals and selection through hunting based on strict hunting planning. In most cases, 
however, society does not know this role of hunting, but is guided only by views created on the basis 
of manipulative reports on television, radio or the Internet. 
The aim of this paper is to determine the state and sources of knowledge of the society about hunting 
and to determine the needs and opportunities for the implementation of hunting education in Poland. 
 
Activities of the Polish Hunting Association 
The Polish Hunting Association (PZŁ) is a national organisation with over 120,000 hunters in 49 
districts. Its beginnings date back to the nineteenth century when the first hunting associations were 
established in Poland. There is also a research station in Czempin, and 17 animal breeding centres 
operate under the Main Board of the Polish Hunting Association.  Polish hunters also participate in 
many important activities related to the protection of nature and the natural environment. This applies 
especially to the restitution of threatened species of game such as: bison, elk, beaver and peregrine 
falcon.  
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At the beginning, the Polish Hunting Association operated on the basis of the ordinance of the 
President of the Republic of Poland of 3 December 1927 "On hunting law". After World War II, the 
legal basis was defined by the decree of 1952 "On hunting law", followed by the act of 17 June 1959 
"On breeding, protection of hunting animals and hunting law". Based on the above mentioned law, a 
"Polish model of hunting" was developed, which took precedence over the exploitation of game 
protection and breeding. It was also based on the social activity of the members of the Polish Hunting 
Association (PZŁ) who were members of hunting clubs operating hunting clubs in the provinces which 
they lease.  
Nowadays, the activity of the PZŁ is regulated, among others, by the "Hunting Law" Act. of 13 October 
1995, together with its implementing acts and its 2019 statutes. According to the law, the purpose of 
hunting is:  
1) the protection, conservation and management of diversity and of game populations;  
2) protection and shaping of the natural environment for the improvement of animal living conditions;  
3) obtaining the highest possible individual condition and quality of trophies and appropriate population 
size of individual animal species while maintaining the balance of the natural environment;  
4) meeting social needs in the field of hunting, cultivating traditions and promoting ethics and hunting 
culture. 
However, according to the statute, the tasks of hunting clubs include, among others, cooperation with 
schools in the field of nature and hunting education and work. In the field of animal protection, care 
and preservation of the natural environment, there is the educational programme for young people in 
the field of game protection, care and conservation of the natural environment. 
 
Hunting education 
In spite of the provisions in the legal acts concerning hunting, the superior role of environmental 
protection in relation to the acquisition of trust, numerous unflattering articles on hunting, presenting 
hunters as "killing enthusiasts", appear on websites, Internet forums, in the national and local press. 
These include, for example, the actions "I do not shake hands with hunters" and "People against 
Hunters", as well as numerous publications such as "Nobody likes you hunters!“ 
However, as shown by Michalewska survey (2019), almost half of the respondents who took part in 
the survey assessed their knowledge of hunting as poor (49.4%), 38.8% of the respondents believe 
that their knowledge is good, while only 11.8% assessed is to be very good. At the same time, the vast 
majority of respondents - 75.5% - claim that hunting in Poland is necessary for our environment and 
economy, and only 12.2% considered hunting superfluous nowadays. On the other hand, the research 
conducted by Wierzbicka in. (2015) clearly show the difference in social attitudes towards hunters and 
hunting between the inhabitants of rural and urban areas. Rural residents have a much more positive 
attitude towards hunters and would be more willing to participate in hunting. A very large percentage 
(94%) of rural inhabitants know that hunters are needed. The research conducted by the PENTOR 
Research Institute at the request of the PZŁ shows that the society does not have the knowledge, and 
thus does not have an opinion on hunting and the role of hunters in the natural environment (Taras 
2009). It seems that the issues related to the management of game populations are unknown to the 
Polish society. Michalewska's research (2019) also shows that as much as 25.4% wrongly recognize 
that hunters sell game to shops, and 23% recognize that  hunters set traps for predators. 
Unfortunately, 55.5% answered that in order to be a hunter in Poland it is enough to buy a license 
allowing to possess a weapon and perform hunting in any place in Poland and for any species. (you 
must pass exams, undergo training, have a year-long training - with some exceptions, be an adult, be 
accepted as a member of the Polish Hunting Association). In the survey Michalewska (2019) also 
asked about the source of knowledge about hunters and hunting. The largest number of votes 
received the answer "From friends" -55%. The next numerous answer was "From the Internet" - 
52,5%. The fewest number of respondents derive their knowledge from radio, books and television. 
Most of the respondents (70.2%) have never been to a meeting with a hunter organized for 
educational purposes, and 23.3% confirmed that they participated in such a meeting.  
The unfavourable attitude of the society towards hunters has been going on for over a dozen years 
and the Polish Hunting Association was forced to introduce hunting education and numerous activities 
for the benefit of local communities, improving the image of hunters and the Association. As part of 
these activities, hunters participate in various charity actions, such as the nationwide "Help Children 
Survive the Winter" campaign or the honorary blood donation campaign. Every year, hunters in 
particular regions of the country actively participate in actions related to joint spring planting of forests. 
Tasks in the field of natural science education conducted by PZŁ are mainly focused on didactic 
activities for school children and youth. These are both intimate and field activities, during which the 
issues of biology and ecology of wild animals, identification of species, their voices and traces, but 
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also the role of hunters in actions for the protection of nature, are discussed. During this type of 
activities, knowledge is passed on about the phenomenon of excessive numbers of certain game 
species and the need to eliminate a certain number of them from the environment by shooting. It also 
presents arguments supporting hunters' actions, such as damage caused by animals in fields and 
forests, zoonotic diseases, and threats related to the intrusion of animals into the road. Educational 
activities are carried out by individual hunters, hunting clubs and other bodies of the Polish Hunting 
Association (Flis et al. 2017). The first educational programme was the "Revitalize the Fields" 
programme, which has been ongoing since 2005 and is addressed to students and teachers. The 
main objective of the programme is to explain the need to enrich biodiversity and protect the 
landscape. Within the framework of the programme, mid-field trees and bushes are managed and new 
ones created. Another educational measure is the programme "On biodiversity for the future, or how to 
teach that roe deer is not a deer's wife". The programme includes workshops for teachers from 
primary schools and junior high schools. There are also many local programs, e.g. in the Kujawsko-
Pomorskie Voivodeship, the "Hunters for children - children for animals" program is implemented. The 
main objective of the Program is to protect small animals and their habitats. 
One of the activities of educational importance is also the promotion of venision, as a meat of dietary 
and health value. During various festivals and picnics, promotional activities are organised, including 
joint cooking of venison dishes and their subsequent tasting (Skorupski and Wierzbicka 2014).  
Conducting educational classes by PZŁ in a very wide range is possible thanks to the diverse 
composition of members of the association, including naturalists and teachers. Equally important is the 
rich infrastructure, such as animal breeding centres, shooting ranges, hunting lodges or the nature and 
hunting education path operating in numerous towns, including Opole and Szczecin. 
 
Conclusion 
The Polish Hunting Association is an organization that is represented by a large group of people, 
nonetheless than its activities meet with increased criticism from a part of society. Unfortunately, as 
the research shows, the level of knowledge about hunting and its role in the natural environment is 
low, and the main sources of information on this subject are friends or various social media. Therefore, 
it is necessary to continue educational activities on hunting among children and youth, but these 
activities should also include adults. It is important to be aware that this is one of the elements of 
environmental education, as it raises such important issues as the importance of hunting 
management, the life and development of animal populations, and the risks arising from the lack of 
regulation of the size of these populations.  
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Souhrn 
Lov v Polsku je vystaven silné kritice společnosti, která se v poslední době zintenzívnila v souvislosti s 
zabíjením divokých prasat v důsledku šíření ASF. Lov však není jen zabíjením zvířat, ale také 
charakteristickou formou vztahu mezi člověkem a přírodou, je nástrojem pro udržení přirozené 
rovnováhy. Je tedy nutné určit, odkud takový útok na lovce pochází. Jak ukazuje výzkum, společnost 
čerpá své znalosti o lovu od přátel, ale pro mnoho lidí je hlavním zdrojem informací internet. Téměř 
polovina dotázaných navíc hodnotí své znalosti o lovu špatně a drtivá většina respondentů se 
neúčastnila aktivit loveckých klubů, přestože již několik let jsou realizovány různé vzdělávací a 
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propagační aktivity. Každoročně se na těchto vzdělávacích schůzkách aktivně účastní několik až 
několik tisíc lidí formou výuky, mimoškolní a terénní činnosti v rámci různých iniciativ Polského 
loveckého svazu. Zdá se však nezbytné dále zintenzívnit aktivity v oblasti přírodovědného a loveckého 
vzdělávání společnosti a podpory lovecké činnosti s přihlédnutím k využití moderních nástrojů sociální 
komunikace. 
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Abstract  
Vegetation on a waste landfill of communal waste can be a source of allergen pollen. The field 
observation was contucted on active waste landfill in the cadastral area Nětčice (Zlín Region, Czech 
Republic). The evaluation of the vegetation was carried out using the phytosociological method. Of the 
total found plant species were selected those species that produce pollen that causes allergies. A total 
of 106 plant species were found. Analysis of the vegetation of the municipal solid waste landfill, it is 
obvius that the species with allergen pollen are very strongly represented. Significant species are 
representatives of the families Amaranthaceae, Poaceae and Plantaginaceae. 
 
Key words: flora, landfill of municipal solid waste, allergy, pollen 
 
Introduction  
Landfill commonly used for waste disposal, especially municipal solid waste (Wong et al., 2016). 
Emissions and extracts are the result of decomposition processes and are generated from landfilled 
waste. Emissions and leachates can cause immediate contamination of groundwater and water 
reservoirs (Cassinari et al., 2015; Adamcová et al., 2016, Koda et al., 2016). However, there are 
another danger, which municipal waste landfills can representative. 
municipal waste landfills are a placeses with specific vegetation. The species composition of 
vegetation is not stable and there is of course succession (Vaverková et al., 2019). Most plant 
species, especially grasses, pose a significant health risk to the human population (Scaparrotta et al., 
2013). Their pollen production is considered to be a major cause of pollen allergies in many parts of 
the world (Romero-Morte et al., 2018). The action of allergenic pollen may lead to an increase in 
allergic conditions (Greiner et (Greiner et al., 2012). 
The aim of this work was to evaluate the representation of plant species producing allergenic pollen in 
vegetation at different parts of municipal solid waste (MSW) landfill. 
 
Materials and methods  
The work was conducted in the cadastral area Nětčice. The Area is located in a 
triangular space delimited by main roads connecting the villages of Zdounky, 
(N 49°14'27.7"N 17°18'28.8"E), cadastral area Nětčice (Kroměříž, Zlín Region, Czech Republic). Part 
of the landfill area is still used for waste disposal (Active_MWL). Part of the landfill area is recultivated. 
The first part of the landfill was recultivated in 2010 (Recul_1_MWL), the second part of landfill was 
recultivated in 2011 (Recul_1_MWL) and at the third part of landfill was recultivation in 2012 
(Recul_1_MWL). 
The evaluation of the vegetation was carried out using the phytosociological plots. The size of 
phytosociological plots were 20 m2. The monitoring took place in July and October 2018. The 
coverage was estimated as a percentage. Altogether twenty four phytosociological plots were 
recorded. The scientific names of each weed species were used according to Kubát (Kubát et al. 
2002).  
The evaluation of the coverage of the species found and the evaluation term wascarried out using 
multidimensional analyses of ecological data. The choice of optimal analysis was based on the length 
of the gradient (Lengths of Gradient). The length of the gradient was determined using segmental 
analysis CCA (Canonic Correspondence Analysis). In Monte Carlo test 999 permutations were 
calculated. Data was processed using the Canoco 5.0 computer program (Ter Braak, Šmilauer 2012). 
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Results 
A total of 106 plant species were found. Among them were also plant species producing pollen (32 
plant species found). The average coverage of species in different part of landfill are shown in Table 1. 
The results of the CCA analysis which evaluated the relationship between selected plant species and 
the different parts of the MSW landfill are significant at the significance level α = 0.001. This is 
subsequently graphically expressed by the ordination diagram (see Fig. 1). Other found plant species 
are included in the analysis, but are not shown in the diagram for readability. 
 
Tab. 1: The average coverage of species producing allergenic pollen 
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Amaranthus powelli AmaPowe 1.0    

Amaranthus retroflexus AmaRetr 1.0    

Arctium lappa  ArcLapp  1.5    

Arrhenatherum elatius ArrElat  14.9 24.2 39.4 

Artemisia vulgaris ArtVulg 0.7 2.8 1.4 1.3 

Atriplex sagittata AtrSagi 9.0     

Brassica napus  BraNapu  0.5     

Bromus japonicus BroJapo 0.1  1.8 0.1 

Bromus sterilis BroSter 1.0  0.4 2.7 

Calamagrostis epigejos CalEpig 5.6 6.8 9.3 20 

Dactylis glomerata DacGlom  1.8 2.7 5.1 

Echinochloa crus-galli EchCrus 1.0     

Elytrigia repens ElyRepe 1.5 2.8 12.9 10.9 

Festuca pratensis FesPrat  0.3    

Festuca rubra FesRubr  22.0 9.7 2.8 

Festulolium Festuloli  25.3 23.1 18.7 

Chenopodium strictum CheStri 0.5     

Lolium perenne  LolPere   2.3 2.5 

Phleum pratense PhlPrat   0.2 3 

Phragmites australis PhrAust  1.4    

Plantago lanceolata PlaLanc 0.3   0.4 

Plantago major PlaMajo 0.6 1.0 0.3 0.2 

Plantago media  PlaMedi    0.1   

Poa pratensis  PoaPrat  0.3 0.9 7.1 9.1 

Robinia pseudacacia RobPseu 2.0     

Rumex crispus RumCris    0.6 

Rumex obtusifolius RumObtu 1.0     

Sambucus nigra SamNigr 1.8     

Setaria pumila SetPumi 3.0     

Taraxacum officinale TarRude  0.3 1.0 1.4 

Urtica dioica UrtDioi 1.3     
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Fig. 1: Ordination diagram relationship between selected plant species and the different parts of the 

MSW landfill (F-ratio= 4,8; P-value =0,001) 
 
Discussion  
Based on the results, it is evident that parts of the MSW landfill are significantly different in the 
representativ of plant species producing allergenic pollen. Especially species of the Amaranthaceae 
family (Amaranthus powelli, A. retroflexus, Atriplex sagittata, Chenopodium strictum), annual grasses 
(Echinochloa crus-galli, Setaria pumila) and several perennial species (Arctium lappa, Robinia 
pseudacacia, Rumex obtusifolius, Sambucus nigra, Urtica dioica) and also crops (Brassica napus). 
The vegetation of the recultivated landfill also has a different representation of plant species producing 
allergenic pollen. The representation of plant species varies with the term of recultivation. The 
youngest and middle part of the reclaimed landfill is mainly inhabited by grasses (Arrhenatherum 
elatius, Bromus japonicus, Bromus sterilis, Calamagrostis epigejos, Dactylis glomerata, Elytrigia 
repens, Lolium perenne, Phleum pratense, Poa pratensis, Phragmites australis). In addition, species 
of the Plantaginaceae (Plantago lanceolata, Plantago media) and some perennial species (Rumex 
crispus, Taraxacum officinale) are present. On the older part of the reclaimed landfill there are again 
grasses (Festuca pratensis, Festuca rubra, Festulolium) and perennial species (Artemisia vulgaris, 
Plantago major). 
 
Conclusion 
Based on the results, it is evident that parts of the MSW landfill are significantly different in the 
representativ of plant species producing allergenic pollen. However, plant species composition is 
changing based on used of MSW landfill. On active part of landfill are significant source of allergic 
pollen especially of the families Amaranthaceae. On recultivation part of the landfill is mainly 
represented by representatives of the family Poaceae and Plantaginaceae. Municipal waste landfills 
are places created thanks to our lifestyle. Their existence can cause us to deteriorate living standards 
through the production of allergenic pollen. 
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Souhrn  
Vegetace skládek komunálního odpadu může být zdroje alergenního pylu. Tato studie byla provedena 
na skládce u Zdounek (okr. Kroměříž, Zlínský kraj, ČR). Vyhodnocení vegetace bylo prováděno 
metodou fytocenologických snímků. Celkem bylo v průběhu sledování nalezeno 106 druhů rostlin. 
Z analýzy vegetace skládky komunálního odpadu je zřejmé, že druhy s alergenním pylem jsou zde 
velmi výrazně zastoupeny. Mezi významné druhy patří zástupci čeledi Amaranthaceae, Poaceae a 
Plantaginaceae. Skládky komunálního odpadu mohou být zdrojem alergenního pylu.  
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Abstract 
In Poland - already before the II World War, and then from the 50s, up to the end of 70s of the 20th 
century - mass afforestation of landscape was carried out, which involved implementation of roadside 
and by-water shelterbelts, windbreaks, woodlots, buffer zones, midfield forests and others, in 
urbanized, industrial and rural landscape. At that time around a quarter (ca. 25%!) of new such 
plantings were made using poplars (especially non-domestic species and hybrids). Woodlots and 
shelterbelts composed of poplar’s various taxons are now an indispensable part of the cultural 
landscape of significant natural and compositional importance in Poland. Deliberately existing both in 
urban and rural areas they meet the strictly defined functions: technical (wind protection, anti-erosion, 
etc.), biocenotic, aesthetic and currently present certain landscape values. For this reason, they 
require maintenance and constant protection - they are characterized by limited vitality and durability, 
resulting from the biology of woody plants. 
The aim of the study was to present on selected examples the general recognition of spatial 
composition, species structure and landscape context of different kinds of poplars’ woodlots in Poland, 
basing on data collected by authors in previous years, including detailed measurements and 
valorisation made in certain locations (dendrological inventories). 
 
Key words: Poplars’ shelterbelts, woodlots, landscape afforestation, dendroflora valorisation 
 
Introduction 
In Poland - already before the II World War, and then from the 1950s, up to the end of 1970s - mass 
afforestation was carried out in the open landscape as well as industrial and urban areas, among 
others for economic purposes, counteracting environmental degradation, improving landscape values, 
etc. Shelterbelts and woodlots implemented around the country at that time performed a number of 
specific functions, eg.: technical and shielding, phytoremediation, windbreaks, anti-snow, anti-erosion 
and others [Hejmanowski et al. 1964; Jakuszewski 1973; Hejmanowski 1975]. Various types of 
shelterbelts often were applied as follows: 

 mid-field (eg. wind belts); 
 roadside; 
 by-water (eg. anti-erosion protection); 
 reclamation (eg. brownfield sites, degraded soils). 

Mass introduction of poplars in the landscape was aimed at obtaining a large amount of plant biomass 
in the shortest possible time. It is estimated, that at that time the share of various poplar taxons in 
shelterbelts and woodlots reached even ¼ (25%) of total trees species amount [Hejmanowski et al. 
1964; Jakuszewski 1973; Zabielski 1973]. This was due to the fact that among other tree species, 
poplars present a number of key predispositions for use in shelterbelts, including [Hejmanowski 1970; 
1975; Wysocki, Sikorski 2009; Seneta, Dolatowski 2012]: 

 quite large dimensions - an important factor of landscape significance; 
 rapid growth and increase in biomass; 
 quick impact on the microclimate of open areas (protection against wind, dust, pollution and 

noise); 
 the wide spectrum of tolerance to various soil and water conditions; 
 considerable tolerance to pollution of air, water and soil; 
 mass production of nursery material; 
 good planting efficiency with minimum necessary of maintenance. 

Poplars are considered to be one of fastest growing trees in central Poland's climate zone 6A - 6B 
(similarly to some willow species), eg. P. alba L., P. nigra L. 'Italica' - increase in height ± 1.7 m / year 
(juvenile life phase), reaching max. rate of shoots elongation ca. 17 - 25 cm / week [Hejmanowski 
1970; 1975; Seneta, Dolatowski 2012; Zabielski 1973]. 
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Depending on the species, variety and habitat conditions, poplars may be more or less long-lived. 
Typically in Poland, more durable species are botanical ones, eg. P. alba L., P. nigra L. (> 100 years). 
Short-lived (several tens of years) are taxons being hybrids of botanical species or their varieties - 
cultivars, eg: P. nigra L. 'Italica', P. simonii Carrière ‘Fastigiata’ or P. xcanadencis Moench (P. 
xeuroamericana Guiner) [Hejmanowski 1975; Wysocki, Sikorski 2009; Seneta, Dolatowski 2012]. 
On the scale of the entire country arising the phenomenon of ageing shelterbelts from the middle of 
the 20th c. and composed mainly of poplars. Especially short-lived taxons, planted en masse in the 
post-war years, have just reached the senile phase and pose increasing maintenance problems and 
threats. As a result, poplars are wrongly perceived as low-value trees in general, which leads to the 
massive removal of poplars from the landscape around the country. The aim of the research was to 
identify and assess selected poplar shelterbelts in taxonomic, spatial and qualitative terms, for the 
purposes of future optimal application and re-propagation in the landscape. 
 
Material and methods 

In recent years, the authors conducted observations and investigations of linear - belt forms of 
shelterbelts consisted of various poplar taxons, located in various regions of Poland and in other 
countries (eg Germany). Field studies of selected shlterbelts and woodlots included, among others: 

 taxonomic identification of the dendroflora; 
 identification of spatial forms - horizontal and vertical structure; 
 measurements of tree parameters; 
 determining the condition and health status of woody plants; 
 estimating the age of representative trees; 
 general phytosociological assessment; 
 photographic documentation. 

 
Results 
It was found that the surveyed shelterbelts consisted of poplars are characterized by a specific form 
and internal structure, stimulating their protective and landscape effects - most often they are rows 
and belts with a loose structure, which undoubtedly has a positive impact on lowering wind speed and 
reducing the effects of wind erosion [Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz et al. 2018]. In addition, trees applied in 
such a way are subject to less mutual competition for access to sunlight and have better growth 
conditions (space, availability of nutrients in soil etc.) [Hejmanowski et al. 1964; Hejmanowski 1975; 
Zabielski 1973]. This is evident from the following examples (1. – 4.), which are a synthesis of 
research carried out by the authors. 
 
1. Mid-field shelters -windshield and visual cover 
Shelterbelts and woodlots established in the open landscape fulfilled strictly defined functions: 
technical (windbreaks, anti-erosion and other), biocenotic, and aesthetic (fig. 1. - 2.) 
 

  
Fig. 1: Wilanów, Warsaw, 2016 r. The belt of P. 
xcanadencis Moench covering the chimneys of 
the Siekierki power plant [photo. J. 
Łukaszkiewicz, 2016] 

Fig. 2: Brandenburg, 2014 r. The belt of P, 
xcanadencis Moench) - wind-break shelter 
in the vicinity of farmland [photo J. 
Łukaszkiewicz, 2014] 

 
2. Shelterbelts along communication routes (road and rail) 

Forms of shelterbelts accompanying communication routes (roads, railway routes) were used, 
among others for the following purposes: 
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 sheltering (anti-wind and anti-snow functions); 
 sunscreen (shading) (fig. 3.); 
 signalling - accentuation of characteristic places retaining all the conditions for road safety, 

including preservation of good visibility zones (fig. 4). 
 

  
Fig. 3: Mazuria region. The road curve planted 
on the outside with P. xcanadencis Moench - 
wind shelter and shading functions [photo J. 
Łukaszkiewicz, 2010] 

Fig. 4: Katowicka expressway nearby 
Warszaw. Signalling functions of P. nigra 
L. 'Italica' planted regularly along the 
road’s curve [photo J. Łukaszkiewicz, 
2015] 

 
Shelterbelts composed of poplars were used, among others along railway routes - shielding and 
signaling functions - an example of an old railway route near Ostrołęka, north Mazovia (fig. 5. - 6.). 
 

  
Fig. 5: One-sided rail track tree shelter 
composed of P. xcanadencis Moench [photo J. 
Łukaszkiewicz, 2014] 

Fig. 6: Crossing the rail track with the road; a 
row of P. nigra L. 'Italica' - signalling function 
[photo J. Łukaszkiewicz, 2014] 

 
3. By-water shelterbelts 
Shelterbelts established along inland waterways fulfilled the following functions: technical (eg. 
windbreaks, anti-erosion), biocenotic, aesthetic [Hejmanowski et al. 1964; Jakuszewski 1973; 
Wysocki, Sikorski 2009; Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz et al. 2018]. An example of such a waterway is the 
Żerański Canal in Warsaw (fig. 7. – 8.). Identified there by-water shelterbelts consist of poplar species, 
among others: P. simonii Carrière ‘Fastigiata’, P. ×canadensis Moench (eg. P. xcanadensis Moench 
‘Marilandica’) and hybrids of Schreiner’s and Stout’s balsamic poplars e.g. P. 'NE 49'. The spatial 
structure of by-water belts consists mostly of two parallel rows with average spacing: 5.0 - 7.0 m, and 
recognized parameters of trees: trunk circumferences about 50% poplars exceeds 200 cm and their 
average height reaches ca. 28.0 m [Fortuna-Antoszkiewicz et al. 2018]. 
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Fig. 7: Żerański Canal in Warsaw. By-water 
row of P. xeuroamericana Guiner [photo J. 
Łukaszkiewicz, 2016] 

Fig. 8: A fragmentary row of P. nigra L. 'Italica' 
on the western bank of Żerański Canal in 
Warsaw. [photo J. Łukaszkiewicz, 2016] 

 
4. Shelters of architectural functions 

 
Fig. 9: Silesia Park, 1955 [5]. Double 
row of P. xberolinensis (K. Koch) 
Dippel ‘Berlin’ / h ±4,5 - 5,0 m 

Fig. 10: Silesia Park. P. xberolinensis (K. Koch) Dippel 
‘Berlin’), age ±65. An expected compositional effect - a 
form of a high, even wall [photo P. Wiśniewski, 2014] 

 
Promenade J. Ziętka in the Silesia Park in Chorzów. A double row of P. xberolinensis Dippel, creating 
a unique wall of the park interior with landscape and compositional significance. Current tree 
parameters: trunks circuits: 180 - 210 cm / total height ca. 25.0 m / width of crowns: 6.0 - 9.0 m / 
spacing 6.0 x 6.0 m / age: ±65 (fig. 9. – 10.). 
 
Conclusion 
1. The shelterbelts consisted of poplars still perform important functions in the Polish landscape - 

technical, natural, aesthetic and others. 
2. Poplars introduced en masse in the post-war period in Poland, have just reached the senile 

phase - pose increasing maintenance problems and threats, so they are in general removed for 
safety reasons. 

3. Simultaneous and rapid removal of poplar shelterbelts and woodlots causes significant losses in 
the landscape afforestation. 

4. Currently, in afforestation due to environmental degradation, one cannot give up the use of alien 
tree species (eg. poplars) - often with better tolerance to anthropopressure from native species. 

5. The reuse of poplars in shelterbelts requires consistent management, including the quasi-
plantation way of growing, which implies among others a regular exchange of trees after a certain 
period of time eg. 30 – 40 years when they reach mature phase and full size (eg. Canadian 
poplars). 
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Souhrn 
V Polsku - již před II. Světovou válkou a poté od padesátých let, až do konce sedmdesátých let - bylo 
masové zalesňování prováděno s velkým podílem topolů (až 25%), v otevřené krajině i v 
průmyslových a průmyslových oblastech, i vměstských oblastech. Cílem výzkumu bylo identifikovat a 
posoudit vybrané topoly v taxonomických, prostorových a kvalitativních termínech za účelem optimální 
aplikace a opětovného šíření v krajině. V současné době, po celém Polsku - topoly vysázené 
hromadně v poválečném období, právě dosáhly senilní fáze a představují rostoucí problémy s údržbou 
a jsou hrozbou. Z důvodů trvalých ztrát v zalesňování městské a otevřené krajiny je v Polsku 
nepostradatelná renesance užívání topolů. Druhy, které jsou v současné době určeny k zalesňování v 
drsných antropogenních podmínkách, by měly tolerovat účinky nepříznivých faktorů stanovišť a mít 
fytoremediační vlastnosti. Proto se v obtížných podmínkách stanovišť nelze vzdát používání různých 
topolových taxonů. Výhodou topolů je rychlý růst, značná tolerance k negativním podmínkám 
stanovišť, dobré přírodní a vysoké estetické hodnoty. Protože dnes stromy v otevřené a urbanizované 
krajině žijí kratší a kratší dobu, krátká životnost topolů není nevýhodou při jejich dalším využití. V 
podmínkách silného vlivu člověka - zejména taxony kanadských topolů jsou vhodné a měly by být 
vyměňovány za nové, když dosáhnou dospělosti ve věku 30 - 40 let. 
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Abstract  
The Czech Republic has a high fragmented structure of municipalities among the European countries 
and therefore a very high number of very small municipalities with up to 200 inhabitants. There are 
more than 6000 municipalities in the Czech Republic, of which 24% are very small. Even though only 
2% of the population live there, they occupy more than 10% of the territory of the Czechia. The 
inhabitants of these very small municipalities are those who live closest to nature. This study deals 
with the preference of recreation in the nature of the population of selected very small municipalities in 
the South Moravian Region. In questionnaire surveys, residents were asked about walking 
preferences to the surroundings of their own village for longer than 1-2 kilometers. Of the more than 
100 replies returned, 23% of respondents do not go for walks at all, the most common answer is a 
walk in the neighbourhood once a week. The most common answer for the place where people are 
going to take a vacation is unspecified forest. The results indicate the need to recreate in the 
surrounding nature, especially in the forest, even for the inhabitants living in the least urbanized 
environment. 
 
Key words: very small villages, questionnaire, walks, forest, landscape  
 
Introduction 
The Czech Republic is one of the European countries that have the smallest average population per 
municipality and the smallest average area per municipality as the smallest administrative unit 
(Swianiewicz 2002). This study addresses the recreational preferences of the inhabitants of these very 
small municipalities as a socio-ecological aspect of the sustainable development of these 
municipalities. 
There is growing evidence that human well-being is enhanced by exposure to nature. (Kuo 2010, Li 
2010, Maas 2008, Maller et al. 2005). However, the specific qualities of greenspaces that offer the 
greatest benefits remain poorly understood. One possibility is that humans respond positively to 
increased levels of biodiversity. People from all backgrounds value biodiversity for a broad range of 
reasons (Alcamo et al. 2003). Fuller et al. (2007) demonstrate measurable positive associations 
between the species richness of urban greenspaces in Sheffield and the well-being of greenspace 
visitors. In european survey about forest perception of EU citizens on 11106 respondents, 69% of 
them marked biodiversity as the most important forest functions and overall, 89% of EU citizens stated 
that biodiversity is either important or very important (Rametsteiner 2009). Biodiversity was also the 
most influential forest attribute among South Korean urban dwellers in their choice of urban forest 
recreation (Koo et al. 2013). Qiu et al. (2013) or Aminzadeh and Gorashi (2007) dispute this theory, 
they claim that recreational preference for landscape was not directly motivated by its biodiversity or 
that the wild landscape was preferred when data were collected verbally, but when data were 
collected visually, people do not use this type of landscape for recreational activities in such extent. 
Other evidence from literature on the aesthetic quality of natural environments has established that 
people tend to prefer more open grassy areas punctuated by occasional groupings of trees and 
shrubs (Parsons 1995). 
In the Czech Republic, the recreational preferences of respondents are mainly investigated in forest 
ecosystems (Sadecký et al. 2014, Vítková 2006, Forests of the Czech Republic 2001). Research 
carried out by Forests of the Czech Republic in 2001 revealed that a quarter of citizens go to the forest 
often. For size categories of municipalities larger than 500 inhabitants, the frequency of forest visits 
does not differ, but at the smallest size category of municipalities up to 500 inhabitants, the frequency 
of forest visits is higher. It can therefore be assumed that in terms of recreational habits, the 
inhabitants of small municipalities differ from the rest of the Czech population. 
This research focuses on very small municipalities with less than 200 inhabitants as the places where 
people live closest to nature and aims to examine recreational preferences of their inhabitants in 
surrounding landscape. The geographic focus of the research is the South Moravian Region (SMR). 
There are a total of 107 very small municipalities with less than 200 inhabitants in this region, which 
are predominantly located in the districts of Blansko, Brno-Country and Znojmo. 
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Materials and methods 
In the preparatory phase of research, a sample of very small municipalities in the SMR was selected 
for questionnaires about satisfaction of economy, social and ecology aspects of their inhabitants´ life. 
Part of the questionnaire was about recreation of the inhabitants in surrounding landscape. The first 
question ascertains the frequency of walks to the surrounding landscape longer than 1-2 kilometres. 
Another question is open and detects favourite places where people go for walks. These municipalities 
were subsequently contacted by mail and by phone. Then, the questionnaires were distributed to the 
mailboxes of residents, who subsequently after filling in returned them to mayor of the municipality. 
Some mayors were also willing to expand the online version of the questionnaire among inhabitants. 
So far, in 21 municipalities the questionnaires were distributed, in 4 of them there was no returned 
questionnaire. There are a total of 108 returned questionnaires from 17 municipalities, which 
represents 6% of all inhabitants of these municipalities.  
 
Results 
Respondents are equally divided into gender categories, 57% women and 43% men and four age 
categories: 13-20, 21-35, 36-50, 51-65 and over 65 years old. There are 17% of them single, 61% 
married and the rest are widowed or divorced. Half of the respondents have a secondary education, a 
third have a university degree.  
Prevailing answer at the question „how often do you go for walk to the surrounding countryside for 
longer than 1-2 km“ is once a week, which was answered by half of the respondents. Overall, up to 
75% of them visit the surrounding countryside at least once a week. Men walk more often around the 
countryside than women. Young people from 21 to 35 years old go for walks mostly once a week, 
every-day walks prefer mostly pre-retirement age group 51-65, while the daily walks for pensioners go 
down (but are still higher than for a group of workers or students), as well as for them there is also an 
increase in the number of those who do not go for walks at all.  

     
Fig. 1:  Frequency of walks in surroundings  Fig. 2: Frequency of walks depending on gender 

         
Fig. 3: Frequency of walks and respondents´ age Fig. 4: Frequency of walks depending on 

district 
 
A forest is the most common answer to a favourite place for a walk (30%). Another group of the most 
popular places to walk are places connected with water (streams, rivers, ponds, other water bodies, 
wells), which were answered by half less respondents (18%). Places in the country associated with 
traces of human care (meadow, field roads, alleys) were also often mentioned (11%). Other popular 
target attractions for nature recreation are hills, vistas and lookout towers mentioned by 8 
respondents. Small separate urbanized parts or lonely estates as a target motivation for recreation 
has been mentioned 15 times. Small sacral architecture with accompanying greenery as a wooden 
cross with a group of lime trees, fortified settlements and ruins, or other architectural monuments such 
as mill, were mentioned 7 times.  
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Fig. 5: Favourite places for walks in the surrounding landscape 

 
Discussion  
Compared to other studies in the Czech Republic, Flekalová (2010) on study at 95 inhabitants of 
Hustopeče reports that 67% of them go to the surrounding country, Vítková (2006) on study of 442 
respondents from all regions of the Czech Republic reports that 44% of them visit the forest weekly 
and Sadecký et al. (2014) in an analysis of the opinions of 300 inhabitants of Žďár nad Sázavou on 
the forest in the Žďárske vrchy PLA state that 48% of respondents visit the forest on a weekly basis.  
As this research suggests that 75% of the inhabitants of very small municipalities visit the surrounding 
country at least once a week, the results of the research for Forests of the Czech Republic (2001) 
regarding the increased frequency of visiting the forest by the inhabitants of small municipalities 
compared to the rest of the Czech Republic can be confirmed by this research. The inhabitants of 
these very small municipalities visit the surrounding countryside very often. 
Regarding the preference of the recreation site, according to Vítková (2006) examining the 
recreational preferences in various regions of the Czech Republic, most of them prefers forest (41%), 
27% of them prefers mountains, 14% ponds or lakes, 6% meadows and 5% rivers or streams. On the 
other hand, Flekalová (2010) when examining the preferences of the inhabitants of Hustopeče, 
indicates the most frequent recreation sites associated with water (21%), on the second place there 
are sites with high tree vegetation (11%) and sites with traces of human care (11%). 
The results of this research respond more to the distribution of responses of Vítková's (2006) 
research, mainly in terms of the most frequent response to forest visits. However, the second most 
common answer in this research is the water-related sites that prevail over the hills compared to 
Vítková's (2006). This may also be due to the fact that this research was carried out in the generally 
flat SMR.  
 
Conclusion  
According to research, up to 75% of the inhabitants of very small villages in the South Moravian 
Region visit the surrounding countryside at least once a week. In comparison with other research on 
the frequency of visiting the surrounding landscape or forests in the Czech Republic one can said that 
the inhabitants of very small municipalities living closest to nature recreate in the surrounding 
countryside relatively often. Furthermore, this research has shown that the inhabitants of very small 
municipalities clearly prefer forests for weekly walk (one third of respondents). Among other 
responses, there are places with water, more standing than flowing. On the other hand, 15% of 
respondents also identified small separate urbanized parts as a target and motivation for their walks, 
which can be described as places with reduced biodiversity compared to forest ecosystems. Similarly, 
7% of respondents marked the field roads as a place of walks, making people seem to prefer fields 
over meadows, but this may also be given by fewer meadows compared to the fields in the landscape 
of the agricultural South Moravian Region. The study showed that even the inhabitants of the least 
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urbanized areas have a high need for recreation in natural environment with high biodiversity, 
especially preferred forest. 
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Souhrn  
Česká republika má vysokou roztříštěnou strukturu obcí mezi evropskými zeměmi, a proto velmi 
vysoký počet velmi malých obcí do 200 obyvatel. V ČR je více než 6000 obcí, z toho 24% je velmi 
malé. I když zde žijí pouze 2% obyvatelstva, zaujímají více než 10% území České republiky. 
Obyvatelé těchto velmi malých obcí jsou ti, kteří žijí nejblíže přírodě. Tato studie se zabývá preferencí 
rekreace u obyvatelstva vybraných velmi malých obcí v Jihomoravském kraji. V dotazníkových 
šetřeních byli obyvatelé dotázáni na to, jak často chodí na procházky do okolí své obce déle než 1-2 
kilometry. Z více než 100 vrácených odpovědí, až 75% respondentů chodí na procházky alespoň 
jednou týdně. Nejčastější odpovědí na místo, kde se lidé chystají na dovolenou, je nespecifikovaný 
les. Výsledky ukazují na potřebu rekreace v okolní přírodě, zejména v lese, a to i pro obyvatele žijící v 
nejméně urbanizovaném prostředí. 
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Abstract  
From a historic point of view, water management buildings represent one of the most important types 
of constructions in the landscape. It is primarily due to their economic significance, but also their 
location close to water sources. In this paper, water buildings on the Bělá River in Boskovice and its 
surroundings were examined. For the survey were used old topographic maps from the years 1763-
1768, 1836-1852, 1953-1956, current maps and additional database resources from the 
www.vodnimlyny.cz. Since 1763, there were built 6 mills, 2 hammers lately rebuilt to sawmills, 1 water 
reservoir and 2 water supply objects there. 
The biggest changes occurred mainly in former water mills, some of them are now only partially 
preserved others are completely disintegrated. Renovated mills are used for housing, as well as guest 
houses and restaurants or for other economic activities. An important phenomenon is the Pilské údolí 
where the link to the historical use of hydropower is represented by a set of models of water objects. 
Potential of the territory for development of tourism lies in a possibility of using water management 
facilities directly for tourist services and in increase of its attractiveness for hiking and cycling by 
means of information panels, functional models or preserved remains of mills. 
 
Key words: water management buildings, water mill, tourist services, river 
 
Introduction 
This paper focuses on the study of former and current water management objects in relation to 
recreation and tourism in the vicinity of Boskovice on the Bělá River. The research was carried out 
within the framework of the solution of the project Historical water management objects, their value, 
function and significance for the present. 
Water management buildings were historically one of the most important objects in the landscape, 
mainly due to their economic importance, but also to their attractive location in river and brook valleys, 
wide river floodplains or in springs area. There are traditionally studied historical ponds, remains of 
dams (Pavelková et al., 2016), watermills (www.vodnimlyny.cz), sawmills, hammers and the 
beginnings of the textile industry (Vyskočil, 2017) in the Czech Republic. 
The importance of preserved or rebuilt historic water management facilities, their remains or just 
imprints in the landscape, has a very strong potential for the development of tourism in the region, a 
similar example can be found in Slovakia, where special water reservoirs, hammers and foundries 
powered by water were built in the past near localities where non-ferrous metals were mined (Jurík et 
al., 2012; Kubinský et al., 2015). 
One of the possibilities how to capitalize on this potential is, for example, creating attractive thematic 
nature trails with information boards or adding information to thematic maps and public databases. 
 
Material and methods 
The research used old topographic maps from the years 1763-1768, 1836-1852, 1953-1956 in scale 
1:28 800 and 1:25 000, detailed maps of the Stable Cadastre in scale 1: 2 880, current map 
background, detailed terrain models and additional database resources from www.vodnimlyny.cz. 
Water management buildings on the Bělá River in the vicinity of Boskovice marked on the above-
mentioned maps were located with the highest possible accuracy in the newly edited layer of water 
management objects in the GIS environment. The next step was processing of a literature review on 
the given objects and a follow-up field survey. 
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Fig. 1:  Water management facilities in Boskovice and its surroundings (topographic map from 1954) 

 
Results 
In the surroundings of Boskovice there have been built a total of 11 water management facilities on 
the Bělá River since 1763: 6 watermills, 2 hammers (later rebuilt to sawmills), 1 small water reservoir 
and 2 water supply objects there. (Fig. 1). 
 

  
Fig. 2a: Pitruchův mlýn (mill)                   Fig. 2b: Lasákův mlýn (mill) 

 
The current state of the buildings is very diverse - from renovated with residential, accommodation and 
restaurant or economic function, to partially preserved, abandoned or completely disintegrated 
buildings (http://vodnimlyny.cz/). 
Among the demolished mills are Klevetův mlýn and Puklův mlýn, Podlesní mlýn serves as a 
recreational cottage. Piruchtův mlýn (Fig. 2a) is also used for recreation and has a partially preserved 
technological facility. Dvořáčkův mlýn was converted into electric power in the 20th century and was 
used for grinding of flour until 2016. Lasákův mlýn from 1880 was rebuilt in 1994 into a hotel with 
accommodation, restaurant and conference facilities (Fig. 2b). 
An important phenomenon is the so-called Pilské údolí (valley) in the immediate vicinity of Boskovice, 
in which a reference to the historical use of hydropower is presented by a set of scale-down models of 
various water management facilities on a mill race to a former watermill and sawmill (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3a and 3b: Scale models of water mills in the Pilské údolí valley 

 
At the end of the Middle Ages, when the wood in the immediate vicinity of Boskovice has been already 
extracted, the Suchý - Šmelcovna timber floating canal was built to ease transport of wood from more 
distant and poorly accessible forest plots. Its remains are still visible in the field. The canal was more 
than 8 km long and its accumulation water reservoir called Benešovský rybník (pond) has been 
preserved to this day in the forest terrain together with several sections of the former canal (Fig. 4a, 
4b). In the field is also noticeable a dam, a remnant of former Markův rybník (pond) built in the central 
part of the canal which is characterized by a large height gradient (Fig. 5a). This pond was built with a 
goal to reduce the speed of the water stream carrying the harvested timber. At the site of former water 
sawmill is currently operating sawmill powered by elektricity (Fig. 5b) and the pond at the end of the 
canal now serves as a breeding pond for trout. 
 

  
Fig. 4a and 4b: Timber floating canal Suchý – Šmelcovna 

 

  
Fig. 5a: Extinct Markův pond                   Fig. 5b: Former Sawmill in Šmelcovna 
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Discussion 
Potential of the territory for development of tourism lies in a possibility of using water management 
facilities directly for tourist services (accommodation, refreshment, conference facilities in the hotel 
Moravia - Lasákův mlýn) and in increase of its attractiveness for hiking and cycling by means of 
instalation of panels with tourist information, functional models or preserved remains of mills in Pilské 
údolí/valley within the nature trail under the castle Boskovice and regular hiking trails. 
There is no overall or more detailed description of all water management buildings around Boskovice 
and the Bělá River Valley. During the field survey, it was found out that the former Suchý - Šmelcovna 
timber floating canal is not yet sufficiently presented in the studied area. 
It would be advisable to place an information board near the accumulation water reservoir, preserved 
sections of former water canal, remains of the pond dam used to reduce speed of transported wood, 
the sawmill and a water reservoir at the end of the canal. 
A positive finding was that some parts of canal are already depicted in the current tourist maps. Basic 
information about the existence of the water canal is given on the nature trail in the Šmelcovna site, 
where there is an arboretum in addition to a sawmill and a small water reservoir. 
In order to exploit the potential of the historical heritage of water management facilities, a sufficient 
number of accommodation capacities and accessibility of localities by hiking trails and cycle paths is 
also crucial (Bajer, Havlíček, Dostál, 2014; Bajer, Dostál, Havlíček, 2018). 
A sufficient amount of accommodation capacities are located in Boskovice, there is a great potential in 
the recreational centre Suchý where cottages and a camping site are in the immediate vicinity of 
former canal. 
 
Conclusion 
In the surroundings of Boskovice there have been built a total of 11 water management facilities on 
the Bělá River since 1763: 6 watermills, 2 hammers (later rebuilt to sawmills), 1 small water reservoir 
and 2 water supply objects, system of small water mill races, small weirs there. 
Most of these objects in Boskovice are available on common hiking trails and some are also on the 
nature trail. However, not all water management objects are sufficiently presented. 
In the wider background of Boskovice, there was a significant water canal for transpor of timber from 
the locality Suchý to the Šmelcovna site. This canal is partly presented only in its last part on the 
nature trail at the Šmelcovna Arboretum, but there are no information boards directly at the sawmill 
and the small water reservoir. 
Despite sufficient accommodation capacities in Boskovice and a satisfactory recreational potential in 
the village of Suchý, neither educational trail nor panels with tourist information have been built close 
to the remains of the water canal. 
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Souhrn 
Tento příspěvek je zaměřen na studium bývalých a současných vodohospodářských objektů ve 
vztahu k rekreaci a cestovnímu ruchu v okolí Boskovic na řece Bělá. V Boskovicích a těsném okolí se 
nacházelo 6 vodních mlýnů, dva hamry přebudované na pily, dva vodárenské objekty a malá vodní 
nádrž na plavení dříví. Aktuální stav objektů je velmi různorodý – od dochovaných objektů s obytnou 
funkcí, ubytovací a restaurační funkcí, hospodářskou funkcí, po částečně dochované, opuštěné či 
zcela rozpadlé objekty. Většina objektů v Boskovicích je dostupná na běžných turistických trasách a 
část je i na naučné stezce, vodohospodářským objektům je věnována zejména část naučné stezky 
v Pilském údolí s modely mlýnů, pil a dalších objektů a informačními tabulemi. Ne všechny 
vodohospodářské objekty jsou však dostatečně prezentovány. V širším zázemí Boskovic se nacházel 
významný plavební kanál na plavení dříví z lokality Suchý do lokality Šmelcovna. Tento kanál je 
částečně prezentován pouze v jeho poslední části na naučné stezce u arboreta Šmelcovna, přímo u 
pily a malé vodní nádrže však nejsou žádné infomační tabule. I přes dostatek ubytovacích kapacit 
v Boskovicích a solidní rekreační potenciál v obci Suchý (s kempem, rekreačními chatami) dosud 
nebyla u pozůstatků plavebního kanálu vybudována naučná stezka, ani informační tabule. 
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Abstract  
The basis for a design of stabilization measures for banks of watercourses and reservoirs is an 
assessment of the bank from the perspective of the material it consists of, the existing slope 
inclination, and the current elements of natural or artificial stabilization. Another important step is to 
assess the potential cause of the bank damage, the probability of its occurrence, and the significance 
of possible damage with respect to the bank usage.Following is a description of the proposal 
biotechnical stabilization. 
 
Key words: reed, reservoir, water, bank  
 
Introduction  
The basis for a design of stabilization measures for banks of watercourses and reservoirs is an 
assessment of the bank from the perspective of the material it consists of, the existing slope 
inclination, and the current elements of natural or artificial stabilization. Another important step is to 
assess the potential cause of the bank damage, the probability of its occurrence, and the significance 
of possible damage with respect to the bank usage. 

To resolve this issue, the majority of researchers have focused on an innovation of the elements of 
biological and biotechnical stabilization (new designs of multi-row woven fences (Pelikán et al., 2018), 
stabilization cylinders at the slope bottom, selection and design of more suitable tree species (Pelikán 
et al., 2018 and others). Unfortunately, these elements of reinforcement structures worked quite well 
only at banks with a small inclination, banks consisting of materials at the edge of erodability, etc. – 
the proof is the current condition of parts of banks of most reservoirs. However, it must be noted that 
the troubles are often not caused by the watercourse managers, but rather the troublesome land 
purchases, bad accessibility of endangered sites, lack of finances, often unrealistic requirements or 
representatives of environmental organizations, etc 

 
Materials and methods  
The new approach to bank stabilization was thus oriented differently than most of the existing ones. 
As said above, a slope of a beach type, reinforced with biological elements can resist damage to some 
extent. With the current two-meter high erosion wall at the experimental site, the slope of a beach 
type, i.e. approximately 1:10 to 15, would mean sloping in a length of 20 to 30 m. This is not possible 
in many cases. However, it is possible to design the so-called "half-dish profile" of the bank slope, 
which is based on three years of detailed monitoring at experimental sites of banks of sand pits near 
Hulín (Czech Republic) and others.The sloping in the form of three continual slope inclinations proved 
to be the best practice: 1:10, 1:5 and 1:2. Five experimental plots were established: two with 
biotechnical stabilization, two with biological stabilization and a reference one.We will focus only on 
biotechnical shore stabilization (Hulin area – Czech Republic) 

 
Fig. 1: Example of biotechnical stabilization of bank (stone heel,+ reeds) 

Foto M.Šlezingr 2016 - Reservoir area ŠLP 
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Experimental plot 1 - sloping was carried out in the form of the above-described "half-dish". Two rows 
of logs above each other, stabilized by piles, with three rows of willow stem cuttings (it was Salix 
viminalis, though Salix fluviatilis would be more appropriate - will be discussed below - but this is a 
non-autochtonous species) were implemented in the part with the smallest inclination. Similarly, five 
rows of willow (Salix viminalis) cuttings were planted above the stabilization from logs. Higher up the 
slope, it is assumed that appropriate grass mixtures will be sown and individual or groups of shrubs 
will be planted. (Ondrejka et al, 2017; Ondrejka et al., 2018) 
Experimental plot 2 – sloping shaped like the above-described "half-dish"; the part with the smallest 
inclination was stabilized using a layer of gravel, grain size ca 6–8 cm, layer thickness of ca 0.3 m, 
width of ca 4 m. The gravel layer was planted with stem cuttings of Salix viminalis in seven rows, 
distanced in a quincunx pattern of 0.4 x 0.4 m. Above this stabilization structure, it is assumed that 
appropriate grass mixtures will be sown and individual or groups of shrubs will be planted - the part 
with the smallest inclination was stabilized gradually. First, it was planted with reeds (namely Typha 
latifolia) ( Inspiration see figure 1.) 
 
Conclusion  
As regards the stabilization procedures described within the description of experimental plots, the 
most appropriate and most effective technique proves to be the following: a belt approx. 1–2 m wide of 
reeds (namely Typha latifolia) followed by a stand of shrub willows in at least 5–7 rows in combination 
with a gravel layer. (Galas et al, 2013; Zeleňáková et al., 2016)  A stand of shrub willows of several (at 
least five) rows acts as a natural breakwater on the erosion platform - i.e., where erosion damage has 
already occurred and developed. 
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Souhrn 
Biotechnická stabilizace je velmi oblíbeným a dá se říci nejčastěji používaným stabilizačním prvkem 
v břehové zóně.  Základem je přímo návrh vhodné kombinace technického (kamenná pata, kamenná 
rovnanina, štěrkový pohoz, aj.) a biologického prvku (vrbové řízky, pruty, rákosiny, aj.). V rámci návrhů 
stabilizace břehů zatopené pískovny u Hulína jsme se zaměřili především na návrh biotechnické 
stabilizace s netradiční upraví sklonu svahu. Z dosavadního sledování (2016 – 2018) se tento způsob 
jeví jako vysoce účinný. 
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Abstract  
Deforestation is a major global issue with a strong impact on ecosystems. In the analysis of 
deforestation, it’s important to quantify not only how large the surfaces are, but also their spatial 
manifestation. In this study, we analyzed the cumulative forest loss in the Romanian Carpathians by 
quantifying the degree of loss of forests as deforestation aggravated over time. The spatial distribution 
of deforestation is influenced by the fragmentation of the relief, the distance from processing centers, 
the existence of protected areas or the type of forest ownership. We used the Global Forest DataBase 
from the Department of Geographical Sciences (Maryland University), from 2001-2014. The degree of 
latency was determined using the Fixed Grid 2D Lacunarity. The results show that following the 
cumulative forest loss, after 14 years, the most heterogeneous distributed spatial deforestation was in 
the Banat and the Retezat Mountains, while the most homogeneous, with more pronounced clusters 
was in the Nordic and Central Group. The lacunarity analysis is useful in understanding the spatial 
distribution dynamics of deforestation in order to understand the response of the related faunistic 
background (loss in diversity and animal-human encounters). 
 
Key words: deforestation, fragmentation, clusterizare, lacunarity, fixed grid 
 
Introduction 
Deforestation of forest areas directly affects territorial systems and requires the adoption of a public 
policy that balances this process to preserve the potential of biodiversity and recreational functions. 
Globally, the main cause of the reduction of the forest area is the transformation of the use of the land 
from forest into categories such as farmland and pastureland (FAO, 2016). In the last century, 
although the forest area has fallen, the net rate of global deforestation slowed by more than 50% as a 
result of the implementation by some states of a specific forest management. Forests globally host 
more than 75% of terrestrial biodiversity and is particularly important for the rural population (FAO, 
2014), the forest being considered a form of natural capital that is changed into other forms of capital 
created by man (Andersson et al. 2004). 
Romania is one of the temperate regions of Europe with virgin natural forests (Andronache et al. 
2017), with a number of protected areas and national parks, especially in mountain areas, which are 
part of the European Natura 2000 Program. After the fall of the communist regime, a massive 
deforestation period followed, favoring the fall of the annual forest fund (Pintilii et al. 2017). At the 
national level, the privatization of forests and their concession was regulated by a series of laws, such 
as Order no. 367/2010. The main goals of deforestation in Romania are both timber exports and 
traditional heating, an important source especially for the rural population. (Pintilii et al. 2016; FAO, 
2014). For the determination of forest areas at a given time, and for their evolutionary analysis, remote 
sensing and aerial imaging play a very important role. With these images, annual forest areas can be 
monitored globally (Hansen et al. 2013). Satellite data helps to spatialise a particular phenomenon or, 
in this case, forest areas, and brings to light the causal relationship between certain phenomena. In 
this sense, with the help of the images, the current crops can be monitored or possible areas can be 
delimited for planting and growing the forest (Felicisimo et al., 2002). However, spatial analysis 
provides information on the dynamics of forest areas in a region but not how the deforestation and 
their spatial impact occur on forest functions (recreational, hydrological, fauna, flora, etc.).  
The spatial distribution of the Carpathian deforestation is influenced by the fragmentation of the relief, 
leaving the processing centers, the existence of protected areas or the ownership of forests. In solving 
this situation, we have proposed to quantify their effects by analyzing the gap between deforested 
areas. Lacunarity was originally developed to describe a fractal property (Mandelbrot, 1982; Gefen et 
al. 2005;  Lin & Yang 1986; Allain & Cloitre 1991; Dong, 2000; Tolle et al. 2003; Sengupta & Vinoy 
2006) and quantifies how space is occupied (Mandelbrot, 1995). The more the "gap" of the structure of 
a fractal is larger, the greater is its lacunarity and vice versa. For example, a dense fractal has a low 
lacuna. Lacunarity allows the spatial patterns to be distinguished by analyzing the distribution of their 
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spaces at different scales (Plotnick et al. 1996). Regarding the analysis of the texture of forest images, 
lacunarity is a powerful analytical tool, because it is a multiscalar measure and allows scale dependent 
analyzes of heterogeneity or spatial homogeneity. Therefore, the lesser the lacunae of a deforested 
area is, the greater will be its heterogeneity. The chosen approach will allow both the spatio-temporal 
quantification of post-processed satellite imagery as well as the determination of the evolution of the 
degree of heterogeneity of the analyzed phenomenon. 
 
Material and methods 
In this study, we analyzed the deforestation and their impact on the forest fund in the Carpathians of 
Romania. The study area, represented by the Carpathians of Romania, is a mountain unit in the form 
of a circular arc, from the border with Ukraine to Serbia. Depending on the degree of fragmentation 
due to geological nature and valley corridors, transversal, the Carpathians of Romania are divided into 
10 more or less compact mountain groups (Fig. 1): Nordic, Central and Southern Group (Eastern 
Carpathians); Bucegi and Făgăraș Group, Parâng and Retezat-Godeanu Group (Southern 
Carpathians); Banat Mountains, Poiana Ruscă and Apuseni Mountains (Western Carpathians). The 
absolute maximum altitude is at Moldoveanu peak, in the Făgăraş Mountains (2544 m). 
 

 
Fig. 1: The geographical location of the study area. a. Northern group of Oriental Carpathians; b. 

Central group of Oriental Carpathians; c. Southern group of Oriental Carpathians; d. Bucegi Mountains 
Group; e. Fagaras Mountains Group; f. Parang Mountains Group; g. Retezat-Godeanu Mountains 

Group; h. Banat Mountains; i. Poiana Rusca Mountains and j. Apuseni Mountains. 
 
In developing the research, Global Forest Change was used, provided by the Department of 
Geographic Sciences, Maryland University, the analyzed period being 2001-2014. From the Global 
Forest Change database, map sheets for Romania were downloaded as GeoTIFF images, with a 
spatial resolution of 30 m. Using ArcGIS, 14 TIFF images were extracted containing the loss of the 
forest, from 2001-2014. Finally, 14 TIFF images were obtained for each analyzed mountain group, in 
order to analyze the gap. The resolution of all the analyzed images was 3020 * 2298 pixels, being 
automatically binarized using ImageJ 1,51i to be able to be analyzed fractally (Schneider et al. 2012). 
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Fig. 2: Examples of  Cumulative loss binary images analyzed a. Northern group of Oriental 
Carpathians; b. Central group of Oriental Carpathians; c. Southern group of Oriental Carpathians; d. 
Bucegi Mountains Group; e. Fagaras Mountains Group; f. Parang Mountains Group; g. Retezat-
Godeanu Mountains Group; h. Banat Mountains; i. Poiana Rusca Mountains and j. Apuseni 
Mountains. 
 
The degree of lacunarity was determined using Fixed Grid 2D Lacunarity (FG2DL). FG2DL measures 
the degree of heterogeneity of a fractal image by analyzing the variance of the pixel distribution (the 
area occupied by fractal) and is calculated using the equation (Karperien et al. 2011):  

 , where  is the coefficient of variation. 
FG2DL is calculated using the following steps: 
(1)  the image is divided into a network: 
(2) calculate the fractal object (s) in each network cell (some of these cells may not have fractal);  
(3)  the coefficient of variation of these areas is calculated;  
(4) repeat the steps (1) - (3) for a number of network scales and a power factor curve is plotted 

for the square of the calculated coefficient of variation; 
(5) The FG2DL number is the exponent of the law of power. 
 

Results 
The results showed that after cumulative forest loss, after 14 years of deforestation, the most 
heterogeneously spatially distributed were deforestations from the Banat, Retezat, Poiana Ruscă and 
Bucegi Mountains, while the most compact and homogeneous, with more pronounced clusters in the 
Nordic, Central and Parâng Group. In fig. 3 the values of the gap for cumulative loss 2001-2014 are 
displayed. Three patterns of deforestation have been identified:  
 

- 4 groups with high cumulative loss heterogeneity, where deforestations took place in smaller 
patches, with a minimum of clustering: Bucegi, Poiana Ruscă, Retezat-Godeanu and Banat; 

- 3 groups with medium heterogeneity of cumulative loss: Făgăraș, Apuseni, the Southern 
Group. 

- 3 groups with low heterogeneity of cumulative loss, where deforestations were made on 
larger, more compact surfaces, agglutination type, forming clusters: Nordic Group, Central 
Group and Parâng. 
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Fig. 3: The heterogeneity of cumulative 
deforestation (cumulative loss) from the 
Romanian Carpathians. There are 3 patterns of 
deformation heterogeneity: with green, small 
heterogeneities, medium red and large blue. 

Fig. 4: Difference in heterogeneity of 
deforestation between the gap in 2001 and the 
one accumulated during 20014-2014 
(cumulative loss) from the Romanian 
Carpathians. There are 3 patterns of 
deformation heterogeneity:  with green, large 
differences, with medium red and small blue. 

 
Fig. 4 shows the heterogeneity differences between 2001 deforestation and cumulative deforestation 
from 2001 to 2014. There are three patterns: 

- 3 mountain units with big differences: where most of the new deforestations were made were 
made in further past deforestation, highlighting clusters: Făgăraș, Nordic and Southern Group. 

- 3 units with average differences: Bucegi, Parâng, Central Group. 
- 4 units with small differences: where deforestation was mostly made in small, individual 

patches, rarely forming clusters of continuity. 
 
Conclusion 
In this study we used fractal analysis to study the dynamics of heterogeneity  and dispersion of 
deforested areas through Fixed Grid 2D Lacunarity (Pintilii et al. 2017). A number of previous studies 
on the heterogeneity of deforestation have used various approaches of lacunarity  

(Andronache et al. 2016; Pintilii et al. 2016), (Pintilii et al. 2017) și  
(Ciobotaru et al. 2016), they show that as the deforestations cluster, the lacunarity decreases. 
Through our research we have shown a tendency to cluster deforestation (by increasing compaction 
and homogenization), on the basis of their expansion. 
The analysis of the deforestation is useful in understanding the dynamics of spatial distribution of 
deforestation, to understand the reaction of the corresponding faunistic background (population 
reduction, migration to inhabited areas, animal aggression and increased incidents with humans). 
The deforestation analysis provides additional information about the spatial features of fractal objects, 
whether dynamic or not, allowing the establishment of patterns in the way in which deforestation 
occurred in the Romanian Carpathians. 
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Souhrn 
V této studii analyzujeme kumulativní ztráty lesů v rumunských Karpatech vyčíslením stupně ztráty 
lesů, protože odlesňování se časem zhoršuje. Studijní oblast, reprezentovaná Karpaty Rumunska, je 
horskou jednotkou v podobě kruhového oblouku, od hranice s Ukrajinou až po Srbsko. Při vývoji 
výzkumu byla použita Global Forest Change, poskytovaná Ministerstvem geografických věd, Maryland 
University, analyzované období 2001-2014. Z databáze Global Forest Change byly jako mapy 
GeoTIFF staženy mapové listy pro Rumunsko s prostorovým rozlišením 30 m. S použitím ArcGIS bylo 
v letech 2001-2014 extrahováno 14 obrazů TIFF obsahujících ztrátu lesa. Nakonec bylo pro každou 
analyzovanou horskou skupinu získáno 14 obrazů TIFF, aby se analyzovala mezera. Stupeň 
lacunarity byl stanoven za použití Fixed Grid 2D Lacunarity (FG2DL). Výsledky ukázaly, že po 
kumulativním úbytku lesů, po 14 letech odlesňování, byly nejvíce heterogenně prostorově rozloženy 
odlesňování od pohoří Banat, Retezat, Poiana Ruscă a Bucegi, zatímco nejkompaktnější a 
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homogenní, s výraznějšími klastry v severských, centrálních a Parâng Group. Naším výzkumem jsme 
prokázali tendenci k odlesňování klastrů (zvyšováním hutnění a homogenizace) na základě jejich 
expanze. 
Analýza odlesňování je užitečná pro pochopení dynamiky prostorového rozložení odlesňování, 
pochopení reakce odpovídajícího faunistického pozadí (redukce populace, migrace do obydlených 
oblastí, agrese zvířat a zvýšené incidenty s lidmi). 
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Abstract  
The article deals with the use of simple method to quantification of abrasion on the banks of water 
reservoir. This quantification can serve for determining the priorities in the process of revitalization of 
water reservoirs banks which are damaged by abrasion. The research was conducted on 17 reference 
banks of historical recreational water reservoir Počúvadlo which was built between 1775 – 1779 in 
Štiavnické vrchy Protected Landscape Area (Central Slovakia). For research was used the modified 
method of Bank Erosion Hazard Index (BEHI) which was hitherto used for the evaluation of the 
watercourses banks erosion. The modiefied BEHI method was in this article Bank Abrasion Hazard 
Index (BAHI) denominated. Calculated BAHI values range from 5.82 (very low BAHI) to 42.80 (very 
hight BAHI). Close correlation between calculated BAHI indexes and measured hight of abrasion pits 
was indicaded with the correlation coefficient  Ryx = 0,946.  
 
Key words: erosion, riparian vegetation, Bank Abrasion Hazard Index  
 
Introduction  
Not far from historical small mining town Banská Štiavnica in Štiavnické vrchy Protected Landscape 
Area (Central Slovakia) is located the water reservoir (mining pond) Počuvadlo which was built 
between 1775 – 1779 as a part of unique water – management system with 28 water reservoirs. The 
history of sufficient water resources and their utilization in area of Banská Štiavnica and its 
surroundings begins with the era of mining and ore exploration, and dates back to 1156. In the first-
known writen document from this period, the region was called the „terra banensium“ (land of miners). 
King Belo IV of Hungary granted free-town privileges to the royal town of Banská Štiavnica in 1238. 
A milestone in the history of the town was the estabilishment of the world´s first Mining Academy in 
1762; the town soon became the centre of mining technology for the whole of Europe. In 1807 was 
created here the Forestry institute. This year is considered the beginning of the university forestry 
studies in Slovakia. The first reference to the water supply reservoirs in the region was in 1510 and 
1511. Of the 54 reservoirs existing at the beginning of the 20 th century, 28 have so far been registred. 
At present one of the water reservoirs  (Rozgrund) is used as a reservoir of drinking water. All other 
are used for recreation and some for fisch breeding and fisching. The most popular and most visited in 
this context is the water reservoir Počúvadlo. 
The abrasion on the banks of water reservoirs is an important issue, especially in connection with their 
sedimentation and its negative determinants. The problem of abrasion on the banks of water 
reservoirs has been discussed in detail (Novák et al. 1986, Šlezingr 2011) etc.  
The aim of this article is to verify the possibility of using the modified method for the determination of 
the Bank Erosion Hazard Index (BEHI) on the banks of the water reservoir. The BEHI method was 
originally designed to determine the erosion of the watercourse banks. The BEHI method was 
proposed by Rosgen (2002) and was also published in his other papers (Rosgen 2008, 2009) and 
recommended for this purpose by several authors (Van Eps et al. 2005, Jakubisová 2009a, 2009b, 
2010a, 2010b, Sass, Keane 2012, Mc.Queen et al. 2013, Jakubis 2016) etc. The input values to BEHI 
method (Tab. 1) show that the erosion (abrasion) of the banks is affected by dimensions of the banks, 
existence or absence of riparian vegetation (in percentage), the depth and density of vegetation roots 
and bank slope angle.  
 
Materials and methods  
The research was carried out on the recreational water reservoir Počúvadlo in the Štiavnické vrchy 
Protected Landscape Area. Historic Počúvadlo Lake is due to their attractiveness for recreation and 
tourist sites most visited in the region of Banská Štiavnica and Štiavnické vrchy Protected Landscape 
Area. Počúvadlo Lake is situated at an altitude of 677.6 meters a. s. l. The reservoir was generated by 
five independent earth dams. The main dam has a length of 195.3 meters, height of 29.6 meters, the 
upper width of the main dam is 19 meters. The maximum depth of the lake is 10.8 m. This reservoir 
has the largest surface area from all of reservoirs in the Banská Štiavnica region (12.13 hectares). The 
volume of the reservoir is 745,000 m3. The collecting ditches for water supply of the reservoir 
Počúvadlo embrace the slope of legendary hill Sitno (1009 m a. s. l.) with the length of 16 km (Lichner 
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2005). The immediate surroundings area of the Počúvadlo Lake is easily accessible for disabled 
people in wheelchairs (Jakubisová 2014, Fialová et al. 2015), too.  Near the lake there are is a large 
number of various accommodation facilities and other services. The selection of this water reservoir 
for the research has resulted from several circumstances: 
 • the age of the reservoir is 240 years, and it can be very well observed on its banks for the long-term 
effects of abrasion, 
 • due to the relatively large size of the reservoir (12.13 ha) and thus the considerable lengths of the 
banks, it was possible to establish a sufficient number of reference banks (RB), 
• due to the large variability of RB slopes it was possible to compare the abrasion damages for the 
different slope of the banks, 
• due to the variable coverage of RB by riparian vegetation it was possible to compare the damage of 
the banks with abrasion with their different percentage of vegetation coverage, 
• the large species diversity of vegetation will also be able to compare in the future the degree of bank-
protection function of different vegetation types of  (trees, shrubs, grassy vegetation) on RB. 
The input data for the BAHI method was determined by field measurements by leveling and detailed 
description on all of RB. We have calculated the percentage of vegetation coverage and  determined 
the depth of vegetation roots on the RB. We determined the slope of the RB from the transverse 
section which was determined by the leveling. We determined the root density according to the 
methodological approach by Rosgen (2008). According to Tab. 1 for each RB we calculated the Bank 
Abrasion Hazard Index – BAHI (Tab. 2) .  
 
Tab. 1: Characteristics to determination of Bank Abrasion Hazard Index –  BAHI  (Rosgen 2002, 
Rosgen, Silvey 1996, Rosgen 2008, Rosgen 2009,  modified by Jakubis  2019)   

 
Results 
The modified method was in this article as the Bank Abrasion Hazard Index (BAHI) denominated. 
Calculated BAHI values (Tab. 2) range from 5.82 (very low BAHI) to 42.80 (very high BAHI). Abrasion 
on the banks of the water reservoir Pocitadlo is manifested mainly in places with a high slope of the 
banks, lack of vegetation cover and also in places, where is the riparian vegetation damaged by 
recreational use and its growth is to a greater extent limited. By statistical analysis, we found that the 
correlation coefficient for the relation between the measured hights of abrasion pits and calculated 
BAHI values  is R = 0.946, which represents a close correlation (Fig. 1). The BAHI method provides 

Bank Abrasion 
Hazard Index 

(BAHI) 
categories 

Total bank 
hight/ 

Wetted 
bank hight 
TBH/WBH 

Root depth/  
Total bank 

hight 
RD/TBH 

Weighted 
root 

density 
WRD 
(%) 

Bank 
angle 

B 
() 

Bank 
vegetation 
protection 

BVP 
(%) 

 
        

 

Very low 
(VL) 

Value 1.0 – 1.5 1.0 – 0.9    80 - 70 0 – 20 100 – 80  

Index 1.0 – 1.9 1.0 – 1.9 1.0 – 1.9 1.0 – 1.9 1.0 – 1.9 5 -9.5 

Low 
(L) 

Value 1.6 – 2.5 0.89 – 0.5 69 - 50 21 – 60 79 – 55  

Index 2.0 – 3.9 2.0 – 3.9 2.0 – 3.9 2.0 – 3.9 2.0 – 3.9 10 – 19.5 

Moderate 
     (M) 

Value 2.6 – 3.5 0.49 – 0.3 49 - 30 61 – 80 54 - 30  

Index 4.0 – 5.9 4.0 – 5.9 4.0 – 5.9 4.0 – 5.9 4.0 – 5.9  20 – 29.5 

Hight 
(H) 

Value 3.6 – 4.5 0.29 – 0.15 29 - 15 81 - 90 29 - 15  

Index 6.0 – 7.9 6.0 – 7.9 6.0 – 7.9 6.0 – 7.9 6.0 – 7.9 30 – 39.5 

Very 
hight 
(VH) 

Value 4.6 – 5.5 0.14 – 0.05 14 – 5.0 91 - 119 14 - 10  

Index 8.0 – 9.0 8.0 –9.0 8.0 –9.0 8.0 –9.0 8.0 –9.0 40 - 45 

Extreme 
(E) 

Value ≥5.5 <0.05 <5 >119 <10  

Index 10 10 10 10 10 46 - 50 
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good results and it can serve as a suitable basis for objectively prioritizing of revitalization measures 
on the banks of water reservoirs that are damaged by abrasion. 
 
Tab. 2: Characteristics to Bank Abrasion Hazard Index (BAHI) calculation   

No. 
RB 

TBH 
(m) 

WBH TBH/ 
WBH 

RD 
(m) 

RD/TBH RD 
(%) 

WRD 
(%) 

Bα 
(⁰) 

BVP 
(%) 

∑ (BAHI) HAP 
CAT 

1 0.4 0.4 1 0.4 1.00 75 75 3 95  0.22 
Index   1.0  1.00  1.45 1.14 1.23   5.82 (VL) 6 

2 0.9 0.4 2.25 0.6 0.67 60 40.2 18 80  0.57 
Index   3.37  3.07  4.88 1.80 1.90 15.02 (L) 5 

3 1.3 0.4 3.25 0.8 0.62 40 24.8 40 70  1.03 
Index   5.37  3.32  6.57 3.0 2.7 20.96 (M) 4 

4 1.4 0.4 3.50 0.8 0.57 40 22.8 45 55  1.12 
Index    5,9  3.56  6.84 3.14 3.9 23.34 (M) 4 

5 1.4 0.4 3.5 0.7 0.5 30 15.0 45 30  1,14 
Index   5,9  3.9  7.9 3.14 5.9 26.74 (M) 4 

6 2.0 0.4 5.0 0.3 0.15 20 3.0 71 29  1.62 
Index   9.11  7.9  10.0 5.0 6.0 38.01 (H) 3 

7 2.0 0.4 5.00 0.3 0.15 20 3.0 71 30  1.65 
Index   9.11  7.90  10 5.0 5.9 37.91 (H) 3 

8 2.6 0.4 6.5 0.4 0.15 10 1.5 80 10  2,27 
Index   10  7.90  10 5.9 9.0 42.80 (VH) 2 

9 2.4 0.4 6 0.4 0.17 10 1.7 80 10  2.08 
Index   10  7.63  10 5.9 9.0 42.53 (VH) 2 

10 1.9 0.4 4.75 1.0 0.53 40 21.2 60 30  1.56 
Index   8.17  3.75  7.06 3.9 5.9 36.95 (H) 3 

11 1.8 0.4 4.5 1.0 0.56 40 22.4 61 30  1.54 
Index   7.9  3.61  6.9 4.0 5.9 28.31 (M) 3 

12 1.5 0.4 3.75 0.7 0.47 40 18.8 35 40  1.20 
Index   6.32  4.20  7.38 2.7 5.11 25.71 (M) 4 

13 1.5 0.4 3.75 0.7 0.47 40 18.8 35 40  1,22 
Index   6.32  4.20  7.38 2.7 5.11 28.13 (M) 4 

14 1.0 0.4 2.5 0.4 0.27 50 13.5 40 55  0.69 
Index   3.90  6.27  8.06 3.0 3.9 25.13 (M) 5 

15 1.0 0.4 2.5 0.4 0.40 50 20.0 40 55  0.73 
Index   3.90  4.90  7.22 3.0 3.9 22.92 (M) 5 

16 0.6 0.4 1.5 0.2 0.33 75 24.8 10 95  0.35 
Index   1.9  5.60  6.57 1.45 1.23 16.75 (L) 6 

17 0.5 0.4 1.25 0.2 0.40 75 30 10 95  0.33 
Index   1.45  4.90  5.90 1.45 1.23 14.93 (L) 6 

 
Explanatory Notes to Table 2: No. RB – Number of Reference Bank; TBK – Total Bank Hight (m); 
WBH – Wetted Bank Hight (m) – Hight from intersection point between minimal water surface altitude 
and abrasion bench to maximal water surface altitude (altitude of safety weir bottom); RD – Root 
Depth (m), WRD – Weighted Root Density (%); Bα – Bank Angle (⁰); BVP – Bank Vegetation 
Protection (%); BAHI – Bank Abrasion Hazard Index (-); HAP – Hight of Abrasion Pit (m); CAT- 
Category of Abrasion intensity by Lukáč, Abaffy (1980) and Šlezingr (2011) 
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Fig. 1: Relation between Hight of Abrasion Pit and Bank Abrasion Hazard Index 

 
Conclusion  
By comparing the observed state of abrasion on the RP with calculated BAHI indexes, we have found 
that the method provides a good informations of the actual state of bank abrasion. The results can be 
used in practice to determine the priority and intensity of measures to elimination or mitigation of 
abrasion on the banks of  water reservoir Počúvadlo. Thereby will be limited the sediments 
accumulation  in the reservior. The method must be further verified to improve the possibilities of its 
broader generalization and application in protecting the water reservoirs from abrasion. 
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Souhrn  
Příspěvek se zabývá kvantifikací abraze břehů rekreační vodní nádrže Počúvadlo v blízkosti města 
Banská Štiavnica (střední Slovensko) v CHKO Štiavnické vrchy. Historická vodní nádrž Počúvadlo, 
vybudovaná v letech 1775 – 1779 jako součást unikátního vodohospodářského systému, je vzhledem 
k dobrému přístupu, atraktivitě a poskytovaným službám rekreačně a turisticky nejnavštěvovanější 
vodní nádrží v oblasti Banské Štiavnice. Účelem zmínené kvantifikace je objektivizace stanovení 
abrázního poškození břehů této nádrže modifikovanou metodou Bank Erosion Hazard Index (BEHI), 
která byla původně určena na hodnocení erozní ohroženosti břehů vodních toků. Modifikovaná 
metóda bola v tomto článku označená Bank Abrasion Hazard Index (BAHI). Vypočtené hodnoty BAHI 
sa pohybují v rozpětí od 5,82 (velmi nízké BAHI) po 42,80 (velmi vysoké BAHI). Abraze na březích 
vodní nádrže Počúvadlo se projevuje především na místech s vysokým sklonem břehů, chybějícím 
vegetačním krytem a také na místech, na kterých je vlivem rekreačního využívání vegetace 
poškozována nebo je její růst ve větší míře znemožněn. Statistickou analýzou jsme zjistili, že 
korelační koeficient pro závislost mezi měřením zjištěnou výškou abrázního srubu a vypočteným 
indexem poškození břehu abrazí (BAHI) je R = 0.946, což představuje těsnou korelační závislost. 
Použitá metoda BAHI poskytuje dobré výsledky a domnívame se, že může sloužit jako vhodný 
výchozí podklad pro objektivní stanovení priorit revitalizačních opatření na březích vodních nádrží, 
které jsou poškozené abrazí. 
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Abstract 
The contribution will be focused on impact evaluation of tourist location on price of residential 
properties. It will compare realized prices of similar properties, namely in both tourist interesting and 
common locations. Locations with similar population and similar distance from a large city will be 
compared. The article will also describe available facilities and services provided by the municipality. 
To be completed, a valuation according price regulation will also be made (Decree No. 441/2013 Coll. 
as amended). At the end, real problems arising from the estimate of market values of real estate and 
valuation according to the price regulation in important tourist locations will be shown. 
 
Key words: valuation, price regulation, market value, influence 
 
Introduction 
In area of real estate valuation, the effects that affect the value of real estate are almost always being 
solved (real estate is defined in Act No. 89/2012 Coll., The Civil Code, as amended, in § 498). There 
can be many influences, some are insignificant, and some are determinative. One of the basic factors 
influencing the value of real estate is location. The land cannot be relocated, and this is the basic 
feature of this commodity. However, the convenience of the location depends on the possibilities of 
using the land. What can be beneficial for construction of a production site, it will not necessarily be 
suitable for construction of houses. Similarly, a site suitable for pond construction may not be suitable 
for arable land. In this article, the authors deal with the impact that a tourist location can have on the 
value of a property. The tourist locality is a specific area, where the number of persons occurring in the 
evaluated area is usually changed in connection with the high season. This will certainly have a 
significant impact on the value of real estate. Obviously, these areas will be lucrative for those real 
estate used for tourism. Nice and well-equipped locations invite to build recreational cottages or 
similar. But is this locality advantageous for permanent living? The authors of this article will try to 
evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of tourism in the locality, based on the price of real estate 
comparison according to the tourist locality and the locality which is similar but without tourism. 
  
Ranked localities 
To evaluate the impact of tourism on the value of real estate, the authors selected 4 localities and 2 
types of properties. 
The first type of real estate are recreational cottages, which will be evaluated in the locality of the Brno 
Dam and in the district of Brno-Ivanovice. Both locations serve as a cottage area of Brno city. 
However, due to the large water surface, excellent accessibility and many other recreational activities, 
the Brno Dam is very popular with tourists. Conversely, the locality "Ivanovice" is a common quiet 
cottage settlement, where tourists are almost absent. 
The second type of property are family houses. This type of real estate will be evaluated, again in two 
locations. In the first locality, Sedlec and Úvaly are villages near Valtice town. The whole site is 
located in the Lednice-Valtice area, which is one of the most visited tourist areas in the Czech 
Republic. The second locality contains Nový Poddvorov and Starý Poddvorov. These are 
municipalities located outside the frequent tourist locality. However, they are similar in its character. 
The distance from the big city, the accessibility to Brno city, size of the villages or the locality of the 
vineyard region is the same for both evaluated localities. 
 
Evaluated types of real estate 
As a model property of the "cottages", single-storey wooden cottages with their own land have usually 
been selected. The cottages are located where only these small recreational facilities can be built. A 
typical property is shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1: Photograph of a typical cottage from the evaluated database 

 
As a model property of the “family houses”, single-family houses of a rural character in the street 
development of the village have usually been selected. A typical representative is the family house in 
Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2: A photograph of a typical family house from the evaluated database  

 
Assessment methods 
In order to evaluate the impact of tourism on the price of real estate, a comparison of prices 
ascertained from actually realized real estate sales will be used primarily. The authors selected a 
sample of similar properties for each locality and determined the average value of this property. Due to 
the different size of some buildings, for a more suitable comparison of the values, the average was 
created from a unit price of CZK / m2 of built-up area of all floors. Then the resulting average values 
have been compared. In addition, the price of similar properties has been calculated according to the 
price regulation and the value was added to this comparison. 
Tables 1 to 4 below show the databases of evaluated cottages and family houses in individual 
locations and the calculated average of the observed values. 

 
Tab. 1: Database of realized sales in the locality Brno-Ivanovice 

Order Name of cadastre 
Building 
number 

Total price 
[CZK] 

Total land 
area [m2] 

Built-up area 
of the land 

[m2] 

CZK/m2 
of the 

built-up 
area 

1 Ivanovice 113 490 000,00  1 062 29 16897 
2 Ivanovice 226 370 000,00  350 22 16818 
3 Ivanovice 452 492 000,00  513 19 25895 
4 Ivanovice 346 100 000,00  226 21 4762 
5 Ivanovice 61 363 000,00  440 25 14520 
6 Ivanovice 88 920 000,00  1 405 78 11795 

Average   455 833,33  666 32 15 115 
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Tab. 2: Database of realized sales in the locality Brno-Bystrc, Brno Dam 

Order Name of cadastre 
Building 
number 

Total price 
[CZK] 

Total land 
area [m2] 

Built-up area 
of the land 

[m2] 

CZK/m2 
of the 

built-up 
area 

1 Bystrc č. e. 96 2 000 000,00  1 479 61 32 787 
2 Bystrc  č. e. 318 2 500 000,00  900 182 13 736 
3 Bystrc č. e. 771 1 750 000,00  2 612 92 19 022 
4 Bystrc č. e. 935 1 153 800,00  491 36 32 050 
5 Bystrc č. e. 949 519 699,00  754 134 3 878 
6 Bystrc č. e. 930 1 350 000,00  1 896 58 23 276 
7 Bystrc č. e. 558 845 000,00  902 55 15 364 
8 Bystrc č. e. 446 950 000,00  493 46 20 652 
9 Bystrc č. e. 368 1 248 000,00  2 079 56 22 286 

10 Bystrc  č. e. 173 1 250 000,00  3 198 46 27 174 
11 Bystrc č. e. 501 849 000,00  1 264 59 14 390 
12 Bystrc č. e. 775 650 000,00  401 27 24 074 
13 Bystrc č. e. 878 3 400 000,00  1 077 88 38 636 
14 Bystrc  č. e. 306 266 666,67  43 43 6 202 

Average   1 338 011,83  1 256,36 70,21 20 966 

 
Tab. 3: Database of realized sales in the locality Úvaly and Sedlec 

Order 
Name of 
cadastre 

Building 
number 

Total price 
[CZK] 

Total land 
area [m2] 

Built-up area 
of the land 

[m2] 

CZK/m2 of 
the built-
up area 

1 Úvaly u Valtic č. p. 43 690 000,00 564 120 5 750 
2 Úvaly u Valtic č. p. 19 750 000,00 1107 76 9 868 
3 Sedlec u Mikulova č. p. 30 476 000,00 610 288 1 653 
4 Sedlec u Mikulova č. p. 158 1 249 998,00 381 218 5 734 
5 Sedlec u Mikulova č. p. 43 1 680 000,00 407 220 7 636 

Average   969 199,60 613,80 184,40 6 128 

 
Tab. 4: Database of realized sales in the locality Nový Poddvorov and Starý Poddvorov 

Order 
Name of 
cadastre 

Building 
number 

Total price 
[CZK] 

Total land 
area [m2] 

Built-up area 
of the land 

[m2] 

CZK/m2 of 
the built-
up area 

1 Nový Poddvorov č. p. 42  1 400 000,00  1 173 155 9 032 
2 Nový Poddvorov č. p. 90 2 060 500,00  780 220 9 366 
3 Nový Poddvorov č. p. 53 1 500 000,00  1 248 225 6 667 
4 Nový Poddvorov č. p. 1 700 000,00  1 287 146 4 795 
5 Starý Poddvorov č. p. 209 1 500 000,00  936 305 4 918 
6 Starý Poddvorov č. p. 20 840 000,00  536 190 4 421 
7 Starý Poddvorov č. p. 225 850 000,00  3 366 171 4 971 
8 Starý Poddvorov č. p. 185 460 000,00  545 80 5 750 

Average   1 163 812,50 1 234 186 6 240 

 
For comparison, the authors also report values that were determined based on price regulation 
calculations according to the Act No. 151/1997 Coll. and Decree No. 411/2013 Coll. in current 
versions. The calculation itself is not given here due to its volume. Summary results are presented 
only. For the calculation, the typical building described in the introduction of this article has been taken 
into account (family house with the built-up area 180 m2, cottage with the built-up area 50 m2) and with 
a land area 800 m2. The resulting values are shown in Table 5.  
 
Results 
Differences in property prices are apparent from the above figures. There is a clear difference 
between the price in the very popular tourist area of Brno Dam and the location of the cottage area 
Brno-Ivanovice. Although it is a location in the city of Brno with good accessibility and public transport 
and the distance of the localities is up to 10 km, the impact of the tourist locality is obvious. 
The resulting value for 1 m2 of built-up area of the building in the locality Brno - Ivanovice was 
calculated on the basis of the database at 15,115 CZK / m2. 
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Tab. 5: Results of calculations according to the price regulation 

Order Name of cadastre 
Total price 

[CZK] 
Total land 
area [m2] 

Built-up area 
of the land 

[m2] 

CZK/m2 of 
the built-
up area 

1 Bystr (Brno Dam) 3 180 600,00  800 180 63 612 
2 Brno – Ivanovice 3 001 970,00  800 180 60 039 
3 Sedlec, Úvaly 1 533 090,00  800 50 8 517 
4 Nový and Starý Poddvorov 1 527 390,00  800 50 8 486 

 
The resulting value for 1 m2 of built-up area of the building in the locality Brno - Bystrc (Brno Dam) was 
calculated on the basis of the database at 20,966 CZK / m2. The difference between individual 
localities is (20 966 CZK / m2 - 15 115 CZK / m2 =) 5 851 CZK / m2 of the built-up area of the building. 
In percentage terms, this figure (1 20 966/15 115) × 100 = 38.71 % in favor of the tourist area, which is 
not a negligible value. Despite of the fact that the database contains properties of various qualities 
(both in terms of material quality and technical condition) this significant difference is certainly given by 
the location in the popular tourist area with recreational facilities. 
Compared to the results of recreational cottages, the tourist locality is not that crucial for family 
houses. As already mentioned, municipalities with similar character were taken into the comparison. 
First locality is in the Lednice-Valtice area. According to the author's personal experience, it is a 
heavily loaded locality with tourism, especially cycling, from May to October. Despite of the fact that it 
is such a significant tourist locality, real estate prices do not differ significantly. 
The resulting value for 1 m2 of built-up area of the building in the locality Sedlec, Úvaly was calculated 
on the basis of the database at 6,128 CZK / m2. 
The resulting value for 1 m2 of built-up area of the building in the locality Nový Poddvorov and Starý 
Poddvorov was calculated on the basis of the database at 6 240 CZK / m2. 
The difference between individual localities is (6 240 CZK / m2 - 6 128 CZK / m2 =) 112 CZK / m2 built-
up area of the building. In percentage terms, this value is (1 - 6 128 / 6 240) × 100 = 1.79 % to the 
detriment of the tourist area, which is a completely negligible value. 
If we compare the calculated values from the database with the values calculated according to the 
price regulation, we find that the price regulation overestimates the value of real estate in all localities. 
For family houses, the deviation is not so big, especially if we know that this value is usually used as a 
benchmark for the calculation of the tax on the acquisition of immovable property and only 75 % of this 
value is considered. However, the value for recreational facilities of more than 60,000 CZK / m2 is 
absolutely inadequate. This deviation is caused mainly by the value of land for recreational facilities in 
Brno. The price regulation does not allow significant correction and the price of land used with 
recreational facilities is around CZK 3,500 / m2. On the contrary, it is clear from the values that the 
advantage of a recreational locality for recreational facilities is minimally taken into account. 
 
Discussion 
The authors examined the impact of the tourist locality on the price of residential properties. Similar 
researches such as Moreno-Izquierdo, L; Ramon-Rodriguez, AB. etc. Tourist environment and online 
reputation as a generator of added value in the sharing economy. In Marketing & Management Journal 
of Destination. Alicante, Spain 2019. However, these researches have dealt with similar issues but 
have approached research with other methods, in particular the hedonic method. They also dealt in 
particular with the locations of major cities and European coastal recreation areas. Therefore, the 
results of their research cannot be compared with the results of the authors' research. 
 
Conclusion 
The authors of the article began researching the impact of the tourist area on the price of real estate 
based on personal experience in property valuation. In their practice, they found that the sale of buildings 
for permanent housing is stagnant in some tourist areas, and in opposite it is true for recreational 
houses. At the beginning of the research, authors confirmed the hypothesis that a large number of 
tourists will have a completely opposite effect on different types of real estate. From the above 
calculations in the previous paragraphs, it is clear that the impact can be crucial for recreational houses. 
In the compared locations Brno - Bystrc and Brno - Ivanovice the deviation was more than 38 %. On the 
other hand, in family houses in the locations Sedlec, Úvaly and Nový and Starý Poddvorov the deviation 
was completely negligible, only less than 2 %. 
So far, it is clear from the research results that the influence of tourism can have a fundamental impact 
on the price of real estate, both positive and negative. The authors of the paper want to further 
develop the survey, refine the databases and focus on other localities and types of property in order to 
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easily evaluate the impact of tourism in a locality on a particular type of property. Misleading results 
may arise if an expert or an appraiser would use a property database, even for a distance of a few 
kilometers. 
It is also clear from the results that price regulation in some locations cannot be used for the 
preliminary determination of market value. The resulting values are several times different from the 
actual realized prices.  
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Souhrn 
Příspěvek je zaměřen na vyhodnocení vlivu turisticky významné lokality na cenu rezidenčních 
nemovitostí. V příspěvku je provedeno porovnání realizovaných cen obdobných objektů, a to v lokalitě 
turisticky zajímavé a v lokalitě běžné. Porovnávány jsou lokality obcí s obdobným počtem obyvatel a 
v obdobné vzdálenosti od velkého města. Pro výzkum byly vybrány dva typy nemovitostí, a to 
rekreační chaty v lokalitách Brno – Bystrc (Brněnská přehrada) a Brno – Ivanovice a rodinné domy 
v lokalitách obcí Úvaly, Sedlec a Nový Poddvorov, Starý Poddvorov. Z výsledků vyhodnocených 
z jednotlivých databází bylo zjištěno, že u rekreačních chat v lokalitách Brno – Bystrc a Brno – 
Ivanovice byla odchylka v ceně za 1 m2 zastavěné plochy staveb více jak 38 %. Naopak u rodinných 
domů v lokalitách Sedlec, Úvaly a Nový a Starý Poddvorov byla odchylka v ceně za 1 m2 zastavěné 
plochy staveb zcela zanedbatelná, pouze necelá 2 %. Pro doplnění bylo provedeno ocenění dle 
cenového předpisu, kde se prokázalo, že cena stanovená podle cenového předpisu u chatových 
oblastí města Brna je zcela neadekvátní a může dosahovat (cena včetně pozemku o velikosti 800 m2) 
i více jak 60 000 Kč/m2 zastavěné plochy stavby. Vliv turistické lokality pak je zohledněn zcela 
minimálně. 
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Abstract 
Even without conducting new primary valuation studies, which may be costly, the valuation of nonmarket 
benefits of natural sites may be feasible using a benefit transfer approach. In the last decades, this 
approach to value estimation has been increasingly applied (and also discussed) all over the world. 
Based on the results of several recent Czech recreation demand studies and also on the basis of 
other recent Czech and European scientific evidence, the contribution discusses specifically the 
benefit transfer of recreation values associated with natural areas in the Czech Republic.  
I shortly comment on the possibilites of benefit transfer in the context of recreation, further I 
summarize the available scientific evidence on recreation values attributable to Czech natural areas 
together with lessons learnt from the valuations, and I suggest several minimum standards for sound 
value transfers of recreation values to Czech natural sites. 
 
Key words: benefit transfer, natural area, recreation value, value transfer 
 
Introduction 
The estimates of benefits associated with natural areas may be crucial for decision-making concerning 
recreational areas or may constitute an essential input to cost-benefit analyses. Conducting primary 
studies of environmental valuation to value the benefits associated with a particular natural area may 
prove costly, and often the time and budget constraints do not allow for performance of a full primary 
study. For such cases, benefit transfer of values is a promising technique of value estimation, and has 
been increasingly applied all over the world in the last decades. Based on the recent scientific 
evidence, I discuss specifically the opportunities of benefit transfer of recreation values associated 
with natural areas in the Czech Republic, and I focus on recommendations for benefit transer 
exercises in this context. 
 
Materials and methods 
Benefit transfer (BT) employs existing values as an approximation of the value of a new site.  Value is 
derived from a ‘study site’ where the original primary study based on primary data was conducted, and 
is transferred to a ‘policy site’. According to Navrud and Ready (2007), the main techniques of benefit 
transfer include: 

1. Unit value transfer from original study to a new site with correction (e. g. correction for income 
level between the two sites) 

2. Transfer of benefit function from the original study to a new site (enables to correct for 
characteristics the levels of which differ between the two sites) 

3. Meta-analysis of previous studies (a complex method that yields a new benefit function, the 
source of which are a number of studies focusing on different sites; meta-analyses may 
enable to correct for a range of characteristics that differ between sites) 

 
Results and Discussion 
In this section, I summarize the findings according to the classification of benefit transfer techniques 
introduced above. 

Unit value transfer of Czech or other European values 
Unit value transfer of Czech recreation benefits to other Czech natural sites is feasible, as there 
already exist several Czech recreation demand studies focusing on natural areas - namely Jizerské 
Mountains, Šumava National Park and Bohemian Paradise Geopark (Melichar 2007, 2014; Špaček et 
Antoušková, 2013; Kaprová 2015, 2019).  
The valuation literature consistently supports the rule that a unit value transfer should respect the 
similarities in characteristics of both sites. Kaprová (2019) suggests that we should at minimum 
account for a similar size of site, distinguish whether the site is urban/suburban or more remotely 
located, whether it has many or few substitute sites in its vicinity, and whether the site is typically 
visited for one-day trips or overnight stays (or the visits are not so specific), and also similar main 
recreational use of the two sites might be important (values may differ if most tourists engage in a 
more specific activity than hiking or cycling). If the size of the sites differ, we may adjust the value for 
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the difference in sizes, a linear approximation should be sufficient. 
The necessary condition of a sound transfer is the correct and most up-to-dated methodology of the 
original primary study, as the differences in the methodological approach adopted by researchers 
affect the magnitude of estimated recreation values per trip even more dramatically than the 
differences in environmental conditions of the natural sites or other site-specific variables. In particular, 
it is important to control for the econometric and data collection problems when administering a 
recreation demand study, since the corrections have significant effects on the recreation value 
estimates. Kaprová (2019) found that not correcting of on-site data problems in the modelling leads to 
an upward bias of the recreation value estimates.  
If the original primary study employs a simplified way of calculation of travel cost, the recreation value 
estimate will most likely be underestimated, in the Czech conditions by circa up to a third (Kaprová, 
2015). In such case, we may consider using not only the average recreation value, but also an upper 
bound of the original estimate of value for testing the sensitivity of the transfer results - provided that 
the information on the distribution of the recreation value estimate is available in the primary study.  
Also, for natural recreation sites which are located in vicinity of other similar natural areas that are in 
high demand for recreation, results of random utility models (RUM) of recreation demand should be 
prefered over more common single-site models (SSM), as they allow to better account for the 
substitution patterns (which leads to lower estimates of recreation values). Unfortunately, RUM studies 
focusing on terrestrial recreation are still very rare in Europe. 
For a more precise transfer, the value transferred should preferably be set per person per trip or per 
day of visit, not extrapolated by population of recreationists and by area of the natural recreation site 
(Kaprová, 2019; Heagney et al., 2018). However, for more aggregated results, also the latter approach 
has been applied both in meta-analyses (Giergiczny et al., 2008; Zandersen and Tol, 2009) and in 
studies evaluating ecosystem services on national level both in the Czech Republic and Europe 
(Frélichová et al., 2014; Melichar et al., 2016a; Hönigová et al., 2012), as it provides a reasonable 
trade-off betwen the precisement and feasibility of the transfer. 
The transferred monetary value has to be adjusted for inflation, preferably using consumer price 
indices such as EU HICP (Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices by EUROSTAT). International 
benefit transfers require a recalculation among currencies of the two countries, preferably using 
purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rate rather than market exchange rates (Czajkowski and 
Ščasný, 2010).  
The unit value transfer of recreation values from other than Czech natural sites is recommended only 
if the Czech site valued differs dramatically from the Czech natural sites for which the recreation 
values already exist. Regardless of the Czech or international origin of the transferred recreation 
value, when large differences between the income level of the visitors of the primary natural site and 
the site to which the value is transferred are obvious, it may affect the recreation values (Kaprová, 
2019) - in such case, the benefit transfer with adjustment for income, or benefit function transfer will be 
more precise.  

Benefit function transfer 
Value function transfer from a single-site model estimated for a particular primary site (e. g. Kaprová, 
2015) allows to account for differences in the population of recreationists (income, age etc.) or in 
recreation uses. As the consumer surplus per trip in SSM is calculated as the reciprocal of the travel 
cost coefficient, the recreation value will only differ if the travel cost variable is interacted with these 
variables in the model (which allows for a shift or pivot of the demand curve), which is neither the case 
of the models discussed here (Kaprová, 2015; Melichar, 2007; Špaček and Antoušková, 2013) nor of 
most of the other European SSM studies. RUM models (Kaprová, 2019) on the other hand cannot be 
easily transferred to yield access values of new sites for non-owners of the dataset of the primary 
study and without the knowledge on the levels of variables used in the primary study that describe the 
newly valued natural site. A further prerequisite for the benefit function transfer is that also the values 
of the variables describing the visitors are known to the researcher for the new site to which the value 
is transferred, which may be difficult to ascertain without administering a survey among recreationists. 
It is advised to contact the regional tourism agencies or the management of the protected area for a 
basic description of the population of recreationists, common recreation uses etc.  

Meta-analytic value transfer 
There exist a number of meta-analyses on European or global level which are utilizable for benefit 
transfer exercises. For a transfer of recreation values, a meta-analytic model that includes only 
recreation use values should be preferred over meta-analyses encompassing both use and non-use 
values or different contexts of valued environmental goods. Several such studies that offer meta-
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analytic functions for transfer of recreation values to new natural sites include Kaprová (2019), 
Schägner et al. (2018), Zandersen and Tol (2009) and Giergiczny et al. (2008). 
Kaprová et al. (2018) and Kaprová (2019) suggest that transfer of forest recreation values from 
Western, Northern and Southern Europe to study sites in Central and Eastern Europe leads to an 
overestimation of recreation values even after we account for PPP-adjusted exchange rate and 
income. To reduce the transfer error, the meta-analysis should therefore involve also sites from 
transition countries.  
For predictions to new sites, only estimates of high methodological prudence should be considered, so 
the methodological variables in the meta-analytic function should be fixed at the levels that account for 
most advanced or most theoretically sound methodologies (such as on-site model corrected for all 
econometric and data problems; or random utility models, if available in a future meta-analytic study - 
at present, these models are rare).  
 
Conclusion 
The contribution summarizes the available scientific evidence on recreation values associated with 
Czech natural areas. In case of not having the opportunity of conducting a new primary recreation 
valuation study for a natural site, the valuation of recreation benefits may be feasible using a benefit 
transfer approach. I shortly comment on the possibilites and opportunities in three main benefit 
transfer techniques in the context of valuing recreation benefits of natural areas, and I suggest several 
minimum standards for value transfers of recreation values associated with natural areas in the Czech 
Republic. 
For most transfers of recreation values to Czech natural areas, a unit value transfers of existing Czech 
values may be sufficient. It is necessary that the source study for the value transfer complies with the 
latest methodological standards of environmental valuation, which I summarize in this contribution.  
The international transfer of unit values can be recommended only if the site valued differs 
dramatically from the Czech natural sites for which recreation values exist. For an international value 
transfer of meta-analytic transfer of values to the Czech Republic, the transfer of recreation values per 
person per trip is preferable over the transfer of aggregate recreation values. To decrease the benefit 
transfer errors, meta-analytic models aiming at recreation values only (not including other value types) 
and models including studies from post-transition countries are preferable. 
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Souhrn 
Příspěvek shrnuje dosavadní znalosti o rekreačních hodnotách českých přírodních území a diskutuje 
možnosti přenosu hodnot pro oceňování rekreačních služeb přírodních území v České republice. Pro 
většinu přírodních území v ČR rekreační hodnoty doposud nejsou známy, a metoda přenosu hodnot 
má pro odhad hodnot značný potenciál.  
Na základě výsledků několika nedávno realizovaných studií rekreační poptávky v ČR a s odkazem na 
ostatní výsledky evropských výzkumů příspěvek diskutuje zkušenosti se třemi často aplikovanými 
technikami přenosu hodnot, a navrhuje několik minimálních požadavků pro zvýšení přesnosti přenosu 
rekreačních hodnot pro česká přírodní území. 
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Abstract 
In general terms, forest functions are defined as impacts of forest ecosystems on the environments, 
with some focus on their social and economic importance. The main environmental functions include 
the recreational function of forests, which have been, together with its assessment methods, the 
subject of forestry research over a long period of time. This paper, however, concentrates on an 
analysis of the sectoral relations between forestry and recreation or tourism, prevailingly on the basis 
of location factors. Both these sectors constitute parts of the national economy and their relevant 
indicators are statistically monitored and economically quantified. The causal cross-compliance of 
tourism operations (or their very existence in some cases) in relation to forestry is nevertheless 
expressed in a declaratory way only or with respect to their legal context but exceptionally with respect 
to the economic context or projections.   
 
Key words: forestry, recreation, tourism, localisation factors, national economy 
 
Introduction  
In environmental economics, the nature has environmental functions (the life-giving function and the 
landscape aesthetic function) and economic functions (the reservoir of natural resources used in 
economic way) in relation to the society. (Seják 1999) 
The 4th Ministerial Conference for the Protection of Forests in Europe (Vienna 2003) adopted the V2 
Resolution Enhancing Economic Viability of Sustainable Forest Management in Europe, which 
mentions that “economic viability is a key pillar of sustainable forest management and of crucial 
importance for maintaining forests and their multiple benefits for society”. (Anonymous 2003) 
The EU Forest Strategy of 2013 states that “Forests are multifunctional, serving economic, social and 
environmental purposes. Forests also offer wide societal benefits, including for human health, 
recreation and tourism. It follows from the above-mentioned that the recreational functions of forests 
(hereinafter referred to as the “RFF”) constitute an important societal drive as well as a part of forest 
economics and, from the viewpoint of economics, a location factor9. Moreover, the use of the RFF is 
supported by the right of free access to forests anchored in the law.  
The RFF are localised at the specific forestry assets and hence ensured (and provided to the society) 
by their owners and, in principle, “on their costs”. At the same time, it can by hypothesized that forests 
belong to the basic location prerequisites for the existence of the tourism sector  (hereinafter referred 
to as the “TS”). With respect to the outlined meaning, this paper focuses on the analyses of the 
relations between the sectors of forestry and tourism and the resulting – prevailingly economic –  
projections of these national economy sectors. In general terms, it can be questioned  whether tourism 
would be the same without forests and forest management. 
 
Materials and Methods  
The RFF and the TS can be identified at three levels: the super-national harmonisation, the national 
strategy, and the sectorial characteristics within the national economy (hereinafter referred to as the 
“NE”). 
While the key documents in the Euro-Continental space include the above-mentioned EU Forest 
Strategy, the  Ministerial Conference for the Protection of Forests (the adopted declaration) ranks 
among the harmonisation actions. The national forest policy strategies are represented by documents 
approved by the relevant Decisions of the Government of the Czech Republic10: The Principles of the 
National Forest Policy (1994, 2012), The National Forest Programme of 2003 (hereinafter referred to 
as the “NFP I”), and The National Forest Programme for the Period to the Year 2013 (hereinafter 

                                                 
9 Location factors – situations of natural, economic or politic nature which affect tghe spatial location of 
economic subjects, transport, and facilities, etc. 
10 “The National Forest Programme” approved by Decision No. 53 of 13 November 2003; “The 
National Forest Programme for the Period to the Year 2013” approved by Decision No. 1221 of 1 
October 2008; “The Principles of National Forest Policy” approved by Decision No. 854 of 21 
November 2012. 
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referred to as the “NFP II”). Looking at the structure of the Czech NE (according to the CZ-NACE 
classification of economic activities), forestry is classified in Section of Agriculture, forestry and fishing, 
the subsection 02 of Forestry and logging. It is regulated by the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech 
Republic (hereinafter referred to as the “MAg”). The industrial features of the Czech forest 
management (hereinafter referred to as the “FM”) proceed from statistical surveys (particularly from 
the annual “Green Reports”, which have been prepared by the MAg since 1994). The TS is a 
multisectoral industry which involves performances of broad range of sectors. The TS prevailingly 
concentrates on providing services classified within the Section I of the CZ-NACE (but includes the 
sections H, R, G, K, and Q as well). The TS is governed by the Ministry of Regional development of 
the Czech Republic. Currently, the crucial strategic national documents include the National Tourism 
Policy of the Czech Republic for the Years 2014 - 2020.   
The interconnection of the RFF and the TS has been analysed at three levels: Forest Management 
and the Recreational Function of Forests, Recreation and Tourism, and Projections of the Legislative, 
Forest Policy Related, and Economic Aspects. Due to the limited extent of this paper, only some basic 
aspects have been addressed herein, the main objective of the paper being to outline or “introduce” 
the respective issues.  
 
Results  
Forest Management and the Recreational Function of Forests 
According to Act No. 289/1995 Coll. on  Forests, the forest functions are seen as the benefits 
conditioned by the existence of a forest and, at the first level, they are divided into productive and non-
productive ones. Based on this specification of functions, the Act further classifies forests into 
categories. Besides, a part of forests is situated in the demarcated special areas of conservation 
(hereinafter referred to as the “SAC”)11 pursuant to Act No. 114/1992 Coll. on the Nature and 
Landscape Conservation.   
Examinations of forest functions have an interesting history. For example, Schindler (1865) argued 
that: … “Forests are generally of high importance. Not only do forests provide us with resources for 
various needs, but they also increase the fertility and health of landscapes. … Forests have a huge 
impact on the weather conditions and waters in the region. …“Many landscapes have been known … 
to turn into empty barren lands once the forests had been eradicated.”  Papánek (1978) characterises 
forest functions as the manifestation of the use value realisation and always connects the functions 
with human activities. In the 1980s, the RFF were systematically secured and financed by  the then 
forest state enterprises within the scope of “Intensification of the Global Societal Function of Forests” 
and “Works Important for the Society as a Whole”. In the long-term view, the function integration has 
been addressed by Krečmer (1986), who points out that a major part of commercial forests also fulfils 
the public benefit purpose12. According to Bartuněk (1994), the multifunctional approach to forests can 
be characterised as their effects and the role of forests as a set of ecosystems, economic processes, 
and structures situated on forest land which reflect the people’s needs and are directly or indirectly 
used by the society.  
Currently, a research in the RFF including their financial aspects has been conducted by Vyskot 
(2003), for instance, who quantifies inter alia the functions of forest ecosystems (and the social and 
recreational function as their part) at the level of their so-called potentials and current actual effects. 
Šišák (2006) treats the RFF with respect to  the health environmental forest services and valuate them 
on the basis of societal and socio-economic values. He also deals with the issue of conflict in the use 
of the given forest functions and, last but not least, with its relevant projections into the forest policy 
goals and legislation. Matějíček (2003) argues that the non-productive functions of forests have the 
character of positive externalities, hence they represent open and freely usable or accessible 
resources (public goods) with effects (benefits or services), which forests provide to the society. The 
issues of financial processes involved in the forest categorisation and of the economic projections 
between the subcategories  were addressed by Kupčák, Šišák, Polster, Dudík, Šmída. (In. Kupčák 
2016). Hlaváčková-Březina (2016) dealt with the possibilities of using the local multiplier to quantify 
the RFF. 
 

                                                 
11 The SACs include approx. 750 tsd. ha, which accounts for 28.4% of the overall surface area of 
forests in the Czech Republic. (NFP II) 
12 For example, 23.5% of commercial forests fulfil the recreational function to a significant extent. 
(Krečmer 1986)   
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Recreation and Tourism 
The term recreation13 usually denotes a time or an activity which people devote to active or passive 
resting, during which they regenerate their bodies or minds.  
The TS is a complex social phenomenon, which entails activities of persons travelling outside their 
usual environment or staying in those places. It also encompasses activities of the subjects which 
provide services and products to those travelling persons (including the political and public 
administration activities). (Zelenka, J. – Pásková, M.: Výkladový slovník cestovního ruchu, 2012). 
The TS is a set of temporary stays of persons (tourists) in the target areas (destinations) and a set of 
services which organize and support their travelling and stays. According to the World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), the international tourism alone stands for approximately 25 to 30% of the 
service worldwide and employs more than 100 million of persons. 
The rural TS, whose development has or will have obvious impact on the landscape and on the land 
use, constitutes a new form of the TS. Rural landscape represents three quarters of the Czech 
territory, which means it has a relatively huge potential.    
 
Projections of the Legislative, Forest Policy Related, and Economic Aspects of the RLF 
Legislative Aspects 
Decree No. 75/1958 of the Minister for Agriculture and Forestry on economic provisions stipulates the 
functional orientation of the FM in the following way: “It shall ensure the most cost-efficient 
achievement of sustainable and balanced production of quality wood mass as well as fulfilment of 
other useful functions of forests.” The actual term “recreational forests” was officially introduced by the 
Forest Act of 196014. Although production of wood mass was claimed to be the main objective of 
commercial forests, they also had to be managed in such a manner that they did not disturb the other 
functions of forests. The RFF were then incorporated into the purpose-forest category.   
According to the current Act No. 289/1995 Coll., the RFF are mainly situated in the category of 
special-purpose forests. Among others, Section 36 stipulates that: Owners of special-purpose forests 
are obliged to tolerate the restrictions in the management of their forests and are entitled to 
compensations of additional provided that they were incurred by the restricted method of forest 
management15. Regarding the RFF, the MAg Decree No. 83/1996 Coll. also specifies that: the health 
and recreational use of forests always affects the forest ecosystems and the conflict increases with the 
intensity and importance of the recreational function of the locality or area. Most affected are the parts 
of forests which nearest to intense developments of recreational and sports facilities. (In Kupčák 2016) 
 
Aspects Related to Forest Policy  
The declaration of the 4th Ministerial Conference for the Protection of Forests in Europe (Vienna 2003) 
mentioned earlier in this paper also states: ”Forests with their effects are essential for the environment 
and for the protective, social, and recreational functions.“    
The NFP II integrates and updates the forest functions in compliance with the programme documents 
on forests and environment and with the EU strategy. Concerning the RFF, it mentions for example 
the following  (chapters and subchapters): Ad 2.3. - … The public view of forests is changing because 
the great majority of the population live in cities and the public perceives the forests chiefly as an 
environment serving for relaxation, recreation and sports; Ad 5.3.1. - … forests provide goods and 
services beneficial for citizens, their health and quality of life. This includes mainly leisure activities, 
recreation and sports.  The (KA) 3 and 13 key actions are directly related to the RFF; For example, 
chapter KA 3 (chap. 3.1.) says: To create conditions and prerequisites (informative, legislative, 
motivational) for increased income of forest owners, e.g. through the merchandise of certain 
recreational and environmental services and goods including the building of efficient marketing. The 
KA 13 emphasizes the increased benefits of forests and forestry (forest goods and services) for the 
development of rural areas.  
 
Economic Aspects of the RFF 
The FM together with the related wood-processing sectors constitute an important part of the NE since 
their annual share of the State’s GDP ranges between 5% and 7%, of which the FM accounts for 

                                                 
13 The term follows from the Latin word “creare”, which means ”to create” or “to make” and with the 
prefix “re” it expressed the process of restoration or renewal of something which has already existed 
and should be restored to its original state. (source: Wikipedia) 
14 Act No. 166/1960 Coll. on Forests and Forest Management (The Forest Act), National Assembly 
of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
15 These increased costs are addressed by the MAg Decree No. 80/1996 Coll. 
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approx. 0.7% of GDP (approx. 25 milliard of CZK) with 39 thousand of working persons (of which 
employees account for approx. 40%) %). The related sectors’ share of GDP amounts to approx. 5% – 
6%. (NFP II). In 2016, the TS’s share of the Czech GDP corresponded to 2.9% (139 milliard of CZK), 
providing employment opportunities for 232 thousand persons (of which 82% were represented by 
employees and 18% by physical persons active in the sector). The TS’s share has been growing 
absolutely (from 90.8 milliard of CZK in 2003), as well as the TS tax collection (from 10.8 milliard of 
CZK in 2003 to almost 16 milliard of CZK in 2013).  
According to Šišák et al. (2006), the calculated annual price of the health-related forest function in the 
Czech Republic was 2,573.00 CZK.ha-1 while the total price with the permanent effect of the 
respective forest functions was 128,650.00 CZK.ha-1 (with capitalisation at the interest rate of 2%).  
Furthermore, Šišák et al. have been dealing with monitoring of non-market production and with visitor 
arrivals at forests. For example, the estimated monetary value of the volume of the non-market 
production for the year 2017 in the Czech Republic reached 6,635 million of CZK. (according to the 
ZZ_2018) 
The value of the RFF can also be interpreted in the economic terms using the example of the 
management of Lesy města Brna, a.s. (hereinafter referred to as “LMB”).  The size of the managed 
property exceeds 8,200 ha (it is the largest municipal forestry property in the Czech Republic), of 
which forests constitute 99% (recreational forests – 1,747 ha). The volume of financial performances 
of the RFF realised by LMB is  quantified on the annual basis by means of carrying out the 
Management and Maintenance of Recreational Areas and Water Courses. In the years 2014 – 2017, 
they amounted to 14  - 17 millions of CZK (according to LMB’s annual reports of 2014 – 2017). 
 
Discussion  
The NFP II (also referred to as “the Programme”) was super-sectorial in its nature and, consequently, 
the government decision imposed the following actions on: a) the Ministers for Industry and Trade, for 
Agriculture, for Education, Youth and Sports, and for Defence, who shall take account of the 
objectives of the Programme when implementing the policies in their departments and when preparing 
the related legal regulations, b) the Minister for Agriculture, who shall acquaint the regional council 
presidents and the city mayor of Capital City of Prague with the Programme (furthermore, the regional 
council presidents and the city mayor of Capital City of Prague are recommended to take account of 
the objectives of the Programme when implementing the medium-term policies of regions and to 
prepare regional programmes of FM development). Wot regard to the discussion, it would be 
interesting to see how the individual above- mentioned Ministers and regional council presidents have 
“treated” the NFP II (with the exception of the Minister for Agriculture) in the view of the fact that the 
TS development has been included in the majority of the strategic documents of the local government 
units – of municipalities, cities, and regions (starting with the election programmes). 
Referring to the EU Forest Action Plan (2006) and its vision of: ”Forests for the Society: a Long-term 
Multifunctional Forestry Satisfying the Society’s Needs”, Matějíček (2016)  suggests that Czech 
forestry should create conditions for the so often declared multifunctionality of forestry, namely in the 
form of creating market supply of forest recreational and environmental services, which have been 
free of charge so far. He concludes that these services represent a special type of unjustified 
enrichment, i.e. of unduly performance.  
This issue has become increasingly topical in the recent years, namely in the light of haphazard 
logging and bark beetle disasters. Due to their extent and dynamics, these are beyond the capabilities 
of current as well as future resources of the majority of forest owners. (Kupčák et al. 2019) 
 
Conclusion  
The RFF result from the fundamental forest policy strategies and the obligation of ensuring them is 
anchored in the legislation, too. This is linked with a number of determinations of economic measures 
incorporated in the FM, in the actual management, and in financing. A forest owner thereby receives 
three types if income: from raw wood, in the form of a compensation for the losses, and, potentially, 
from public funds. The RFF per se as the provided service has been free of charge so far, in relation 
to the TS (and its business) in particular. In this context, the objective of this paper has been to draw 
attention to the actual interaction of the FM and TS sectors, with respect to the economic projections 
in particular as these are at the expense of the forest owners to a crucial extent. 
Further research activities in the RFF should form the criteria and indicators for exact quantification of 
the relevant economic processes and the respective projections. It would also be interesting to extend 
the topic by the functions of tall greenery in the landscape (except for forests), which is maintained by 
other structure of owners. The impact of the forest existence on the value and valuation of goods in 
economics could also become a noteworthy hypothetical aspect of the research. 
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Souhrn 
Funkce lesa jsou v obecné rovině definovány jako účinky (působení) lesních ekosystémů na okolí, s 
akcentem na jejich společenskou sociálně-ekonomickou významnost. Mezi hlavní environmentální 
funkce patří rekreační funkce lesa, jež jsou dlouhodobě předmětem lesnického výzkumu, vč. jejich 
oceňování. Příspěvek je však zaměřen na analýzu odvětvových vztahů: lesnictví a rekreace resp. 
cestovní ruch – především na bázi lokalizačních faktorů a ekonomických interakcí. Obě odvětví jsou 
mj. součástí národního hospodářství, a jejich aktivity jsou statisticky a ekonomicky kvantifikovány. 
Kauzální podmíněnost cestovního ruchu (v některých případech i samotné existence) - ve vztahu k 
lesnictví je však vyjadřována maximálně deklaratorně, eventuelně v právních souvislostech; v 
ekonomických spojitostech či průmětech - pak zcela výjimečně. Přitom skutečností je, že předmětné 
funkce resp. služby poskytované lesem a lesním hospodářstvím, ať již pro širokou veřejnost či jenom 
pro určité zájmové skupiny, které z těchto lesnických služeb mají užitek - jsou bezplatné, ač. jejich 
garance spočívá na vlastníku lesa. 
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Abstract  
Recreation trails have recently come into focus in the Czech Republic which is relatively abrupt and 
profound change from long decades through which the needs of recreation have been fulfilled by 
existing forest road network. Land managers are increasingly willing to allow trail development to 
happen in the areas they manage. Unfortunately, the field of trail planning and design is not yet well 
established so common language and terminology for recreation trails is missing. The article presents 
a brief outline of recreation opportunity spectrum framework and lays out sets of terminology 
distinctions that establish recreation trail typology that should help forestry managers to better 
navigate potential trail implementation process.  
 
Key words: sustainable trails, trail planning, trail design, visitor management 
 
Introduction 
Recreation trails, especially close-to-nature narrow trails, have recently come into focus in the Czech 
Republic and Central Eastern Europe in more general. This is relatively abrupt and profound change 
from long decades through which the needs of recreation have been fulfilled by existing forest road 
network. The reason for this was widely held belief, based on the premise of so-called wake theory 
(Kielwassertheorie) that the needs for special forest services - in this case recreation - can be 
sufficiently satisfied by its productive functions and the infrastructure catering for it (Kvasnička 2018b).  
However, this meant that recreationists were directed to rely on existing infrastructure of forests roads 
that were not designed for quality recreation experience but rather for the utility of motorised forest 
management. While the existing forest road systems do serve a recreational function, they do so in a 
manner that remains far from the quality that trails can bring into equation.   
The changed perspective on recreation trails in Czech forests has been brought by mountain bikers as 
they continually pressured for their legitimacy and their right for quality experiences (Kvasnička 2007). 
With successfully pushing through several large to medium scale trail projects into existence mountain 
bikers have shown that recreation trails for MTB can be sustainable and at a same time constitute a 
viable tourism product. Approximately 10 years ago this has legitimated trail provision in the Czech 
Republic and during last 2-3 years same happened in Slovakia and Poland. Yet, this trend has also 
skewed the perception of demand. It now almost seems as if it is believed now that mountain bikers 
are the only user group that wants, needs or deserves forest recreation trails.  
This is far from reality though. The international recreation ecology research and land management 
practice has long established that there is a sliding scale of user groups regarding their focus on 
experiencing the quality of the trails (Jarrett & Repyak 2017) While mountain bikers lead the scale and 
horse riders remain on the opposite side of the spectrum, pedestrian users, especially more active 
hikers and runner being placed somewhere in the middle do appreciate quality trail experiences. It is 
estimated by the authors of this paper that within next 10 years similar trend to the pressure from 
mountain bikers to deliver trails will appear through activity of other trail-based user groups. The 
anecdotical evidence of running trails appearing around CEE confirms such hypothesis. When land 
managers will become to be faced with such demand the knowledge gap described in paragraphs 
below will become even more serious.  
With the recent change in perception of the need for recreation trails admittedly lead by mountain 
bikers, land managers are increasingly willing to allow trail development to happen in the areas they 
manage. However, the level of common practice / shared knowledge and general cultivation of the 
field of trail planning and design is critically low in CEE region. The field of expertise has barely been 
established and there are missing shared values, missing standards and missing terminology 
(Kvasnička 2018a). The two sides that are usually present at a negotiation table, land manager and 
representatives of user groups that propose trail implementation, do not share a common language. 
This is exacerbated by the fact that trail professionals are either hard to come by in CEE or they are 
even deemed not necessary.  
The authors of this article devoted substantial part of their professional life to cultivating shared values 
through working with professional public in forestry and nature protection. Having planned and 
designed the first recreation trails and also the largest volume of trails in CEE region, they established 
a standard procedure for planning designing and permitting recreation trails. The purpose of this 
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article is to provide basics in third insufficiently developed field, that of shared language and 
terminology for recreation trails.  
This article provides a brief introduction to a framework for recreation trails their typology. It is our 
belief that land managers in CEE, in fact to large extend forest managers will be able to use the 
typology to better understand what is demanded from them and what kind of trail infrastructure is 
going to be implemented in the forest they are responsible for. Their orientation in the basics of the 
trail typology is perhaps most important as they bear responsibility and liability for the project and they 
need to manage their risks.  
 
Definition of Trail and Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 
It should be noted that the definition of what recreation trail is remain vague in CEE region. This 
caused not only by the fact that implementing trails is a new phenomenon, but also by the fact that the 
term trail has been exploited through other uses. There are two notable extreme uses that blur clear 
understanding. Firstly, the term trail is used for heavily engineered, civil engineering style cycle 
pathways (e.g. cyklostezka). Secondly, the term trail is used for interpretative routes in forests that are 
waymarked on existing forest road infrastructure without any actual construction only with the use of 
interpretative signs and displays (e.g. naučná stezka).  
The term trail as it is understood by this article and used by the field of forest close-to-nature trail 
planning, design, construction and management can be defined as a continuous travelway with 
defined tread in its full length on which feet, hooves, wheels (and any alternative means of transport) 
are actively placed (Parker 2004: 9). As such trails do not necessarily need have to be constructed. 
They can appear through compaction by users. Yet waymarking in a route by using existing segments 
of forests roads and track does not establish a trail. Trails that appear organically are sometimes 
termed social or informal trails. Trails that have been planned and constructed are termed formal trails. 
In the UK this dichotomy is inaccurately termed natural vs. purpose-built trails. 
Before this article presents a set of distinctions that constitute the basics of a recreation trail typology it 
wishes to present a framework that is in some form prevalent in almost all theoretically and 
conceptually sound thinking about recreation trails. From the point of developing new trails that satisfy 
their users and from the point of managing trails in interaction with nature protection resources the 
land managers in the U.S.A. got used to conceptualize the environment on a sliding scale from 
developed (suburban) land to wilderness that is not (and should not be) manipulated and they aspire 
to match the types of trails and types of experiences to those environments.  
Such approach has been first introduced by US federal land management agencies as Recreation 
Opportunity Spectrum (ROP, Clark & Stankey 1979), to be later developed into other analytical and 
management concepts, most importantly The Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Framework 
(VERP, Belnap, Freimund, et al. 1997). In simplified form the framework has become part of the 
common practice and now informs any trail development and trail management happening in North 
America. It has also been formalised into planning frameworks for developing high quality user-
experience trails, most recently into MTB focused Guidelines for a Quality Trail Experience (Jarrett & 
Repyak 2017). 
The utility of these frameworks for European conditions remains yet to be discovered and the authors 
of this paper wish the public would be more acquainted with them. On the other hand, it should be 
noted that in CEE region the conditions for implementing it in strict terms into trails projects remains 
limited. This is because the spatial structure of our forested landscapes is convoluted and twisted. It is 
not always easy to establish one source of the developed, inhabited and more heavily areas originate. 
Additionally, existing the transport infrastructure (forest roads, public roads, cableways, etc.) 
transformed some of remote and undeveloped areas into accessible and developed ones. Still, even 
in the CEE conditions a ROP style framework can inform thinking on where to place trail infrastructure 
for what kind of experiences and based on what level or intensity of trails construction.  

 
Typology 
After we have introduced a framework for spatial thinking about the areas of interest, experiences and 
trail infrastructure it is time to dwell on a series of distinctions that establish basics of recreation trail 
typology. Forest recreation trails are often proposed sustainable (Kvasnička 2007, Davis 2007). It is 
not always established however, what sustainability in relation to trails means. What is often forgotten 
is that environmental sustainability should account for how well the trail is going to withstand the 
forces of nature, especially erosion. Therefore, for sustainable trails to require limited amount of 
maintenance they need to without exceptions accommodate proven and established anti-erosion 
design features (contour design, half rule, grade reversals). In situation of low professionalism of the 
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field especially enthusiast driven MTB trail projects often fail to follow this imperative ending in a 
vicious maintenance cycle that has implications for forest managers.  
On that note it is also important to think about the social sustainability of trials, not only from the point 
of clear target group, providing robust carrying capacity and mitigating user conflicts but also from the 
point of having long-time champions, volunteers, and stewards. At last there is an important element 
of economic sustainability that should be always brought into equation– what are going to be the costs 
of trail maintenance and where is the available funding coming from. In current financial conditions of 
CEE forests, the aim should be to have trails with as little continual investments needed as possible. 
Recreation trails vary in their purpose. Even under the uniting umbrella of recreation they do differ in 
what their users demand from them, how safe efficient and playful they are (Parker 2004). Some user 
groups focus more on safety while other appreciate risks, some need a sense of effectiveness and 
direction while others value playfulness. The trail purpose and the trail user objective need to inform 
the planning, design and management process to ensure that trails will provide quality experience.   
From the point of spatial distribution of trails, it is possible to differentiate between trail networks that 
are less strictly organised and trails systems which are usually more formally planned. Either of these 
is composed from number of trail sections, but trails sections can also constitute a trail that is not a 
network or a system, being either point-to-point trail or a single loop. Trail systems are usually 
organised into interconnected loops of various geometry (Felton 2004). While in the U.S.A. stacked-
loop trail systems seem to be prevalent, in Europe there is a preference for linked loops as they 
provide a greater degree of flexibility to the users to choose and change their outing on the go.    
Especially in MTB focused projects, trail networks and systems can utilise sections of forest roads and 
when do so and reach the size of weekend destination they can become called trail centres or less 
frequently trail parks. They need to be differentiated from bike parks which tend to provide single-use 
bike specific (often gravity style and with technical trail features) trails with uplift (chairlift or shuttle).   
Trails, trail networks and trail systems can be designed for directional use and they can also direct the 
traffic of particular user groups in an opposite direction. Separating the user groups legally is difficult in 
CEE because there is usually some form everyman’s right (right to roam, right of the way) in place that 
grants users their right to move freely as they wish (cyclists being limited to stay on roads and trails). 
The direction of use for trail therefore usually remains at the level recommendation. 
In theory trails, trail networks and trail systems can be designed and designated as single use, that is 
their use can be limited to a defined user group. In practice this usually remains impractical or even 
illegal solution in CEE. Technically therefore trails remain shared-use Their design can account for a 
preferred use by accentuating the experience of a chosen user group. Nonetheless, the fact that trails 
are shared used and therefore present a potential for user conflict should always have design 
implications to 1) layout, 2) inclination, 3) the number and size of features on the trails and 4) the 
maximum speed of the fastest users.  
The usual legally sanctioned user groups in CEE region are equestrians, pedestrians of various forms 
and cyclists / mountain bikers. Among pedestrians casual walkers, hikers and trail runners can be 
identified. Among the illegal users motorcyclists remain most prominent. Since most trails in CEE are 
mandated shared-use they should not include features that either severely restrict or endanger other 
user groups. Steps for the benefits of pedestrian users should be avoided. Large scale man made 
technical trail features (so called MMTTFs) such as large jumps, large drops and gaps for the benefits 
of mountain bikers should be also avoided. While moderate MTB man-made trail features can be 
successfully accommodated on shared use trails, the most suitable location for any larger structures 
bike parks, where single use by mountain bikers (e.g. bike specific use) is to be expected.  
For mountain biking trails it has become best management practice to use trail rating or trails 
classification to help users in selecting a trail that meets their fitness and skill level (Morlock, 
Applegate, et al. 2006). While the rating and classification systems differ around the globe, they are 
inspired by color coding known from signifying ski slope difficulty levels and usually are divided into 
trails for all, beginner, intermediate and expert categories.  
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Souhrn:  
Rekreační stezky se před nedávnou dobou dostaly do centra zájmu. To přestavuje relativně po 
dekádách, ve kterých byly potřeby lesní rekreace uspokojovány na síti již existujících hospodářských 
lesních cestách poměrně náhlou a hlubokou změnu. Zodpovědní správci lesů jsou stále častěji 
ochotní připustit na územích ve své správě rozvoj rekreačních stezek. Naneštěstí není branže 
plánování a projektování stezek zatím příliš dobře etablována, chybí jednotný slovník a terminologie. 
Článek přestavuje stručný nástin rámce Spektra rekreačních příležitostí a předkládá sadu 
terminologických rozlišený, která zakládají typologii rekreačních stezek, jenž může pomoci lesním 
správcům lépe se orientovat v potenciálním procesu implementace stezek. 
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Abstract  
Very large trees provide valuable multiply ecosystem services in urban environment. Thus the urban 
and regional planning is aimed to mapping and conservation of very large trees as important 
structures of green infrastructure. Despite of obvious cultural and recreational importance of these 
trees, there is still an knowledge-gap related to their occurrence and status in urban green area. This 
paper deals with results of field mapping of significant very large trees in urban environment based on 
case study from Prague (Czech Republic). Results of this empirical study indicated that very large 
(and old) trees can be very important structures for recreational ecosystem services provisioning in 
cities, because these trees play a role of living cultural symbols for local citizens. This is a relative 
novelty in awareness of urban trees importance. This case study indicated that very large trees in 
European cities should need more interest of researches and decision-makers in nature conservation. 
Results also highlighted the importance of field detailed mapping of significant trees in urban areas, 
which can be considered as hot-spots for very large trees with cultural and recreational significance. 
 
Key words: green urban area, heritage trees, recreational function, significant trees 
 
Introduction 
Very large trees (VLT) are the main living components of green urban infrastructures. Generally, the 
global decline of VLT has been identified as an important threat for both biodiversity and 
cultural/recreational value on nature (Lindenmayer et al. 2012). VLT are defined as old-growth trees 
with a size threshold ≥ 75 - 80 cm in diameter at breast height (DBH) (Machar 2012a). VLT in cities 
provide such ecosystem services as carbon storage, mitigation of heat island effects, pollutant 
filtering, recreation, shade and cooling. The high density of VLT in urban forests is one reason for their 
high ecosystem services (ES) including cultural and recreational benefits for people (Blicharska & 
Mikusinski 2013). As VLT occupy a revered position in the human psyche, the social/cultural values 
are assigned to them. VLT are worshiped in many societies worldwide and support the maintenance of 
local/regional cultural identities. Human-related recreational values of VLT should be taken into 
account in urban planning and conservation policies (Machar et al. 2016).  
However, there is a serious gap in knowledge about occurrence and status of VLT in urban areas. In 
addition, traditional conservation efforts in many European countries are aimed at the establishment of 
VLT as specially protected trees (Kilianova et al. 2017), and thus we do not know enough about 
occurrence of VLT which are not protected by the law (Machar 2012b). The aim of this paper is to 
present the results of VLT mapping in urban environment based on a case study of the city of Prague 
(the capital of the Czech Republic). The main objective of this article is to highlight the neglected 
significance of VLT in urban environments.  
 
Material and methods 
The study area is defined as green urban areas (parks, gardens and other green areas) in the 
administrative boundaries of the city of Prague. The total size of green areas accounts for 56.74% of 
the total area of Prague city. We mapped in study area the VLT with cultural and recreational value. 
This attribute includes all identified VLT that are associated with a locally/regionally significant cultural 
or recreational value by opinion of local people (inhabitants).  
Currently, there are 114 items recorded as memorable trees especially protected by the law in Prague. 
They have been declared as protected by the competent authority of the state administration of nature 
conservation (Simon et al. 2015). All these trees belong to the VLT category (but therefore they are 
not the focus of this study). We focused on field mapping of VLT, which are not protected by the law 
as memorable trees. Surprisingly, there are huge amount of these unprotected VLT with recreational 
values in the study area. The mapping of VLT in the study area took place between the years 2013 
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and 2018. The mapping included: A field search of local data sources that potentially contained data 
on the existence and planting of unprotected VLT. Other archives of unpublished materials such as 
local chronicles of city areas or material from local associations (e.g. volunteers from local fire 
departments and from the Sokol nongovernment organizations, etc.) have also been searched. VLT 
were also searched for in cooperation with local school directors, environmental department staff, 
public garden maintenance staff and local people (using the snowball method). We also used the 
participation of the public in the VLT searching in Prague from 2015 – 2017 via organizing the 
competition "Let’s Discover Significant Trees of Prague" (Kilianova et al. 2012). To promote public 
involvement in the VLT search in Prague a dedicated website on this theme was established.  
 
Results 
The results of the field mapping (Tab. 1) indicated that unprotected VLT are an important structures of 
the recreational potential of Prague. VLT in Prague total include 80 items of individual trees or tree 
groups. 
 
Tab. 1: Detected very large trees with recreational significance in the study area  

No. Tree species District  DBH (cm) Individuals 

1 Pyrus communis Dejvice 239 1 

2 Tilia cordata Dubeč 155 1 

3 Fraxinus excelsior ‘Pendula’ Běchovice 210, 204 2 

5 Ginkgo biloba ‘Pendula’ Nové Město 340 1 

6 Tilia platyphyllos Vršovice 198 1 

7 Tilia platyphyllos Nebušice 235 1 

9 Fraxinus excelsior Smíchov 335 1 

10 Tilia cordata Vysočany 188 1 

11 Tilia cordata Běchovice 236 1 

12 Tilia platyphyllos Hradčany 349 1 

16 Platanus acerifolia Smíchov 393 1 

17 Quercus robur Libeň 237, 227  1 

18 Quercus rubra Staré Město 352 1 

19 Morus alba Střešovice 255 1 

20 Morus alba Troja 173 1 

21 Cedrus libani Braník - 1 

22 Pyrus communis Malá Strana 293 1 

24 Fraxinus excelsior Motol 535 1 

25 Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata’ Běchovice 175 1 

28 Ulmus laevis Holešovice 266 1 

35 Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata’ Radlice 323 1 

36 Tilia platyphyllos Slivenec 148-270 4 

37 Aesculus hippocastanum Slivenec 310 1 

39 Quercus robur Hodkovičky 328 1 

40 Ulmus laevis Kolovraty 368 1 

41 Aesculus hippocastanum Košíře 383 1 

44 Alnus glutinosa Vinoř 318, 314  1 
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46 Tilia platyphyllos Zličín 220 1 

52 Tilia platyphyllos Záběhlice 188, 195 2 

53 Pyrus communis Hodkovičky 244 1 

61 Tili cordata Modřany 106-249, 28 9 

62 Tilia cordata Modřany 130, 170 2 

64 Tilia cordata, T. platyphyllos Cholupice 136, 169 2 

67 Salix alba Suchdol 812 1 

68 Tilia platyphyllos, T. cordata Klánovice 17-196 68 

69 Tilia cordata Staré Město 289 1 

73 Tilia platyphyllos Velká Chuchle 181 1 

80 Picea abies Kunratice 271 1 

 
Discussion and Conclusion 
Very large trees in urban environment symbolize an important message from history or remind the 
significant events. In addition to their ecological function, these trees have a role as holders of cultural 
and historical heritage. We have supported these well-known facts by our study of the VLT with 
recreational values identified in Prague (see Table 1). VLT (although unprotected) in Prague can be 
considered as heritage trees. Heritage trees are at the centre of many local initiatives aimed at 
maintaining the cultural heritage they embody. 
Some heritage trees are especially protected by law in many countries (particularly in Europe) as 
"monuments of nature". The same approach has been in progress in the Czech Republic since the 
1920s - some heritage trees are strictly protected by the Czech conservation law (number 114/1992) 
as "memorable trees" (Machar 2009). However, conservation efforts are usually concentrated on 
memorable VLT, which are especially protected by the law. Unprotected VLT are often neglected 
despite of theirs cultural and recreational value, which is obviously high in urban environment.  
The literature even contemplates VLT hotspots. VLT hotspots in the Czech Republic can be 
considered as old-growth hardwood floodplain forests (Simon et al. 2014), especially if the floodplain 
forests are managed through the application of sustainable forest management rules and if the 
floodplain forests are included in landscape protected areas. 
For unprotected VLT, cities can be considered primarily as hotspots, which are in line with the 
dislocation of cultural and recreational ecosystem services primarily bound to human altered habitats 
(Kopecka et al. 2013). 
The VLT mapping methodology used for the VLT search in Prague involved the co-operation of the 
public. Public involvement in the search for and protection of CSYT in urban environments can be 
considered as an important part of environmental education. The mapping of unprotected VLT is only 
a beginning of their sustainable management and protection. Mapping also increased a public 
awareness of the significance of these VLT.  
For VLT, we can find some other synonyms in the literature, such as veteran trees (if the VLT showed 
at least three "veteran tree characteristics", such as rot hole, hollowing and dead wood, etc.), but an 
accurate definition of VLT is still being debated (Uradnicek et al. 2017). We have highlighted that VLT 
are a part of human identity and recreational potential of urban green areas. VLT are also important 
living symbols of historical and cultural events as we have found in this study in Prague. The 
sustainable conservation management of these VLT is necessary in order to maintain their cultural 
significance in the future. 
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Souhrn 
Tento příspěvek prezentuje výsledky terénního mapování významných mohutných stromů v urbánní 
krajině na případové studii z Prahy. Mohutné stromy tvoří základní živé komponenty zelené 
infrastruktury měst. Mohutné stromy jsou v literatuře definovány zpravidla jako stromy, jejichž výčetní 
tloušťka měřená 130 cm nad zemí přesahuje 75 – 80 cm. Tyto mohutné stromy ve městech zajišťují 
řadu důležitých ekosystémových služeb (např. sekvestraci uhlíku, zmírňování dopadů ostrovního 
teplotního efektu měst v krajině, filtrování polutantů z ovzduší, rekreaci, stín a chladící efekt). Výsledky 
mapování mohutných stromů v Praze ukazují, že mohutné stromy (jedinci i jejich skupiny) mohou být 
považováni za významnou součást kulturního dědictví a současně za nositele rekreačního potenciálu 
zelených městských ploch. Mapováním byl v Praze zjištěn výskyt 80 položek mohutných stromů - 
jednotlivých exemplářů nebo stromových skupin. Výsledky této empirické případové studie indikují, že 
mohutné stromy jsou významnými strukturami podporujícími fungování rekreačních ekosystémových 
služeb zelené městské infrastruktury. Navíc tyto stromy nesou symbolická kulturní poselství významná 
pro místní obyvatele (např. připomínají nejrůznější historické kulturní události či jsou symbolickou 
připomínkou významných místních osobností). Toto pojetí mohutných stromů jako významných 
symbolů místní/regionální identity je relativně novou záležitostí, které by měla být věnována větší 
pozornost výzkumníků i správců zelené infrastruktury evropských měst.   
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Abstract  
The article presents the results of questionnaire survey, which aim was to determine social 
preferences in relation to recreational management of forest water reservoirs. In 2016 the survey 
covered 550 people over 18 years of age. As a research tool, an internet questionnaire was used, 
which included questions such as: preferred elements and options of recreational management of 
water reservoirs. The questionnaires were distributed via social media (eg Facebook) among people 
interested in relaxing in the forests. Statistical analysis of the impact of personal characteristics 
(gender, age, education level, place of residence) on the preferences of respondents was carried out 
using the chi-square test. Results suggested that according to the majority of respondents, the use of 
water reservoirs for recreational purposes requires the introduction of specific recreational 
infrastructure. The most preferred elements of recreational development include: recreational paths, 
beaches, viewing terraces and marinas. The results showed that the preferences ware significantly 
varied mainly in terms of age and education level. The age of respondents have an influence on 
preferences regarding the type of recreational infrastructure. The preferences of the respondents 
referring to options of recreational management of water reservoirs are different due to age and 
educational level. 
 
Key words: forest recreation, recreational infrastructure, social preferences 
 
Introduction 
Water reservoirs and watercourses in forests not only play an important role in stabilizing natural 
ecosystems, but also determine the attractiveness of the forest landscape. Łonkiewicz and others 
(1982) established that the majority of tourism and recreation in forests is concentrated mainly on its 
outskirts, on the field-forest border and on the forest-lake/river interface. Therefore, surface water is 
one of the main criteria taken into account in most of the recreational utility assessments of the area 
(Richling, Solon 2011). Ambrożewski (1993), Żbikowski i Żelazo (1993) and Bus (2009). Forest 
retention reservoirs are objects which, apart from storing a certain amount of water, can serve society 
for recreation and recreation purposes. Strengthening or weakening of the social role of retention 
reservoirs in forests is certainly strongly influenced by their landscape attractiveness, which may 
encourage or discourage staying in their vicinity. One of the elements increasing the attractiveness of 
water reservoirs is the recreational infrastructure. Therefore, the aim of our research was to determine 
preferences concerning the type and scope of recreational management in the vicinity of water 
reservoirs. 
 
Material and methods 
Social preferences concerning recreational management of water reservoirs were determined by an 
online survey. The survey was of a quantitative nature and was conducted with the use of a 
questionnaire available at www.webankieta.pl. Data were collected in 2016. The survey involved 550 
people over 18 years of age. The questionnaire was distributed via social networks (e.g. Facebook) to 
people interested in relaxing in the forests. The questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part 
included questions about the characteristics of the respondents (gender, age, level of education and 
place of residence). The second part consisted of questions aimed at determining, among other 
things, preferences concerning the type and scope of recreational land use in the vicinity of water 
reservoirs. All statistical analyses, performed with the use of a software package Statistica v. 13.0 
(StatSoft, Inc.) at a 0.05 significance level, included the assessment of the independence of non-
measurable characteristics calculated with the use of the chi-square test which compared actual 
results obtained in the research with the values expected (theoretical). In order to assess the strength 
of a relationship between two quantitative variables the contingency coefficient was used, which can 
be applied in cross-tabulation with any number of levels of both variables. Its null value is interpreted 
as lack of correlation, whereas values close to one reveal a strong relationship between the variables.  
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Results 
550 people took part in the survey, of which women accounted for 52% (286 people) and men for 48% 
(264 people). The most numerous group (33%) were respondents aged 26-35. Another age group 
(31%) in terms of numbers were respondents aged 36-45. In the age group 18-25 there were 14% of 
respondents, while in the age group 46-55 - 13% of respondents. On the other hand, the group of 56-
65 year olds constituted 6% of the respondents. The least numerous group (3%) were respondents 
aged over 65. Among all the respondents, people with higher education constituted 65% (53% of 
whom were women, and 47% - men). Secondary education was declared by 29% of the respondents, 
while post-secondary education was declared by 6% of the respondents. Depending on the place of 
residence, the respondents can be divided into two main groups: people living in rural areas, 
accounting for 43% of all respondents, and those living in cities, accounting for 57% of all 
respondents. Cities up to 20,000 inhabitants constituted 14% of the respondents (including 48% of 
women and 52% of men), while larger cities with more than 20,000 inhabitants - 43% of the 
respondents (including 55% of women and 45% of men).  
As many as 87% of the respondents were of the opinion that the use of water reservoirs for 
recreational purposes requires the introduction of specific recreational infrastructure. For 13%, the 
presence of such equipment was of no significance (6% of which believed that the infrastructure was 
not needed, and 7% could not give a clear answer to this question). The most preferred elements of 
recreational development included: recreational paths (30%), overlook platform (21%), beaches 
(17%), viewing terraces (15%) and marinas (4%). Other elements were always preferred by less than 
3% of respondents. According to most respondents (56%), recreation infrastructure is "very important" 
for the visual attractiveness of forest retention reservoirs. It is perceived by 31% of respondents as 
"medium important", "insignificant" or "insignificant" by 10% and 3% of respondents. Water reservoirs 
with multifunctional glades, camping fields, etc. (surface recreational facilities) are not very important, 
were preferred by 35% of the respondents. Water reservoirs in the vicinity of which there were small 
(point recreational facilities) as for example vantage point, recreational shelter were indicated by 36% 
of the respondents. On the other hand, 29% of the respondents considered the reservoirs surrounded 
by both point, linear and surface ones recreational facilities, are the most attractives. The opinions of 
respondents as to whether the use of forest retention reservoirs for recreational purposes requires 
appropriate infrastructure varied significantly only due to the age of the respondents (χ = 51.403; p < 
0.01). In the age groups, apart from the respondents aged over 66, the most preferred were beaches 
and overlook platforms. On the other hand, the highest percentage (31%) of those over 66 preferring 
viewing terraces was found. For comparison, in the group of respondents aged 18-25, viewing 
terraces were indicated by 8% of the respondents. Opinions on the influence of recreational 
infrastructure in the vicinity of a forest water reservoir on its landscape attractiveness are significantly 
diversified due to the age (χ2 = 57.728; p < 0.001) and level (χ2 = 19.605; p < 0.05) of education of 
respondents. Among the respondents aged 18-25, the dominant opinion (41% of the respondents) 
was that recreational infrastructure is of medium importance for the assessment of landscape 
attractiveness of water reservoirs. In the case of other age groups, the opinion prevailed that it is very 
important in this type of assessment. Taking into account the education level of the respondents, it 
was stated that the higher its level, the greater the conviction that the recreational infrastructure in the 
vicinity of the water reservoir has a very significant impact on its visual attractiveness. At the same 
time, the highest percentage of respondents (33%) believing that this feature is of little importance for 
the landscape attractiveness of the reservoirs was recorded in the group of respondents with primary 
education. 
 
Discussion 
The participation of women and men in the study was at a similar level. The most numerous group of 
respondents (47% in total) were people up to the age of 35, as a result of the fact that young 
respondents use the Internet, which was used for distributing the questionnaire, as well as because 
tourism and recreation are more often the domain of young people between 15 and 29 years of age 
than older people, as shown, among others, by Lucas (1980) and Šišak (1996). A survey of water-
related recreational activities also indicates that such activities are more often dominated by young 
people. As the conducted research has shown, by far the most numerous group of respondents were 
respondents with higher education (65%). Surveys of users of water areas in the Pieniny National 
Park (Warcholik et al. 2010) and resting in forests (Lucas 1980, Hammitt, Patterson 1993) indicate that 
the percentage of people with higher education among tourists is higher than the percentage of the 
above mentioned people among the general public. The survey carried out for the purpose of this work 
was dominated by city dwellers. Similarly, research conducted by Mogiła-Lisowska and Gajkowska 
(2013) shows that the place of residence for the majority of people engaged in water tourism was a 
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large city. The landscape attractiveness of forest retention reservoirs is determined by the presence of 
recreational infrastructure in their surroundings. The most preferred reservoirs are those in the vicinity 
of which the infrastructure is quite limited in scope, only in terms of points. Studies on preferences 
concerning the scope of recreational forest management do not clearly determine which model of the 
preferred forest is preferred by its users. For example, Jensen (1993) believes that the forest 
landscape is much more preferred without any recreational facilities. Vander Stoep and Duniavy 
(1992) and Janeczko (2002) are of the opposite opinion. The results of the survey prove that the social 
views on the way and scope of recreational management are differentiated due to socio-demographic 
features of the respondents. Recreational infrastructure turned out to be "very important" in assessing 
the attractiveness of the water reservoir for respondents over 36 years old. This may be related to the 
fact that the importance of all types of facilities and facilities, including those allowing for recreation 
and recreation, increases with age. Łobożewicz (1991) claims that with age the importance of passive 
recreation increases, and infrastructure is sought that increases the comfort of recreation. The highest 
percentage of people convinced that recreational infrastructure is important in assessing the visual 
attractiveness of reservoirs was found in the group of respondents with higher education. 
 
Conclusion 
According to Skiba (2016), an effective process of designing and creating design standards requires 
knowledge about people's aesthetic preferences. In recent years, surveys of social preferences have 
become more and more often an element of public consultations conducted in order to understand the 
point of view of local communities, their concerns and doubts. The inclusion of the population in 
decision-making processes, as results from the Davos Declaration (2018), favours on the one hand 
the identification of the community with the environment and strengthens the sense of common 
responsibility for the environment; on the other hand, it also requires the population to be aware and 
understand the quality of construction and construction processes. For forestry, studying user 
preferences and consulting on planned activities is increasingly important, not least because it helps to 
shape a positive image of foresters' work and reduces social conflicts concerning forest management, 
which are to a large extent focused on engineering forest management. These findings broaden the 
current knowledge of engineering forest management and should therefore provide practical guidance 
to forest retention reservoir designers.  
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Souhrn 
V dnešní době jsou názory a společenské preference o plánovaných a navrhovaných inženýrských 
objektech, jejich charakteru, estetice a funkcích čím dál častěji součástí procesu návrhu. Cílem článku 
bylo zjistit sociální preference ve vztahu k rekreačnímu hospodaření v lesních vodních nádržích. 
Výsledky naznačují, že podle většiny respondentů vyžaduje využití vodních nádrží pro rekreační účely 
zavedení specifické rekreační infrastruktury. Mezi nejoblíbenější prvky rekreačního rozvoje patří: 
rekreační stezky, pláže, vyhlídkové terasy a přístavy. Výsledky ukázaly, že preference se značně lišily 
především z hlediska věku a úrovně vzdělání. Věk respondentů má vliv na preference týkající se typu 
rekreační infrastruktury. Předpoklady respondentů, které se týkají možností rekreačního řízení 
vodních nádrží, se liší z hlediska věku a úrovně vzdělání. 
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